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This thesis descAes a theoretical framework for modelling cooperative dialogue. The linguistic
theory is a version of speechact theory adopted from Cohen andLevesque, in which dialogue utterances
aregeneratedand interpreted pragmatically in the context of a theory of rational interaction. The latter is
expressed as explicitly and formally represented principles of rational agenthood and cooperative
interaction. The focus is the development of strategic principles of multi-agent interaction as such a
basis for cooperative dialogue. In contrast to the majority of existing work, these acknowledge the
Positive role of conflict to multi-agent cooperation. and make no assumptionsregarding the benevolence
and sincerity of agents. The result is a framework wherein agentscan resolve conflicts by negotiation.
It is a preliminary
stageto the future building of computer modelsof cooperative dialogue for both HCI
and DAI, which will thereforebe more widely and generally applicable than thosecurrently in existence.

The theory of conflict and cooperation is expressedin the different patterns of mental states
which characterise multi-agent conflict, cooperation and indifference as three alternative postural
relations. Agents can recognise and potentially create these. Dialogue actions are the strategic tools
with which mental statescan be manipulated, whilst acknowledging that agents are autonomousover
their mental states;they have control over what they acquire and reveal in dialogue. Strategic principles
of belief and goal adoption are described in terms of the relationships between autonomous agents'
beliefs, goals, preferences, and interests, and the relation of these to action. Veracity, mendacity,
concealing and revealing are defined as properties of acts. The role of all theseelements in reasoning
about dialogue action and conflict resolution, is tester in analysesof two exampledialogues; a record of
a real trade union negotiation and an extract from "Othello" by Shakespeare.
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INTRODUCTION

Research

Aims

This thesis describes research aimed at the development of a theoretical framework for computer
models of multi-agent dialogue.

It has been designed as a theoretical preliminary to future

implementations of cooperative systemswhich use dialogue to
negotiate and resolve differences. These
will be equally applicable to human computer interaction (HCI) contexts, as well as distributed artificial
intelligence (DAI). the latter concerningpurely machine interactions.

Motivations

In social psychology circles, conflict management and
conflict resolution are considered to play an
important and positive role in cooperationand the maintenance of social stability. These ideas
are now
firmly embedded in current thinking and research, having been revived in the fifties by Coser (1956),
from the classical work of Simmel (Simmel, 1955), and others who wrote at the turn of the century. In
artificial intelligence however, most existing research involving aspectsof cooperative multi-agent
interaction, has assumedthat being a cooperative agent meansbeing benevolent; cooperative agentsare
always in agreement and ready to adopt each others goals. Conflicts either simply never arise, or
alternatively they are avoided when they do arise.
This research was motivated firstly by a belief that intelligent machinesengagedin joint execution,
management, allocation of tasks in the real world, will inevitably be faced with the sort of conflict
situations which arise out of a constantly changing and unpredictable environment, just as do human
agents. The machinery needs to be available for such automated agents to potentially resolve
differences, as opposedto avoiding or ignoring them. Conflict is consideredto be a positive force in the
maintenance and evolution of cooperative multi-agent systems, becauseits expression and consequent
potential resolution or managementmakes possible a flexibility in dealing with unexpectedevents. This
is the way that multi-agent systemsas a whole can evolve cooperatively, and potentially appropriately to
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changing and unpredicted circumstance. In contrast, existing systems are rigid and constrained by
imposed benevolence. The second motivation for this researchwas therefore the belief that the attitudes
and experience reflected in thirty years of conflict studies in social psychology regarding conflict's
positive role with respect to human agents, is also relevant to the current development of computational
models of cooperative multi-agent interaction.

Managing conflict involves a choice of best action, given the conflict which exists. Resolving
conflict on the other hand, involves "changing someone's mind", the conflict being thereby removed.
Dialogue is therefore the meansby which conflict resolution can occur, because dialogue effects changes
to agents' mental states.

This research concerns conflict resolution; this was the motivation for

focussing on the role of dialogue in cooperative sytems. The proposed framework incorporates a
pragmatic linguistic theory whereby dialogue comprises utterances, and utterances are speech actions
generated and interpreted in context, as attempts to satisfy communicative goals. The context comprises
the agent's assumptions about the world, which are represented in her mental states. These include
beliefs and goals about the interaction, as well as principles concerning the nature of multi-agenthood
and interaction in general. The nature of conflict and cooperation for example, are representedas patterns
of mental states.Agents therefore have the meansof both recognising and manipulating these states. As
autonomous agents however, each only has partial control over this process. Agents are neither assumed
to simply benevolently adopt others' communicative goals, and nor are speech actions assumed to be
always veracious and open expressionsof the speaker'smental states. Each agent has control over what
they personally acquire, and what they reveal in dialogue.

Original

Contribution

Ideas are incorporated from social psychology and game theory into a new theory of multi-agent
interaction. This forms the context within which the pragmatic theory of dialogue adopted from Cohen
and Levesque (1987b) operates. It offers a strategic basis for reasoning about the generation and
interpretation of speech action, which acknowledges the positive role of conflict in multi-agent
between autonomous
cooperation. The resulting theoretical framework models cooperative dialogue
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agents, each with an element of the control over the information flow between them. They can
recognise and alter conflict relationships between them. They can negotiate agreementwhere there had
previously beendisagteernent.
Definitions of conflict. cooperation and indifference are introduced as propositional postures,which
relate specifically to the multi-agent context. Preferencesand interests are introduced as properties of
single agents, defined in terms of the primary properties of beliefs and goals. These are used to
characterise communicative acts as well as the proposed conditions under which autonomous agents
adopt beliefs and goals in dialogue as strategicinteraction. Veracity, mendacity, concealingand revealing
are defined as expressionsor properties of speechactions, relevant to the strategicapproach.

Theoretical Background

The researchdescribedbe is an extension of the
recent developmentsin speechact theory of Cohen
and Levesque(1987b) and Perrault (1987). Aspects of the work of Rosenschein(1985) and Rosenschein
and Genesereth(1985) form the grounding upon which the social psychology theory of Coser(1956) and
Simmel (1955) is incorporated into the proposed theory of
multi-agent interaction. The propertiesof
communicating agents which relate to strategic interaction owe much to the theories of Schelling
(1960), Goffman (1970) and other game theorists, such as Howard (1971). The resulting model of
agents and multi-agents is expressedformally using a logic adopted from Cohen and Levesque(1987a,
1987b) which is based upon the adaptation
of the possible worlds approach of Kripke (1963) to
epistemic logic, by Hintikka (1962).

Methodology and Testing

The methodologyhasbeento iterativelyformaliseand testthe theoreticalintuitions. Therationale
behind the use of logic to express the theoretical ideas as a preliminary stage to future computer
implementation is that the ideas are expressedindependently of the mechanisms which would enable
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them to be usedin a program. This not only avoidsmachine-oriented
technicalproblems,which detract
from the theoreticalfocusof theresearchexercise,but also leavesthe ideasentirely opento examination
and testing. The choicewasalso madein order to better developand comparewith previousresearch
which hasappliedformal approaches
to themodellingof agentsand multi-agentinte:acction.
The emphasis of the research programme is the development of theory; the specification and
description of the problem is the prime concern as opposed to its implementation details. Various
problems are acknowledged related to the nature of the particular formal language chosen as the meansof
expression.

It does however, provide a tractable system with a precise semantics to which all

expressions must conform. It provides a rigorous base according to which the various paths of reasoning
necessary to generate different example dialogue actions can be traced and tested. Sample dialogue
actions from conversations from (i) a protocol of a negotiation between an electricians union and their
management, and (ii) Othello by Shakespeare, Act 3 Scene 3,

have been used for this purpose.

Incremental improvement of the theory has occured via the retrospective analysis of these existing
dialogue phenomena They have been used therefore, as a means of evaluating the theory in terms of its
explanatory and predictive potential.

Comparisonshavebeencarriedout with the approaches
of Cohen& Levesque(1987a,1987b)and
Perrault(1987),alsovia analysesof someof their examples.

Disclaimer

It should be noted that there is no claim of psychological plausibility in this work. This framework
is proposed and tested for its validity as a theoretical base from which computational agents can reason
about cooperative dialogue.

It is as a preliminary stage to machine applications encompassing

negotiation style dialogues. It is not intended that conclusions be drawn which relate to mechanismsof
human reasoning.
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Thesis

Outline

Chapter 1 describes the linguistic theory proposed for this framework for computer models of
cooperative dialogue. It includes a literature survey reflecting the theoretical background and historical
development of speechact theory, in the context of other pragmatic approachesto modelling dialogue in
artificial intelligence. The speechact theory adoptedconsiders communication to be groundedin general
principles of rational, cooperative interaction. Chapters 2 and 3 therefore describeand discussfirstly the
theory of rational agenthood, and secondly the theory of cooperative multi-agent interaction which
comprise such principles, for this framework. Some of theseare adopted from previous work in artificial
intelligence. but others are derived from ideas generatedwithin other disciplines suchas philosophy and
Psychology- Chapter 4 concerns the meansby which theseprinciples are expressedfor demonstrating,
testing and evaluating them

as a basisfor cooperative dialogue. The background andjustification for the

chosenformal language is given, followed by the precise model of agenthoodproposed. Chapters5, and
6 then develop the focal issues
of the theory. Definitions of conflict, cooperation and indifference, the
role of thesein cooperative dialogue, and theories of conflict as a positive face in the maintenanceand
evolution Of cooperation, are to be found in chapter 5. Chapter 6 concerns issues related to the control
of information in dialogue as strategic interaction. Agents have only partial control over the outcomes
of their dialogue actions. They and others are autonomous over the mental states they acquire. This
manifests itself in the conditions under which others' beliefs and goals are acquired in dialogue.
Secondly, agentsare autonomous over their mental states in terms of what is revealed. This property
manifests itself in the ability to perform veracious or mendacious, and revealing or concealing
expressions. A communicative act is defined in the terms of this strategic framework, and this is
contrasted with a comparable definition of Cohen and Levesque's,and their approach in general. The
testing and evaluation of the entire framework is then described in chapter 7. Two example dialogues
provide instancesof dialogue actions which are analysedaccording to the proposedtheoreticalprinciples.
Complete transcripts of thesedialogues comprise appendicesI and 2. Some historical insights are also
given in chapter 7 into the practical development of the issuesand methodology,during the courseof the
researchprogramme.
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Illustrating

the Framework

Cohen and Levesque's paper, "Persistence, Intention and Commitment" (Cohen and Levesque, 1987a)
began with a little story about a household robot of the future, called Willie.

By the end of the paper, it

was claimed that Willie could be a robot committed to his goals. This meant that in response to the
command: "Williel Bring me a beer". he should helpfully take on his master's goal, having no existing
contradictory one, and assuming that this master (lets call him Fred), was sincere in his communicated
desire for a beer. He should be committed to it in the sensethat it will only be abandonedonce achieved,
or if impossible to achieve - there being no beer in the fridge for example. or if the reason for the goal is
no longer true. An example of this would be Willie believing that Fred is no longer thirsty.

Threeadditionalscenariosinvolving Willie and Fred are briefly examinedhere. The purposefor
theseis to illustratethoseparticular aspectsof computationalmodellingof cooperativedialoguewhich
arethe focalconcernsof this thesis.

Scenario Number 1: Imagine Willie is on his way to the kitchen to get Fred's beer when the voice of
Sally, another member of this household, calls out from the bathroom: "Help! Willie, come in here
quick! "

This is the kind of unexpected event that can occur so often in the real world. The actors, or

agents in such a world need to be flexible and able to reassess their goals in the light of new
information. Perhaps Sally cannot turn off the taps and there is a danger of flooding. Perhaps she is
drowning. The goal she has communicated to Willie may be much more important in terms of their
survival, than getting a beer. According to Cohen and Levesque's framework, agentsare always helpful
in taking on another's goal, but not if they have an existing contradictory goal. Willie simply could not
therefore assist Sally at that time becausehe has Fred's beer to get. In most other existing frameworks
for modelling cooperative action, cooperative agents generally do not have conflicting goals; the context
is constrained such that this never occurs. Alternatively, conflicts may be acknowledged but avoided in

theplanningof non-contentious
alternatives.
In this framework. Willie is an autonomous agent. On recognition of Sally's goal for him to help
her in the bathroom, he neither benevolently adopts her goal because she has it, nor rigidly resists it
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becauseof his existing contradictory goal. He examines his preferenceswith respect to the alternatives
and circumstanceswith which he is faced. Preferencesarebased upon maximal satisfaction of goals and
consistency of belief, taking into account that goals and beliefs are held with different strengths or
centrality to the agent Acting according to preferences in situations of choice therefore implies greatest
consistencywith the "values" the agent holds. It is imagined that Willie would be programmedto prefer
to help humans in trouble than perform household chores, if such situations should ever arise. He drops
Fred's goal and adopts Sally's.
Commitment to this goal requires that it is
not already achievedand is not impossible. Willie must
also believe Sally really wants his help. Is this a true expression of her desires? He cannot assumeshe
is always sincere. Did
she make the requestbecauseshe wanted his help and believed that Willie would
t*e this goal on and thus respond favourably? If he has beliefs about Sally, for example, which include
that this is not the kind
of thing she does for a joke, or perhaps there was a senseof urgency in her
voice. or...., then he will conclude that it
was in fact a legitimate request. Sally understandsthis and
can therefore reason that it was okay to ask Willie to help; it was a good strategy for her. Shewanted
Willie's help and had
expectations regarding his preferences and beliefs, such that not only would he
actually adopt her goal, but his subsequentaction would also be in her favour.

The justification and motivation for this strategic approach to a theory of dialogue, is in the
development of a theoretical framework for the computational modelling of dialogue appropriateto real
world, unpredictable multi-agent situations. Agents must be able to behave flexibly in the light of new
information. This may involve the resolution of conflicts or differences between them. For example,
Willie had a goal to be getting Fred's beer but Sally is faced with a real and unexpected problem.
Suddenly Willie is being asked to adopt Sally's contradictory goal. Real environments cannot be
constrained to the point where different agents with unchangeablegoals can be assumedto be forever in
agreement.
In this framework. conflict is consideredas a positive force in the maintenanceand stability of social
systems. The next two scenarios are aimed at demonstrating that the use of dialogue to expressand
potentially resolve conflict, offers flexible solutions ensuring the continuation and evolution of the
cooperative systemas a whole, in a changing and unpredictableenvironmefL
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Scenario Number 2

Fred, discovering Willie on his way to the bathroom before he has
got the beer,

is very cross and demands to know why Willie is being disobedient. There is a
conflict between Willie
(who wants to help Sally) and Fred (who wants Willie to get his beer). Willie
recognises this. He also
knows that if Fred and he had a common goal regarding Willie's current activities, they would
no longer
be in conflict. How to achieve this? Dialogue affects mental states. If he informs Fred
of the situation,
Fred might then drop his goal for Willie to get the beer becausehe believes Fred to have a preference for
Sally not to have flooded the bathroom than be drinking beer. The conflict would thus be
resolved.
Alternatively, of course, Fred may subsequently just tell Willie not to be so stupid,
and Sally can sort
herself out. If Willie accepts this, the conflict is also resolved by Fred having
used dialogue to alter
Willie's goal such that their goal is common. Whichever of these is the case, cooperation is
resumed
between Fred and Willie.

The possibility of "changingsomeone's
mind" meansflexibility, and flexibility of action is crucial
to action being appropriate in changing conditions. This example demonstrates how being able to
"change someone's mind" can resolve conflict and maintain cooperation between multi-agents. Both
Fred and Willie understand the nature of conflict and cooperation. These
are contexts of the multi-agent
system, determined by their own mental states. "Changing someone'smind" therefore means altering
that context; it can change conflict to cooperation. They also understand the role of dialogue as the
manipulator of these mental states.

Scenario Number 3: Willie is in the process of doing the ironing, when he recognises Fred's goal for
him to get a beer. There is a conflict between Willie's existing goal to be ironing and Fred's goal for
Willie to get the beer instead. Willie has a preference that dictates that he maintain his goal to be
ironing in these particular circumstances. He could therefore just ignore Fred and carry on ironing.
However, having a representation of the nature of conflict and understanding that he is in that situation,
he understands that the conflict is not resolved by this action. Fred will still try to get him to adopt his
(i. e. Fred's) goal. Therefore, he and Fred need to reach some agreementabout the situation; the conflict
needs to be resolved. He knows that conflicts are resolved when one party no longer wants his own goal
but adopts the other's.

His attempt to use dialogue to create this situation may be something like:

"Well, if I have to go and get a bear
now, you'll have to iron your own shirt! "
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CHAPTER

1: A pragmatic

theory

of dialogue

1.1 Introduction

The term "dialogue"is definedin theOxford Englishdictionaryas: "A conversationor verbal
exchange of thought, between two or more persons". Conversation is defined as "the action of
consorting or having dealings with others", and "exchange of thought" is part of the definition of
communication (English Oxford Dictionary). The aim of eventually achieving a computational model of
dialogue is therefore one when the objective is an automated system comprising verbal communication
between multi-agents. There are various approachesto the study of verbal communication or language
usage,also termed "pragmatics", which have beenapplied within artificial intelligence. A description of
the overall artificial intelligence (Al) perspectiveandjustification for the particular approachadoptedin
this framework, is given in section 12.
The term "pragmatics" was initially distinguished from the syntax and
semanticsof signs by Morris
(1938). He defined pragmaticsas the study of the relation betweensigns and their interpretersor users.
This contrasts it from semanticswhich was defined as the study of the relation between signs and their
denotations.

Semantics is about the sentence meaning inherent in every utterance of a particular

sentence. However, the same sentencecan be uttered on different occasionswith a variety of intended
meanings. Pragmaticsconcerns utterancesand thesehave both linguistic and non-linguistic properties
such as, the particular speaker'sintentions in malting the utterance, its time and place, and so on. It
concernsthe j

of language.

"Pragmatics is the study of the relations between languageand context that are basic to an account

(Levinson,1983).
of language
understanding"

This researchadoptsa pragmatictheoryof dialogue. Utterancesare speechactionswhich effect
changes to the multi-agent system; they effect changes to the mental states of the interacting agents.

Theyareinterpretedandgenerated
in thecontextof thosementalstates.Thesecompriseimportantlythe
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communicativegoal of thespeaker.In additionhowever,they must comprisea generalunderstanding
of
the relation betweensuchcommunicativegoalsand rational action in a multi-agentenvironment.This
outline of a theory of dialoguedescribesthe recentdevelopmentsin speechact theory, as proposedby
Cohenand Levesque(1997a.1987b)and Perrault(1987). Preciselywhat time recentdevelopments
ane,
their theoreticalbackgroundand historical developmentis explainedand discussedin section1.3. The
role theyplay in theproposedframeworkfor dialogueis describedin section1.4.

"The set of premisesusedin interpretingan utterance(apartfrom the premisethat the
utterancein
questionhasbeen produced)constituteswhat is generallyknown as the context. A contextis a
psychologicalconstruct,a subsetof the hearer'sassumptions
abouttheworld. It is these
assumptions,of course,ratherthan the actualstateof the world, that affect theinterpretationof
an
utterance.A contextin this senseis not limited to informationaboutthe immediatephysical
environmentor the immediateprecedingutterances:
expectationsaboutthefuture,scientific
hypotheses
or religiousbeliefs,anecdotalmemories,generalcultural assumptions,
beliefsaboutthe
mental stateof the speaker,mayall playa role in interprettion" (Sperber& Wilson, 1986).

1.2

Approaches

1.2.1 Aims

to modelling

dialogue

in artificial

intelligence

and applications

Research into the computational modelling of dialogue has been aimed largely at achieving dialogue
or discourse between humansand machines - human computer interaction or HCI. Cooperative ventures
necessitatecommunication, and the ultimate goal is to eventually achieve natural language interfaces for
expert systems, databasepackages,educational programs and so on, which do not require the user to have
knowledge of specialised and restrictive command languages.

Other applications include text

understanding and machine aanslation. In addition, cooperative planning and task execution between
machines on distributed networks in distributed artificial

intelligence or DAI, also requires an

understanding of the principles of communication, although not necessarily within the confines of
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naduallanguage.

1.2.2 Methods and theories

The various approachesto modelling dialogue in artificial intelligence and computational linguistics
can be broadly categorised as either psychological (intentional), or structural approachesto language
Processing- The former are various interpretations of the work of Grice (Grice 1957,1969) which
,
consider

recognition of the speaker'sintentions in producing an utterance to be a crucial component

to understanding its meaning. This is fundamental
a
component of Searle's speechact theory (1969,
1975). In fact, the
research work into computational modelling which has taken place to date which
focuses on the intentional
component of utterance interpretation and generation, has adopted (varying
mireons

°f) speech act theory, as its theoretical foundations. Examples are the work of Cohen

(1978), Cohen and Ppzaalt (1979),
Allen & Perrault (1980), Appell (1982,1985), Cohen and Levesque
(198Th), and Perrault (1987).
StructUM1approaches the
on
other hand, focus on analysis of structural relations betweenelementsof
' liscouse. discourse being languagebehaviour which typically involves multiple utterancesas well as
multiple participants. Reichman (1985) for example, has devised a set of discourse processing rules
specified in terms of an abstract grammar of discourse processing and without access to individual
speaker beliefs or knowledge structures (Reichman, 1985). Grosz and Linde studied task-oriented
dialogues which they parsed according to distinct structural discourse elements (Grosz, 1981,
Linde, 1974). Power described conversational procedures, which are lists of instructions as to how
utterancesin pairs should be producedand interpreted (Power, 1979). His work followed Schegloff and
Sacks observations concerning adjacency pairs in conversational structure (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973).
...and there are many more.
Mostly, theseapproachesare not considered as mutually exclusive alternatives, but two aspectsof
the problem which future practical systemswill need to embrace. The recent work of Grosz and Sidner
demonstratesthis by suggestingthat discoursestructure has three componentswhich deal with different
aspectsof the individual utterances:the linguistic structure, the intentional structure, and the attentional
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state (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). They acknowledge both the central role of intentions, which they
differentiate into discourse purposes and discourse segment purposes, and their dependency
upon an
adequate theory of intention and action. Reichman (1985) however, is one exception to this. She
considers that identification of the structural units conversational moves, is sufficient to understanding,
and these are derivable solely from the discourse context and conventional rules of discourse processing.
Her research aimed to formalise the repertoire of constructs relevent to conventional uses of language.
Even if the speaker's intentions are considered relevent, they are conventionally communicated
and
correlated to conversational moves (Reichman, 1985).

1.2.3 Speech as planned action

Both structural and intentional approachesgenerally encompassan artificial intelligence perspective.
This considers language processing as problem solving behaviour. Agents have a task, or problem to
solve. They generste plans to break down the task into achievable sub-tasks. Language is a meansof
potentially achieving these, and the utterances produced reflect the plan. Planning therefore is an
essential element in languageproduction and understanding.
Traditionally, planning systems in artificial intelligence such as STRIPS (Filzes and Nillson, 1971)
and NOAH (Sacerdoti, 1977), consider actions as operators, defined in terns of the preconditions which
must be true for the action to take place, the effects which are obtained when the action has been
performed, and the body of the act, which describes the means by which the effects aye achieved The
plan is a sequenceof actions which transform the initial world state where certain preconditions are true,
into a goal state where the desired effects are successfully attained Plans can be generatedto successfully
achieve some task (Grosz 1981, Allen & Perrault, 1978, Litman, 1983). Alternatively, they may be
designed to maintain certain goals of the discourse itself, such as coherence (Clark & Marshall, 1978),
being social, projecting an image (Hobbs, 1980).
The main distinction between the structural and psychological approachesis whether interpretation
by plan recognition is aimed at determining the speaker's various goals and whether this should be
according to specified relationships between agents beliefs, goals and action, or whether it is the
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structures of conversation which are of prime importance. Historically, both approacheshave focussed
on the initial recognition ( and correspondingly, generation) of discernable conversational structures.
These could be speechacts (Allen, 1980, Cohen & Perrault, 1979, Searle, 1979),
scripts and schemas
(Schank & Abelson, 1977, Dyer, 1982), dialogue
games (Levin and Moore, 1977) conversational
Procedures(Power, 1979), conversational moves (Reichman, 1985).....and so on. All participants have
representations of these units for recognition and via which actions can be deemed appropriate for
generation. Speech acts are characterisedin terms of the agent'sbeliefs and goals however, whereasthe
alternativescomprise specified sequencesof multiple sub-actionsin the form of schemataor stored
plans.
It is generally acknowledged that
the problem with any approach requiring the recognition of specified
and characterised structures, is that it demandstheir orthodox and standard use in conversation. All
languagestructures
must be employed in ways for which suitable representationscurrently exist within
the

"limey" of structural
categories. Natural languageuseageis simply not that constrained.
The theory

of dialogue adopted by this researchis that suggestedin the recent work of Cohen and

Levesque (198Th). It
is a re-interpretation of the psychological/intentional approach encompassedin
speechact theory which avoids the constraints referred to above. This is becausethe focus is
shifted
away from the structures or acts themselves, and onto the mental states, or beliefs and goals which
underlie the performance of acts. Interpretation concernsthe recognition of thesemental states,which is
based upon an understanding of the
general principles relating mental states and speechaction. The
emphasis is therefore not on the act but on the speaker'sgoal that the heater adopt a particular mental
state,inferred from an understandingof rational interaction andcontextual beliefs. The requirementthat a
particular speechaction be recognised first as a request or an assertion for example, in order to then
determineintention, is now considered
redundant(Cohen & Levesque, 1987b,Perrault, 1987).
Section 1.4.5 includes a more complete explanation of Cohen and Levesque's(198Th) and Perrault's
(1987) recent developments in speechact theory.

It requires however, an initial discussion of the

general theoretical backgroundand historical developmentof speechact theory, as well as a brief review
of some of the earlier attempts at computational application.
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1.3. Speech act theory

This sectionoffers a critical and historical approachto speechact theory, in order to introduce
and
justify this framework'slinguistic background.

1.3.1 Theoretical background and historical development

The view of speech as action planned to achieve goals stems from the work of Austin (1962), Grice
(1957,1969) and Searle (1969). The starting point was the work of Austin (1962). His major insight
was that utterances do more than express things about the world. They actually change the state of the
world. Changesare effected by actions, and therefore uttering a sentenceis consideredas the performance
of a speech action, to be distinguished from the truth conditions of propositions contained in the
sentence.

Austin's work has parallels with the earlier work of Wittgenstein.

Investigations",

In "Philosophical

1958, Wittgenstein suggested that utterances should be explained in terms of the

purposes for which the language is being used.
Austin analysed performatives, demonstrating that speechacts such as promising, warning, declaring,
are not just true or false, but successful or unsuccessful (felicitous, or unfelicitous).

Such acts are

performed with the purpose of their felicitous achievement Utterances accomplish actions by having
certain forces. These are locutionary force,
illocutionary

which comprises the content of what is said, the

force, which comprises the intent or conventional force of what is said, and the

perlocutionary force which is the effect of what is said. In performing one sentencetherefore, Austin's
suggestion was that three types of speech act are being performed. Firstly, the locutionary act which
comprises words which satisfy the vocabulary and grammar of the language. These are used in the
performance of the illocutionary act Examples are a statement, a request, or a warning. Thesecontain
the propositional content specifying what is being stated or requestedor warned about. Thirdly, there is
the perlocutionary act which is the act performed by making the utterance. An example of this is the
hearerbeing warned.
Austin's main interest was the illocutionary act and this is now considered synonomous with the
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term "speech act". The distinction between the illocutionary and perlocutionary acts is very vague.
They differ in that illocutionary acts can be achieved by the conventional performance of an utterance,
and yet the perlocutionary act is dependanton circumstance. Perlocutionary acts can be said to concern
the consequencesof what is said and yet some illocutionary acts such as promising, have built-in
consequences(Levinson, 1983). In addition, an illocutionary act is successfulif it results in "securingof
uptake" by the hearer. This meansthat the force and content of the utteranceis recognised. However,
securing of perlocutionary effects is beyond the speaker's control.

The hearer may successfully

recognisethe speaker'sact as an assertion,but remain unconvinced.
Searle developed Austin's work on speechacts by attempting to outline the necessaryand sufficient
conditions for successful performance of illocutionary acts ( now simply referred to as speechacts)
(Searle, 1979).

This was as a result of believing that speaking a language is to be engaging in

rule-80vernedbehaviour, of which there are two types: regulative and constitutive. The former regulate
behaviour, such as

rules of etiquette; the latter constitute the activity itself. These are the rules of the

game. What are theseconstitutive rules, or conventions for successfully using language?
Some conditions are general to all kinds of speechact. For example, both the speaker and hearer
comprehendthe utterance,or they are both conscious.and so on. However, otherswill be specific to the
particular act in question. Searle devised a classification of types of speechacts, in order to compare
thesein terns of the necessaryand sufficient conditions for the successfulperformance of each. These
were termed felicity conditions. Fun the classification:

Utterances
aredirectiveswherebythespeakerwantsthehearerto do something.Examplesarea request
or a command;or
representatives which relate to the truth of the proposition expressed. Examples are to assert or lie or

conclude;
or
comrnissives
, suchas a promise,threator offer, or
or
expressiveswhich expressa psychologicalstate. Examplesare to thank,apologise,congratulate
welcomesor

declaringwaror
declarationswhichchangethestateof theworld. Examplesare christenings,
excommtmicsting.
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From the comparisonof necessaryand sufficient conditionsfor the effectiveperfoananceof these,
Searle

extracted

"sets

of

semantic

rules.

Thesecomprisephysical enablingconditionsas well

as an

intentionalcomponentThe following is an exampleof theconditionsfor a request

S performed a request R that p in uttering x to hearer H. if the following
conditions hold:
InpurlOutput conditions -S and H are paying attention
Propositional content conditions -p is about a future action of H

Preparatory conditions- His ableto do an action which will bring aboutp; S believesthis, it is
not
obviousto S drat H would duothis act to bring aboutp is thenormal coarseof events
Sincerity condition-S actuallywantsH to do theaction which will bring aboutp
Essentialcondüioi -S intendsthat theutterancex shouldcountas an attemptto get H to do the
above

action
Gricew condition -S intends to produce in H the belief that the essential condiucn bolds

Semanticalcondition - The semanticalrules of the languageare such that x is correctlyand sincerely
utterediff all the aboveconditionshold.

Satisfaction of the intentional conditions in te above necessitates recognition of the
utterance's

illocutionaryforce andpropositionalcontem H has knowledgeof theconventionsof thelanguage
and
hence recognises the indicator of the type of speech act being performed This is the illocutionary force
indicator. H also recognisesthe relation between this and the utterances propositional content.
Seade's intentional conditions are derived from Grice's notion of meaning, or non-nannal meaning
(trice

,

1957 & 1969). which can be summarised as follows:

In order for an utterer U, to convey meaning to an audience A, by an action or utterance x,

(i) U thinks that x can inducea response(mutualknowledgeof the "crucial features"of utterancesand
their correlation by convention or association with the desired response, is assumed)

(ii) U intendsto inducethatresponse
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(iii) A recognises U's intention

(iv) A recognisesU's intentionthat theintentionbe recognised.(This is a reflexiveintention,whichis
)
an intentionthat is intendedto berecognisedasintendedto be recognised.

Non-naturalmeaningis distinguishedfrom naturalmeaning,which is "directly and openly telling
someone something" by virtue of the responsebeing at least in part, on the basis of this recognition of
intention.

In addition, the audience is required to infer something - "getting someone to think

something" (Grite, 1957).
There have been several papers and articles written which are critical of some aspectof the Gricean
position (Allwood, 1976. Haie, 1967, Mackay, 1973, Schiffer, 1972, Wilson, 1970, Wright, 1975, Ziff,
1967). Differences include: how recognition of intention takes place, the necessity for reflexive
intention, and the role of convention. Searle'saccount is as follows:

"In speaking I attempt to communicate certain things to my hearerby getting him to recognize my
intention to communicate those things. I achieve the intended effect on the hearer by getting him
to recognize my intention to achieve that effect.........."in virtue of his knowledge of the rules for
......
the sentenceuttered" (Searle,1969).

This does not include Grice's reflexive intention. Instead, the inclusion of illocutionary force
recognition in Searle'sspeechact theory implies that the responseis due to recognition of intention, but
via recognition of a particular conventional type of act. The major difficulty this semantic approach
posesis with the interpretation of non-literal or indirect speechacts. Direct speechacts are thosewhere
the syntactic form of the utterance correspondsdirectly to the illocutionary force of the utterance. An
example is an imperative utterancebeing used to issuea command, such as "Open the door! ". Indirect
speech acts however, do not correspond directly to intended illocutionary force. "Would you mind
Gordon and Lakoff
opening the door?" for example, is similarly a request for the door to be opened.
(1975) proposed dealing with the problem of indirect speechacts by devising a set of conversational
be directly related to
postulates by which the literal form of one speechact could be said to "entail", or
following :
the indirect form of another. Searlehowever, rejectedthis approachandproposedthe
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"In indirect speech acts the speaker communicates to the bearer more than he actually says by way
of relying on their mutually shared background information, both linguistic and non-linguistic,
together with general powers of rationality and inference on the part of the hearer. To be more
specific, the apparatus necessaryto explain the indirect part of indirect speechacts includes a theory
of speech acts, certain principles of cooperative conversation (some of which have beendiscussedby
Grice (1975)), and mutually shared factual background information of the speaker and the hearer,
together with an ability on the part of the hearer to make inferernces"(Searle, 1975).

Recognition of indirect speech acts is related to the interpretation of implicattaes. Implicatures are
non-conventional inferences, intentionally conveyed

The battery's gone flat" could be an explicit

assertion, for example. It could have been said with the intention that it be interpreted, and therefore
assigned to speech act types as either an accusation that the hearer shouldn't have let the battery go flat,
or perhaps an order that the hearer should get the battery recharged (Sperber & Wilson, 1986). The
theory of understanding such conversational implicauues, referred to in the quote from Searle above,
involves Grice's cooperative principle (Grice, 1975). This comprises four maxims of efficient. rational,
cooperative conversation:

(i) quality - don't say what you believe to be false or that for which you lack evidence
(ii)quantity - make your contribution no more or less informative than is required
(iii) relevance - make your contributions relevant
(iv) manner - avoid obscurity, ambiguity, be brief,

beorderly.

Griceclaims that we do not necessarily
adhereto theseprinciplesat a superficiallevel,but if weinterpret
what others say as conforming to them at some level, then we can make inferences in addition to those

from solely semanticcontent. For examplc:
A: 'Where's

Blll? "

B: "There's a yellow VW outside Sue's house"
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B's reply apparentlyviolatesthe maximsof relevanceand quantity. However,if it is assumedthat B is
adheringto the maximsat a deeperlevel, then the implicationis that the VW mastbelongto Bill and
thusB is communicatingto A that BW is at Sue'shouse.
Maxims canbe deliberatelyfloutedas is thecasewith tautologiessuchas "Boys will beboys" or
"Either John will come or he won't". These violate the maxim of quantity. Assuming the cooperative

canbemade.
principleandgiventheparticularcontextof theutterance,appropriateinferences

"Speechact theorythusoffersitself as a naturalcomplementto Griceanpragmatics,dealingwith
theclassificationin speechact termsof bothexplicaauesandimplicatures"(Sperber&
Wilsou,1986).

Searle'sspeechact theory (1975) was developed by Perrault & Allen (1980). The
significance of this
work (which is describedin section section 1.3.2.1) is that it laid the theoretical groundwork for research
into formalising speech act theory for computational applications. The early work in this area was
carried out by Cohen and Perrault (1979), Allen & Perrault (1980) and Appelt (1982,1985).

1.3.2 Formalising speech act theory for computational models - the early work

Perrault& Allen (1980) introducedan intermediarylevel betweensurfaceform conditionsand
illocutionary acts, called the surface acts. Surfacelevel acts are realized literally and then recognisedas
having beenperformed with the intention that the hearerinfer (using plan inference rules and associated
heuristics) that the speakerwants to achieve the effects of a particular illocutionary act

"A speakercan perform one speechact A, by perfazming anotherspeechact B, if he intendsthat the
hearerrecognise not only that B was performed but also that through cooperative behaviour by the
hearer,intended by the speaker,the effects of A should be achieved." (Perrault & Allen, 1980).

dialogue as rational
Their hypotheses were based on an understandingof the participants in the
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agents; rational agentswhich have beliefs and goalsand engagein goal seekingbehaviour,amongst
which is the modification of the beliefs and goalsof other agents. They can identify the actions,and
from thesethe goals,of others. They are also capableof cooperativebehaviour,describedas adopting
another's goal and attempting to achieve itl.

Agents achieve goals by plan construction and then

execution, the plan being one which changes the current state of the world into one in which the goal
obtains. If this rationality is imputed to others, then it can be assumed that each agent constricts and
infers plans similarly.

Therefore, on the basis of another's observed action, a (possibly empty) set of

expected goals, and some rules of plan inference and construction, partial plans can be constructed.
Heuristics for rating these suggest the most likely plan that the speakeris executing.
A model based on the above theory and for application in a natural language system, is describedin
Allen & Perrault (1980). It was implemented in the domain of train times, and tested in terms of
providing mechanisms for analysis of indirect speech acts. It was also designed to generate responses
which provide more information than required. An example of this:

patron

: "When

does the Mcnue81

train

leave? '

Clerk: "3.15at gate 7."

In this example, the clerk provides information as to the departure location, believing that the patron has
goals such as meeting or boarding the Montreal train. This goal is believed by the clerk to be an
obstacle. Obstacles are goals which cannot be achieved without assistance. He adopts this goal as his
own and plans to achieve it. Execution of the plan is his response.
Speech acts are modelled in the system as parameterised procedures, the parametersbeing a speaker,
a hearer, and a propositional content.

The execution of a speech act leads to the production of an

utterance. They are described in terms of preconditions and effects, thesebeing defined according to the
speakerand hearer'sbeliefs and wants and independently of syntactic form. For example:

'Theories of rational agenthood and cooperative interaction are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Th4R
RM(speaker
hearer,
prop)
KNOWprop
speaker
precondition:
KNOWprop
eff« hearer

body:
bearer
BOVE

speaker
WANT
hearer
KNOW
prop.

Surface speech acts which correspond directly to the form of the utterance are used to handle the
problem of indirect speech acts. as described at the beginning of this section. An indicative mood
sentenceis always an S.INFORM act, for example. The effect of an INFORM matchesthe body of an
SJNFORM for direct interpretation, but thereare other surface acts which also generatethe effects of an
INFORM.

SJNFORM(speakerhearer.prop)

body:hearer
BOVE speaker
WANThearer
KNOWprop.

Belief representation is according to the Hlntikka schematawhich provides beliefs with certain
properties. This is explained in detail in chapter 4. Wants are also represented, but in this work the
properties of WANT are specified merely by the planning and plan inference rules. A plan is a sequence
of actions which transforms an initial world state. W into a goal state G.

Plan construction is

accomplished by finding a sequenceof actions which will accomplish the transformation from W to G.
This is done by backward chaining. Given a goal G. what action A has G as one of its effects? If the
preconditions of A are not satisfied, then they become sub-goals and the process is repeated. The
bindings for the parameters of the actions in the constructed plan then have to be specified.

The

planning process is characterised as a set of planning rules and a control strategy. An example of a
planning rule is as follows: if A wants to achieve X then he may want to achieve Y.
Plan inference takes observed actions and attempts reconstruction of the speaker'splan, using
knowledge of the way plans are constructed,and beliefs about the acting agent'spossible goals. Again
if S believesA
there is a set of inference rules and a control strategy. An example of an inference rule:
has a goal of executing ACT, and ACT has an effect E, then S may believe that A has a goal of
from the observedaction by plan
achieving E. Partial plans are created, someconstructedas alternatives
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inference,and otherscalledexpectationsareconstructedusingplan constructionrules on expected
goals.
Thesearethen ratedaccordingto probability of being thecorrectplan. which is determinedusinga setof
heuristics.
Allen and Perrault's speech act definitions were developments of Cohen and Perrault's earlier
work in
which speech acts such as requesting and informing were suggested as being modelled as planning
operators, defined in terms of the speakers'and hearers'beliefs and goals (Cohen & Perrault, 1979). The
following example shows their definitions to only have had preconditions and effects:

INFORM (speaker. hearer. pmo)
CANDO PRecondidon: prop

WANT PRecondidon:speakerBELIEVE speakerWANT inform-instance
EFFECT: hearerBELIEVE speakerBELIEVE prop

Cohen implemented these within OSCAR which was a system designed to inform or
request

accordingto a planfor a hearerto recognisethe intentionto perform a speechact (Cohen,1978).

Appelt's language generation system incorporated some of the relevant and significant contributions
to date in the fields of planning. psychological/ intentional approaches to language generation and
reasoning about beliefs, goals and actions (Appelt, 1982.1985).

It comprised an utterance planning

system named KAMP, the linguistic component of which was based on Searle's speechact theory. The
theory he adoptedassumed:

"the speakerintends to achieve a goal that he reasonscan be brought about by the perlocutionary
effects of a particular illocutionary act performed in the current context. The speakerthen plans a
surface linguistic act with the right force and propositional content. The hearer recognisesthe
surface speechact by knowing the propositional content and illocutionary force of the utterance,and
infers what illocutionary act the speaker intended to perform. From the hearer's knowledge of the
conventions governing illocutionary acts, the mutual knowledge he shared with the speaker,and his
knowledge of the speaker's intentions, he changes his beliefs or intentions. Ideally these changes
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will correspondto the perlocutionaryeffects for which the speakeroriginally plannedtheaction"
(Appell, 1985).

The effects of the speech act were therefore realised by the hearer'srecognition of the act, this being
characterised as intentional.

Illocutionary acts were axiomatised in the manner of Cohen and Perrault

(1979) and also three surface speechacts, COMMAND, ASK and ASSERT. However, thesewere only
used for the planning of direct speechacts.

1.3.3 What was wrong with the early work?

Current opinion regarding speech
act theory now considers the recognition of types of acts as
unnecessaryto the understandingof utterances.

"Although one can label parts of a discourse
with namesof illocutionary acts, illocutionary

labellingdoesnotconstituteanexplanationof a dialogue"(Cohen& Levesque,1987b).

"It is one thing to invent, for one's own theoretical purposes,a setof categories to use in
classifying the utterancesof native speakers,or to try to discover the set of categoriesthat native
speakersuse in classifying their own utterances. It is quite another to claim that such a
classification plays a necessaryrole in communication and comprehension. To see one type of
investigation as necessarily shedding light on the other is rather like moving from the observation
that tennisplayers can generally classify strokesas volleys, lobs, approach shots,cross-court
backhands and so on, to the conclusion that they are unable to perform or return a stroke without
necessarilyclassifying it" (Sperber & Wilson, 1986).

In other words, recovering precisely which act has beenperformed is unnecessaryto its comprehension.
Speech acts such as bidding in bridge or declaring war are cited by Sperber and Wilson as possible
exceptions to this, although they suggest these possibly belong to the study of institutions and not to
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thestudyof verbalcommunication(Sperber& Wilson, 1986).
Speech act theory has been challenged also in terms of the difficulty
of illocutionary act recognition,
regardless of whether this is actually a necessary step to understanding or not. Levinson
suggeststhat
most language use is in fact indirect, where there is no simple ccwrespondancebetween utterance form
and Utterance force (Levinson, 1983).

However, he claims speech act theorists are
committed to the

literal force hypothesis, or LFH, which considers illocutionary force built into
as
sentenceform. Gazdar
(1979) summarises this as two rules Firstly, the force of explicit performatives is in
the performative
verb in the utterance's main clause. Secondly, the three main sentence types, imperatives. declaratives
and interrogatives have associatedconventional illocutionary forces of ordering or requesting, stating
and
questioning respectively.

All other speech acts have an additional, inferred force
and are therefore

indirect. The problem is that there is enormous diversity of actual language
useage. An exampleof this
is the fact that the imperative is only rarely used in requesting.

"On the face of it, what people do with sentencesseems quite
unrestricted by the surface form (i. e.
sentence-type)of the sentencesuttered" (Levinson, 1983).

Levinson therefore questions the LFH; sentencesdo not have literal forces. The
problem is a generalone
of "mapping speech act force onto sentencesin context" (Levinson, 1983).
Haslett offers further objections to speechact theory. She refers to its "neglect of the listener's
role
in interaction" (Haslett, 1987) and ignoring of the
negotiation of meaning between speaker and hearer.
She cites Edmondson's arguments that the hearer's uptake is central to the illocutionary force of
an
utterance as well as the problems caused by utteranceswhich can be interpreted according to a variety of
possible intentions (Edmondson, 1981). Finally she agrees with Levinson (1983) that the importance of
background and commonsense knowledge possessedby both speakersand listeners is largely ignored in
speechact theory.
In addition, adoption of the traditional notion of plans as "recipes-for- action" is currently being
challenged. Allen's system as well as Appelt's (Allei, & Perrault, 1980, Appell, 1982_1985) construct
and infer plans "from a library of similar recipes that are assumedto be mutually known to the actor and
the inferring agent" (Pollack, 1987). This is the traditional Artificial

Intelligence approach which
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Suchman's
recentwork criticises(Suchman,1987).Suchuranprefersto consideractionassituatedor ad
hocandch=nstanciaL

"every instanceof meaningfulaction must be accountedfor separately,with respectto specific,
local

contingent

determinants

of si$

1cance" (Sucht

an, 19äi).

Martha Pollack (1987) is not a critic of the planning paradigm, but considers the issue invalid
of
plans.
What if an actor A is relying on a plan
which is not in the system'soperator library? Her suggestionis
that plan inference supporting a theory of cooperative communication must be concerned with the
structure of the complex mental attitude of having a plan. as well as with the snucuue of the objects of
that attitude" (Pollack, 1987). The process of plan inference is then one of attributing a collection of
beliefs and intentions to an actor, not only those to believe she has a
plan, but also beliefs that explain
thosebeliefs and intentions - the eplan.

1.3.4 Alternative

approaches/

theories

Some alternativesto speechact theory as it was realised in the early formal models, are discussedin
this section.
Levinson (1983) considers it best either to avoid speechacts altogether in studies of languageuse
based on communicative intention. utterance function and interactive context. or to adopt more of a
pragmatic approach,such as context-changetheory. The idea in this is that speechactions do more than
express meaning, they change the setof background assumptions. Speechacts can therefore be viewed
and easily formalised as operations in the set-theoretic sense,on contexts. They act as functions from
contexts into contexts (Gazdar, 1981)
Another more pragmatic approach to speechact theory is the inferential theory of Bach and Hamish
(1979). It contrasts with Searle'sversion of speechact theory in considering that for both indirect and
literal utterancesthere is a connection betweensurface linguistic form and speechacts, but this is not a
semanticone; it is inferential The three factors influencing this are content, context and communicative
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intention.

"Our view is that linguistic communicationessentiallyinvolves thespeak&s havinga specialsort
of intention (an intention that the hearer make a certain sort of infix)

and the hearer's actually

maleng that inference" (Bach & Hermsh, 1979).

They do however still have a taxonomy of illocutionary acts but these are distinguished by the attitudes
the speaker expressesin performing them; attitudes towards the propositional content and the intention
that the hearer have or form a corresponding attitude. Communicative illocutionary acta (as opposed to
conventional ones, such as voting, resigning, christening etc.) are of the following types:

conmdvWs- expressthe speaker'sbelief and intention that thehearerform a like belief. Examplesare
assatives,predictives,descriptives,or
directives- expressthespeaker'saUi de towardsa prospectiveactionof theheaterandthe intentionthat
the aaiaides expressedby the utterance be taken as a reason for this action. Examples are

requesoives,
questions,a
the speakds intentionand belief that theutteranceobligateshim to do
commisives- expresses
something.Examplesare promises,offers.or
acknowledgements- express feelings regarding the hearer. Examples we apologising, condoling.

Expressing an attitude via an utterance is reflexively intending the hearer to believe that one has the
attitude, becausethe utterance was made. The fulfillment of the intention is purely in its recognition.
This occurs on the basisof what is said, in accordance with two mutual beliefs shared amongst members
of the linguistic community. These are a linguistic presumption and a communicative presumption.
There are also mutual contextual beliefs.
Sperber and Wilson (1986) also promote an inferential approach to utterance interpretation, but not
via speechacts. They consider Searle'smodel of speechacts "reducesGrice's analysis to a commonsense
amendment of the code model" (Sperber& Wilson. 1986). Code models are thosewhere communication
is achieved by the encoding and decoding of messages. Coding implies conforming to rules, and
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messages
arethendecodedaccordingto a knowledgeof thoserules.

"Grice'sgreatestoriginality wasnot to suggestthat humancommunicationinvolvestherecognition
of intentions. That much,as alreadypointedout. is commonsense. It wasto suggestthat this
is sufficient:aslong as thereis somewayof recognisingthecommunicator's
characterisation
intentions, then communication is possible" (Sperber & Wilson, 1986).

They describe an example where Peter asks Mary "How are you feeling today?" Her responseis to pull a
bottle of aspirin out of her bag and show it to him. Although there is no code or convention which she
is following,

she is enabling Peter to recognise that she intends him to believe she is unwell.

Communication is achieved by the communicator providing evidence from which the audience
can infer
her intentions (Sperber and Wilson, 1986). The suggestion is that there
are two different modes of
communication; a coding-decoding mode and an inferential mode. Their work is an attempt to uncover
how shared information from which inferencesof the communicator's informative intention can
occur, is
exploited in communication; what is relevanceand how it is achieved.
Cohen and Levesque's theory, described in the next section, and providing the basis from
which this
research develops, is yet another inferential approach, and one incorporating speech acts. It is an
adaptation whereby recognition of illocutionary acts is consideredunnecessarybecause"all the inferential
power of the recognition of illocutionary acts was already available from other sources" (Cohen &
Levesque, 1987b); these other sources being a theory of rational interaction.

Allwood similarly

considers Searle's conditions to be derivable from those "other sources" these being principles of
,
rational agenthood, action and cooperative interaction. His theory is that full-blown communication,or
"the type of communication which is paradigmatic for normal linguistic interaction of communication"
(Allwood, 1976) is a form of ideal cooperation. From an understandingof his principles of normal,
rational agenthood (described in Chapter 2), the nature of ideal cooperation, and knowledge of
conventions appropriate to communication, he defines communication as "a species of cooperation
connected with rather special intentions and purposes"(Aliwood. 1976).
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1.3.5

Formalising

developments

from

speech

act

theory

Cohen and Levesque,

for

computational

models

-

recent

and Perrault

In the recent theories of communication of Cohen and Levesque (1987b) and Perrault (1987),
utterances
are considered as special casesof events that change the state of the world; they change the mental states
of speakers and hearers. Utterance events are performed in order to effect those changes,and they do so
because they signal that the speaker is in a certain mental state, this including
an intention that the
hearer adopt a mental state.
The advance from earlier work is primarily that the theory of dialogue is in terms
of mental stateshow mental states lead to action, how those actions affect mental
states. Illocutionary acts have a
secondary role. In order to demonstrate the redundancy of the illocutionary level, Cohen and Levesque
adopt an alternative analysis of action from that typical of Searle's speech act theory. Actions are
therefore not seen as composite of interrelated and simultaneously performed actions, such as Gavrilo
Princip's simultaneously pulling a trigger, firing a gun, killing Archduke Ferdinand and
starting World
War I (Searle, 1983). Instead, there is a conceptual distinction between events and descriptions
of
instances of those events, executed in certain contexts, and having various situation-specific
effects.
Using this analysis, Princip's finger moving is the primitive event, the context is the finger being in
contact with the trigger of a loaded gun and the effects are the gun firing, the death and the war. These
three aspectscomprise the foundational stratum. On top of this is the stratum of descriptions denoting
various events, contexts and effects, all interrelated according to the properties of the underlying events.
With a suitable logic of events, the properties of the description should be derivable from the properties
of an event, context and effects.
In this way, Cohen and Levesque suggest that from a specific utterance event and the context of the
speaker's and hearer'smental states, the illocutionary acts performed and the relationships betweenthem
are derivable. If it is possible to derive these from first principles, then the power of description is
available, yet explicitly recognising this illocutionary level is unnecessary. Their paper formally derives
the definition of a request from principles of rational interaction in order to make this point (Cohen &
Levesque, 1987b).

Appelt questions this aspect of Cohen and Levesque's work.

He considers

illocutionary acts still to be useful for planning because they provide a convenient level of abstraction
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for the planner to reason at with respect to utterancegeneration, without having to actually construct a
surface utterance. He likens this to the use of macro operators for formulating plans in STRIPS (Fikes
and Nilsson, 1971) (Appelt, 1985). He also considers that their theory does not take into account that
hQg particular acts are performed at the surface level can be very important to achieving social goals
such as politeness,for example. The hearer should be able to judge which act is being performed and if
it is being performed appropriately (Appelt, 1985). Cohen and Levesque (1985) acknowledge that
although illocutionary act recognition may be unnecessary, it can be still be practically useful.
However, the theoretical basis for communication is considered to be the application of general
principles governing mental states,to enableinference about the relationships betweendifferent types of
effects of actions under the conditions of particular mental states of both speakerand hearer. Such
general principles embody a characterisationof rational agenthood and cooperative interaction which is
independent of theories of speechactsand communication'. If a particular syntactic featurein a certain
context is recognised, further consequencescan be infected, from thosecharacterisedas correlatedwith
the recognisedfeature. Those consequencesare independent from the specific featuresof the utterance.
The speaker is seen to be trying to bring about a particular chain of consequencesfrom one event in
context.
Cohen and Levesque consider that their theory of speechacts satisfies the following requirements:
utterance form is differentiated from illocutionary force; the major kinds of illocutionary acts, insincere
performances,indirect speechacts,self-defeating speechacts such as "I hereby lie that it is mining", acts
performed by multiple utterancesand multiple acts performedby one utterance- all arecateredfor.

the
Peirault'scontribution (Perrault,1987)is to suggestan alternativemeansof characterising
utterance effects, this being default logic. His claim is that the mental statesof the speakerand hearer
after an utterance,are strongly dependenton their mentalstate before. If many of the utteranceeffectsare
defined as defaults, then they can be assumedto hold as long as there is no evidenceto the contrary. As
an example of the advantagesof this approach,he contrastsit with Cohenand Levesque'scharacterisation
beinga
of the effects of uttering a sentencewith the recognisablesyntactic featureof its dominantclause
declarative:

l Details of Cohen and Levesque's model of agents are given in chapter 2
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Cohen and Levesque's axiom which follows can be explained as: if it is mutually blown between S
and
H that e is an event of utterance of the sentence s, to H. that S is the agent
of e, and that s is a
declarative sentence with propositional content p, then after she utterance, H believes it is
mutually
believed between S and H that S intends H to recognise his intention that H believes that S believes
that
pist

e.

MKS, H ([JTPER(Hs. e) & AGT (Sc)
,&

ATTEND (H. S) & declarative (s,p)

... after (e.BMBH, SGSBHGSBHBSP))

According to the theory. the event and context are S uttering a declarative sentence
with propositional
content p, whilst S and H are attending. The effect is the mutual belief resulting from that event. A
second secof axioms concerning principles of rational interaction are required for the inference that the
hearer will also therefore believe p.

If the speakeris lying and this is undetected4
all the conditionsof theconsequentof the axiom and
the further consequence. Bgp can still hold. If the speaker is lying and the hearer knows this, then the
consequence inferred is not BHP. However, GSBHp and GSBHBSp still hold, although
With
_BSp.
irony, none of the consequent conditions will hold; neither S nor H believe p, and S doesn't intend H to
recognise any intention for H to believe p.

Perrault's claim is that the predictions of Cohen and

Levesque's declarative axiom are therefore too strong. His solution is that the mental states of the
speakerand hearerbefore the utterancebe included in such a characterisation.
Utterance effects, such as beliefs, are defined as defaults in Penult's theory (Perrault, 1987). Those
which exist prior to the utterance are assumed to persist. Perrault's persistence theory of belief states
that old beliefs persist over time and new ones are only adopted if they are not contradictory to existing
ones. Therefore, a sincere assertion, for example, is characterised such that for an utterance where S
addressesa declarative sentencewith propositional content p. to H in an initial state where S believesp,
S's belief persists and H adopts a mutual belief which is not contradictory to one in existence.
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BEFORE: BSp,

AFTER: Bgp
and MB (H,S,p) or BHp. & BHBSp, & BHBS BHP &........

A successfullie canbe characterised
similarly with S'sbelief againpersisting,and H adoptingthenew
one, it not being contradictory to one in existence.

BEFORE:

BS-P,

AFTER: Bs-P
and MB (H. S.p) or BHP, & BHBSp. & BHBS BHp &........

Irony is characterisedwith S believing

_p

before the utteranceand H believingthis. Sincebeliefs

persist.both S and H believethesameastheydid, evenafterS'sdeclarativeutterancethatp. H doesnot
adopt the mutual belief of the earlier characterisations,becauseit is contradictory to his existing belief.

BEFORE:

BS-p,

and BH BS _p

AFTER: BS-P

and BH BS _p

Morgan (1987) criticises this analysis of irony on the basis of its assumptionthat ironic expressions
can never inform. The hearermust already have a belief about the speakersbeliefs regardingp. This is
not necessarilyalways the caseand makes ironic utterancesa "total waste of time" (Morgan, 1987). In
fact, Morgan's more general criticism is that Penult's belief transfer rule is a "great over-simplification"
(Morgan, 1987). This rule embodiesthe component of the persistencetheory of belief which statesthat
beliefs can be transferred from one agent to another, as long as they are consistent with existing ones.
Perrault acknowledgesthis point:

"Ideally, one would like a theory in which it is possible for one agent'sbeliefs say, to change

dependingon how stronglyhebelievedsomethingbeforetheutterance,
and how muchhe believes
what the speakersays. We cannotgive such an account in detail, so we rely on something simpler"
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(Perrault,1987).

One consequence of this rule is that agents cannot use dialogue to "change each others minds".
Obviously, a belief transfer rule more in line with Perraults ideals was crucial to this research.

1.4

Conclusions

The aim of this research was described in the introduction as being to develop a theoretical
framework for computational models of cooperative dialogue. The focal issue is the acknowledgement
not only of the role of conflict in multi-agent cooperation, but also the importance of dialogue in this.
An existing pragmatic theory of dialogue, which considers communicative action to be grounded within
a theory of multi-agent interaction, has been taken on and developed according to the objectives of this
research. Cohen and Levesque's approach to speechact theory (Cohen & Levesque, 19M) is that theory
of dialogue. In the following two chapters, a new theory of multi-agent interaction is introduced as the
context component of this theory. It is the context within which agents can reason about dialogue
action and conflict and cooperation.
The relevance of this chapter has therefore been to introduce the linguistic theory to the proposed
fiamewor1r,chapters 2 and 3 comprise the theories of rational agen hood and multi-agent interaction upon
which this linguistic theory depends. They are the means by which the theory of dialogue describedhere
has been extended to incorporate negotiation as a meansof expressing and resolving differences between
cooperative agents.
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CHAPTER

2:

A theory of rational agenthood

2.1 Introduction

This researchconcerns the development of a theoretical framework appropriate to the
computational
modelling of cooperative dialogue. The previous chapter described its linguistic background as Cohen
and Levesque'srecent work in speechact theory (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). The proposed framework
therefore comprises a pragmatic linguistic theory where speech acts are utterances, performed and
interpreted within the context of the agents'mental states. According to the
advocatesof this approach
(Cohen & Levesque. 1987. Perrault, 1987), the basis
upon which speechacts are both generatedand
recognisedis not according to a taxonomy of acts with specified preconditions and effects, but according
to a theory of rational agenthood and multi-agent interaction. By agentsunderstandingthe propertiesof
their own and others mental states, how these interrelate, how they relate to speech action, how they
characterise other properties of agents and interaction such as cooperativeness,rationality, and so on,
action appropriate to this and the situational context can be both generatedand interpretedvia a variety of
surface linguistic sn ucttmes.
The focus of this researchis the development of such a theory of rational agenthood and multi-agent
interaction as the basis for cooperative dialogue. It is a development of previous researchin artificial
intelligence and cognitive science which has drawn on insights mainly from psychology and philosophy
concerning the architecture of agents and multi-agents. What is it to be a rational agent which can
interact cooperatively with others?
The contrast with previous work lies in its being a theory which considers cooperative dialogue to
include negotiation as a meansof potentially securingagreement. Conflict resolution is a positive force
in the maintenanceand evolution of cooperative systems. Disagreementsbetweencooperative agentsare
not avoided. Agents can potentially be persuadedto "change their minds". It incorporates a strategic
rationality, and makes no assumptionsconcerningthe benevolenceof agentstowards each other. Agents
are considered autonomous. They have control over the flow of information in the multi-agent system,
both in terms of what they acquire and what they reveal. There are also therefore, no assumptions
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regardingsinccuy. Dialogueis a gameof strategy,and theoutcomeis flexible in a way which imposed
benevolencewould never allow. Thus can multi-agent systemsas a whole maintainthem3eivesand
evolveappropriatelyin unpredictableandchangingeaviromnap.
The proposed theory of multi-agent interaction is built upon a theory of individual rational
agenthood.The role of this chapteris to discussthe latter,beforechapter3 eat

it to dealwith issues

specifically relevant to cooperativemulti-agencyand interaction. Together,chapters2 and 3 therefore
provide a descriptiveintroduction to the issuesrelevantto dr. entire theory. Explanationsare given of
the properties of agents in terms of their derivations; some from other inferential studies in
tom munication,othersfrom disciplinessuchas philosophy,gametheory, andpsychology.Justification
is offeredby critically evaluatingrelatedmesearch
in artificial intelligence,in termsof theconsequences
of
their assumptionsas to the natureof cooperative,rational, autonomousmulti-agent interaction. In
chapter 4, details are given of the languagewith which the propertiesof agentsare then formally
expressed,tested,and evaluatedas a basisfor cooperativedialogue,in thefollowing chapters.

2.2 Rational, intelligent agenthood - the agent model

NReasoning

about

the cognitive

state of other

agents is an essential

part of intelligent

behaviour"

(Konolige, 1986).

Our own aeons in a multi-agent world am based on considerations such as:

'what otherswant,fear, know,intend,and so on; and time is everyreasonto expect,as we develop
more sophisticated, autonomous AI systems that interact with humans and each other, that they

will also haveto reasonaboutat leastsomeof theseconcepts"(Konolige, 1986).

In other words, multi-agent interaction is assumedto require recognition and understandingof what it
is to have mental states, and how actions express and alter these. The folk psychology view which has
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generally been adopted in artificial intelligence, is that an agent's mental states are identifiable and
accessiblestructures,representing information about themselves,other agentsand the world.

Someof

these are cognitive in nature and represent the agent's beliefs and knowledge. Others are conative
representing desires,wishes and wants. Yet others representaffective issues such as the agent'svalues,
likes, and preferences(Kiss, 1986).
This notion of mental statesas identifiable structures is not without contention. In his book about
the relationship between folk psychology and cognitive science, Stich refers to several theorists whose
work involves cognitive modelling. and who do not propose any physically or functionally isolatable
components corresponding to beliefs or desires (Stich, 1983). He quotes Winograd, and Minsky as
examples. For example, Minsky's "Society of Minds" view is that none of the components of mental
models have meanings in themselves; meaning emergesfrom "great webs of structure". Therefore, no
part can correlate with explicitly representedbeliefs (Minsky, 1981). Dennetes work (Dennett, 1978) is
also referred to, in which beliefs and desiresare arguedas being merely instrumentalistic concepts. They
therefore neednot correspondto any physical or functional state. Predictions of behaviour can be made
by ascribing beliefs, desiresand intentions, but theseneednot be actually representedwithin the agent.
However, in accordancewith the majority of work in this area, an important assumption about the
nature of agenthoodbeing made here is that agentshave cognitive, conative and affective representations
of the world. The question to be answered in the next section is how - in what form - are these
represented? Following this, the nature or characteristicsof each are discussed. What are the properties
of beliefs, desires, likes, dislikes or preferences? Finally, section 2.2.7 concerns agent rationality; the
relation betweenmental statesand action.

2.2.1 Representing

mental

states

Mental statesare representedhere as pmnositional attitudes. This term was first used by Russell,
and expressesa relation between the agent and some proposition. For example, "Ben believes that it
rained yesterday". The proposition that it rained yesterdayhas a truth-condition. It can either be true or
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false. It canbe true or false in thereal world or in somepossibleworld(s)i.
A propositionalapproachhasbeenadoptedbecauseit is a semanticmeansof definingmentalstaue.
Propositionsexpressmeaning. For example

"'Jack and Jill have one parent in common'expressesthe sane propositionas "Jackand Jill are
step-siblings' (Haack,1978).

Mentalstatesarethereforedefinedwith respectto notionsof truth, as opposedto thealternativeapproach
which is to representthem as relationsbetweenthe agentand a sentence. Sucha syntacticapproach
differentiatesbeliefsand goalsnot accordingto their meaning,but accordingto thegrammaticalstringof
expressionsor symbols.
Associated with these alternative theoretical approaches to the representation of mental states, are
alternative languages or mean of expression. Mental statesrepresentedas data structures could be either
expressions of a computer language or of a formal language. This research has adopted a formal
approach for reasonsoutlined in full in section 4.2, and the different formal approachesare discussedalso
in chapter 4. Inevitably some properties of the agent model described here are a direct consequenceof
the chosen means of representation and expression. The reader will be made aware of theseas they arise
in the coarse of this chapter, but full discussions of these issues are to be found in chapter 4. The next
few sections concern the nature of the three types of attitude. Reflecting the relative volume of research
into the cognitive or epistemic attitudes of knowledge and belief as opposed to the others, theseare dealt
with first.

2.2.2. Knowledge

and belief

In the philosophical literature, beliefs as propositional attitudes are distinguished from beliefs as

1details on possible worlds in chapter 4.
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psychological states. However, in "commonsense" or "folk" psychology, there are elements of both.
People are said to perform 'actions because they have a certain belief.

This implies beliefs as

psychological stateswhich play a causal role. However, it is also the casethat actions are explained in
terms of what is believed, or the content of the belief. (Engel, 1984). Belief can be described as a
disposition to act, given certain relations to other states(Engel, 1984).

"Believing is a disposition that can linger latent and unobserved. It is a disposition to respond in
certain ways when the appropriate issue arises. To believe that frozen foods will thaw on the
-...
table is to be disposed, among other things, to leave them on the table only when one wants them
thawed" (Quine,1970).

Preferences, for example, are defined in section 4.4.4.1 in terms of a belief which expressesa
relationship between certain beliefs and a goal. Preferring to go out than stay in under certain
circumstances, is defined as a disposition such that if those circumstances should arise, then a goal is
generatedto go out.
The precise properties of knowledge and belief as the cognitive componentsof the agent model used
in this research, are derived from their representationusing the Hintikka schemata(Hintikka, 1962)as
modal operators with a possible-worlds semantics. This particular approachto the representationof the
epistemic attitudes is described and discussed in section 4.3.1. The resultant properties include one
property which distinguishes knowledge and belief. This is that agentsknow only propositions which
are true, but they can believe propositions which are in reality, false. The other propertiesapply equally
to knowledge and belief. For example, if an agent knows or believes p, she knows or believesall the
other propositions which are also true in such a state of the world where p is true. Agents are then also
modelled as having unlimited resourceswith which to draw all the possible inferencesfrom all that they
know and believe. They therefore know all the logical consequencesof what they know and believe all
the logical consequencesof what they believe. Agents are introspective:they know what they know and
don't know, and believe what they believe and don't believe.
It is obviously the case that theseproperties needrefinement. Firstly, there should be a distinction
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between those propositions which agents consciously or explicitly know and believe, and those which
are not actively held to be true but merely follow from what is believed. This could then lead to the
possibility of reasoning with only some beliefs. In fact, it would seema desirable property of agenthood
that agents reason at different times with different sets of beliefs which should be internally consistent,
but need not be consistent with each other, as long as they are accessedat different times. Attempts to
alter the possible-worlds approach along these lines (Levesque, 1984, Fagin & Halpern, 1985) are
described in section 4.3.1.2. It is also less than feasible that agents know all that they don't know,
and
have beliefs about what they don't believe.
Another criticism stems from the fact that all knowledge and belief in this model simply exists; it is
encoded as a vast set of sentences concerning infinite sets of propositions.

Willis (1983) offers a

computational alternative in which complex beliefs about other's beliefs can be constructed when required
from "bottom level" structures. He gives as an example a belief about what Reagan thinks Begin thinks
of Gaddaü. In possible worlds models, such a belief would have to be already in existenceand stored
A particularly important property of belief, of relevance to issues of belief revision discussedin the
next section. is that beliefs can be held with different strengths or intensities. Appell refers to beliefs
being held with varying "degrees of certainty" which occur in response to the acquisition of new
information (Appelt, 1985). Quire refers to beliefs like the charge of a battery, they "may last long or
briefly".

Some beliefs are retained for life and others may be abandoned easily in the face of adverse

evidence (Quin, 1970). The work of Rokeach offers a psychological explanation for this in terms of
centrality of beliefs. Fundamental beliefs are more central to the agent in having many connectionswith
other beliefs. Those on the periphery have fewer connections and are therefore less resistant to change
(Rokeach, 1975). Therefore a stronger belief can be envisaged as connected with not only more other
beliefs, but beliefs also more central to the agent. In that way, a belief which implies two other beliefs,
as long as the two are strongly held convictions, will be maintained in preference over one which relates
to several less tenacious ones. For example, a belief that my sister has not committed a crime will be
retained in the face of several beliefs relating to circumstancial evidence that she has, if my sister's
honesty is a central belief.
Both Appell and Perrault refer to the difficulties of formally accounting for varying strengthsof
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belief. Appelt's solution is to avoid beliefs altogether and "consider the simplest casesfirst". He uses
knowledge as the only cognitive attitude (Appelt, 1985). Perrault offers his persistencetheory of belief
referred to in sections 1.33 and 2.2.2.1, as a way to initially "rely on something simpler" (Perrault,
1987). Cohen and Levesque do not discuss this problem; beliefs all at one level of intensity are
assumed(Cohen and Levesque, 1987a, 1987b). As mentioned earlier, this work has adopted Cohen and
Levesque'sadaptation of Hintikka's representation of belief in the formal model of agents,and therefore
here too, beliefs are mooed

at only one level of intensity. However, the notion of varied strengths

of belief is very important to the psychological basis for preferences. Along with the notion of goals as
also being held at varying strengths,this idea is included in the theory of preference,which is explained
in section 2.2.3.

2.2.2.1 Belief revision

In the previous chapter, speech actions were said to convey information about the speaker'smental
stetes; in particular the intention that certain changes be effected to the hearer's mental states. Such
changesto an agent'sbelief statesmay involve simply addition to the beliefs already there. On the other
hand. the information recognised by the hearer and concerning intended changes may in some way
contradict an existing belief.

"Though many of our beliefs are here to stay, at other points the body of our beliefs is perpetually
in flux. Primarily this is becauseour senseskeep adding information. This simple addition of
information, at the sensory end, issues in change in the body of beliefs that is not to be equated
with simple addition of beliefs. For one thing, beliefs get crowded out and are simply forgotten.
This happenspromptly to the host of trivialities such as the chirp of the bird and the chug of the
motor. For another thing, more to the point of our study, beliefs still vigorously present and not
to be forgotten can come into conflict with the new arrivals and be forced from the field........We
can no longer believe all of a set of sentencesto be true once we Imow them to be in contradiction
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with oneanother,sincecontradictionrequiresone or otherof themto be false." (Quin, 1970).

The idea of beliefs getting "crowded out" and forgotten may or may not be relevant to computational
applications not pertaining to be psychologically plausible models. Machines can have "idealised"
memories with immediate and direct accessto all beliefs, or they may only keep the conceptsconstantly
in use directly accessible, and have the rest in secondary forms of storage. However, the notion of
beliefs in conflict and therefore requiring resolution is appropriate. In the current model, agents cannot
believe p and not p simultaneously. What should be the basis upon which either a new communicated
belief be adopted, or old beliefs maintained, in such circumstances?
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Perrault's answer to this question is embodied in a persistence
theory of belief. This states that existing beliefs persist over time, and new beliefs are only adopted if
consistent with those already in existence (Perrault, 1987).
recognised, inconsistent beliefs are simply not taken on.

Thus beliefs are never actually revised;
Perrault acknowledges that this is a

simplification adopted for specific research purposes. It is a simplification which is unsuited to the
objectives of this research programme. Conflicts can only be truly resolved using dialogue, if the
dialogue which presents new information can actually effect changesto mental states, not merely add to
those in existence.
With Cohen and Levesque's framework, an agent can apparently stop believing p for example, when
some event occurs, the result of which is that p is no longer true in all the possible worlds compatible
with her beliefs. Agents believe all the logical consequencesof their beliefs and therefore, if believing q
implies not p. and q is believed following some event, then p will no longer be true in all the possible
worlds compatible with what the agent believes (Cohen & Levesque, 1987a, 1987b). However, what is
the basis for q being adopted, and thus p rejected? Can agentsadopt q becausesomeonetells them q? Is
recognition of another agent's intention that q be adopted, sufficient?

In terms of goal adoption,

recognition of anther's goal is only sufficient, if this goal "does not conflict with one of his own"
(Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). It is assumedthat Cohen and Levesque consider belief adoption in dialogue
to also conform to such a basis. Anther's goat that one believe p is adopted only if one currently does
not have the goal to believe not p.
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Ibe researchdescribedby this thesis,requiresthat theconditionsunderwhich anagentwill acquire
mentalstatesduringmulti-agentdialogueinteractionreflecttheagent'sautonomyover thematter. This
is especiallyimportant to the useof dialogueas a meansof resolvingconflicts. Agentscan
choose
whetherto adoptcommunicatedbeliefs or not, and thebasisfor this is not consistencywith existing
beliefs. Beliefs and goals am
acquired during dialogue conditionally upon either evidence,or preference.I
Evidence of truth in the world is an indisputable basis for belief revision. If the hearerbelieves that
the speaker wants her to believe p. and believes also that the speakerknows p, then she believes this
becauseshe has evidence of p being true in the world. An example would be a child crying that she is
in pain. She wants her mother to believe that she is hurt

Perhapsthe child frequently "cries wolf'.

However, if the atreratxe is accompanied by the evidence of a grazedknee and blood, the mother will
believe her daughter ]mows she is in pain; it is true in the real world. She will also then adopt the
intended belief. Frequently however, beliefs are adopted and/or held without any evidence. Sometimes
evidenceis gatheredretrospectively in order to justify andsubstantiatechangesin beliefs already made. If
this is the case, then what was the original basis for the belief adoption? The answeroffered here to that
question, is a preference.

"Would it still be taken to support the belief in question if we stripped away all motives for
wanting the belief to be true?" (Quinn, 1970).

Preferencesarediscussedin the following section.

2.2.3

Preference.

Preferencesare attitudeswhich reflect a certain affective aspectof agenthood. They are attitudes

'The

reader is referred to chapter 6 for the detailed account of this theory of belief and goal adoption in

dialogue between autonomous agents.
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which describea relationbetweenan agentand a pair of propositions;agentx prefersp to q, for example.
They havebeendefinedin chapter4 in termsof the otherprimitive conceptsof belief andgoal, muchas
Cohen and Levesqueuse beliefs, goals and action to build a definition of intention as a
molecular
concept
A preference describes the relationship between a belief about a pair of propositions,
and a goal
Preferences are indicators of which out of two alternatives to choose, should the
appropriate
circumstances occur. For example, if I have a preference to eat strawberries with ice cream than eat them
without, this will determine my goal, and correspondingly my actions, should the circumstances arise
wherein I have such a choice. Preferences are formally defined in section 4.4.4.1. They specify which
proposition to retain and which to reject, should a particular situation arise. Agents are assumedto have
the machinery to be able to compute these. This machinery derives from the psychological background
to preferences which is suggestedas relating to both the numbers and the strengths of supporting beliefs
and goals, for each of the options. Firstly, a proposition will be preferred to a particular contradictory
one, if it satisfies more goals and is consistent with more beliefs than the alternative. For example, the
belief that this coming Sunday will be spent working may be preferred to a belief that it will have been
spent going to the park with the children, becauseit satisfies several goals at once. Examples of these
may be getting an overdue paper written whilst making everyone notice how hard-working you are, and
not letting down a colleague. On the other hand, if having gone to the park only satisfies one goal, such
as pleasing the children, but this goal is much more fundamental and stronger than the other goals
mentioned as was explained for beliefs in section 2.2.2, then the preferred belief is that next Sundaywill
be spent in the park rather than working. The preference dictates which goal be generated,when actually
faced with the choice.
It is important that agentsbelieve themselves and others to understand this basis for preference,and
hence also belief and goal adoption or rejection in dialogue. This information can then be used in
attempts via dialogue to induce another to adopt or drop a particular belief or goal. In the example
above, if a colleague about to be abandoned to work alone on Sunday believed that promotion was yet a
stronger goal of the other agent than pleasing his children, by performing an utterance inducing a belief
of the possible detrimental effects on promotion possibilities, his colleague's preferences would be
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Operatingin an altered context, which might thereforeresult in a different action.
This basis for preferences provides a "moral" elementfor this framework of dialogue in which speech
actions can be generatedstrategically, and with no assurancesregarding issuessuchas sincerity. Imagine
for example. a situation where believes that she
x
could either assisther friend who is requesting such
help. or satisfy a contradictory goal of her own. The friend knows that the basis for x's decision is her
preference between these two options, and the basis for this is the number and strengths of other goals
and beliefs which potentially would be satisfied in each case. If she believesthe desirability of altruism
towards a friend is a strongly held belief of x, then she believes x's preferenceswill dictate that the reply
to her request will be made in her favour, and importantly this occurs without imposedbenevolence. x's
assistanceis an autonomous and rational decision. This issue arisesagain in discussions regarding the
nature of cooperation in chapters 3 and 5.

2.2.4 Wants and goals

The conativecomponentof this modelof agentsis thepropositionalattitude,goal. Agents'goals
are modelled similarly to their beliefs, using possible-world semantics. The properties of goals are
therefore also determined by this particular formal approach,a more detailed account of which can be
found in Chapter4.
Goals characterise what is implicit in the agent'sdesires. Having a goal that p, describes what the
world would be like if p were true. This means that implicit in an agent'sgoals are all the logical
consequences of those goals, just as having one belief means all its logical implications are also
believed. A goal is a state of the world, and it is a state of the world the attainment of which, is desired
by the agent. Attainment of the state thus satisfies the goal.
The term "goal" is used frequently in Al. Planning systemsplan sequencesof actions to achieve
desired or goal states. The propertiesof goals what it meansto have a goal, are rarely discussed.Goals
are broken down into achievable sub-goals. If a goal exists and is achievable, it is to be satisfied. If a
goal cannot be satisfied by one means, then backtrack and try another. With multiple goals, more
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importantgoalscanbe prioritisedaccordingto a "weighting" algauhm, andthe moregoalssatisfied,the
better. However,if the aim is to characterisedz conauveelementin a modelof agents,usinggoalsin
this way givesan impoverishedpicture.
Firstly, agents have multiple goals and their relation to these desired states of the world are not
necessarily all of the same type. Some states may be desired, but the agent believe them impossible to
attain. For example, having a desire to buy a Mercedes, but this being an unaffordable objective. On
the other hand, it might be believed possible, as well as desired but not an objective to which the agent
is committed in the sense of actually making plans to satisfy the goal.

Commitment is a very

important notion. There needs to be a distinction between goals which the agent will plan to satisfy,
and others to which she may be currently less committed for some reason. Therefore, although rational
action can be defined as action performed by an agent as a means of achieving goals, it is also an
expression of the rational agent's commitment to that particular goal- Cohen and Levesque define a
committed, or persistent goal as one which the agent will only give up when achieved, or if the agent
believes it impossible to achieve, or if the reason for the goal is no longer true (Cohen & Levesque,
1987a, 1987b). These ideas have been adopted hem
In fact, the existence of a goal already indicates some level of commitment on the part of the agent.
From the possible-worlds model, agents goals are consistent; an agent cannot have a goal for p and a
goal for not p at the same time.

This means that goals do not represent desires which may be

conflicting yet simultaneously held, such as wanting one's cake and eating it too. The use of goals is in
fact a means of avoiding this problem. A more realistic or psychologically plausible candidate for the
primary conative attitude would perhaps be a wish or a want (Kiss. 1973). However, in accordancewith
the others who have followed this path of formal reasoning such as Appell (1985), Cohen and Levesque
(1987a, 1987b), and Perrault (1987), agentsreason with a set of consistent desires.

"We assumethat once an agent has sorted out his possibly inconsistent desires in deciding what he
wishes to achieve, the worlds he will be striving for are consistent" (Cohen and Levesque, 1987a).

In accordancewith the adoption of Cohen and Levesque's approach, this model restricts goals to only
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those states of the world which are a subset of the worlds believed possible. This is justified
as a
"realism constraint". If a rational
agent believes he will be dead in two months time, he will not buy a
Plane ticket on the basis of a goal to be in Miami, three months hence (Cohen and Levesque, 1987a).
This points again to
wishes or wants possibly being a more appropriate primary conative attitude than
goal (Kiss, 1973). In this case then, a desire to go to Miami would still be feasible, if believed
impossible. In fact, this whole discussion concerning different types of conative attitudes further
indicates the desirability of being able to distinguish
attitudes on a basis of their relative strength or
centrality to the agent,as was discussedin relation to beliefs in section 22.2.

Mother importantquestion,is wheredo goalscomefrom? As with beliefs,agentsaremodelledas
having an existing set goals. Agents
of
can also adopt others' goals as well as beliefs during dialogue,
according.to the conditions mentionedin section 22.2.1 and describedin detail in chapter6. Agents can
generate sub-goals from existing goals. 'Thereis little existing work however, which acknowledgesthe
role of goal generation, other than as sub-goals to existing, pre-programmed goals. Wilensky is one
exception. He has a Goal Deter

comprising a Noticer component to "notice" environmental change

(Will ensky, 1984). Sloman suggestsa "motivational store" accessibleto the system
as a basis for goal
generation amongst other things. yet no practical details are given (Sloman, 1978). This model offers
some advantage in this respect. Preferencesare described in sections 2.23 and 4.4.4.1 as prescriptions
for goal adoption or rejection, in the event of certain alternative conditions being true. If the
agent
believes that one of two options may becometrue in future and has a preferencefor one of these
over the
other, then a goal is generatedfor this to be the case. This framework has concentratedon demonstrating
the relevance of preference in relation to belief and goal adoption following recognition of another's
communicative goal in dialogue, but this principle is also generalisableto other contexts.
Finally, the term communicative goal needsto be clarified. It was said earlier that rational action is
purposive in being consistent with the agent's goals. Following from Austin (1962), rational speech
action is a special caseof action. Therefore, speechaction generatedin order to causeeffects on agents
mental states is also purposive in being consistent with the speaking agent's goal or desire to induce
such effects. In this theory the term communicative "goal" is used when referring to the desire to induce
changes in the mental states of others. The speaker also has a goal that the receiving agent recognise
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this goal. This is merely a terminological variation from the Griceancomponentof the speechact
theory

as Explained

in Chapter

1. Grice's

tens

is "intention",

yet this

term has a different

interpretation

hege.as explainedin section2.2.6.

2.2.3 Interests

Interestsi have beenincorporatedinto this model to representa type of goalwhich is believedby the
agentwill be achieved. Its formal definition and further explanationcanbe found in section4.4.42. It
is an additionaltonlive statewhich is particularly appropriateto situationsof multi-agentconflict In
suchcontexts,believing that one'splan will actually besuccessfuland not merelyfeasible,maybe an
important componentto the generationof the plan. An exampleis a situation whereone agentwants
anotheragent to believe what is in fact not the truth, when their discoveryof this would have dire
The speakermust assess
consequences.
carefully that the plan will work, beforetelling thelie; it is not
enough that it might work. This still however,does not mean that in reality it will work the agent
only hasto believe this to be the case.
It should be emphasised that assessingwhether a desired state is actually likely to be attained before
planning to achieve it, as opposed to just not being impossible, can be costly in terms of processing
resources. In many dialogue contexts, it is not appropriate. For example, x's plan is to go out
somewhere tomorrow. She has a goal for y to ask x to come over tomorrow.

As long as she doesn't

actually believe it impossible that y will do this, then she can make a commitment to achieving that
goal, and if it fails, then she can simply try something else, such as asking z to rake her out

When a

goal becomes believed to be impossible, then according to the conditions described by Cohen and
Levesque for commitment to a goal, the goal is dropped. The relevance of the agent reasoning about
action in relation to her interests is specific to strategic multi-agent interaction. Strategically rational

'The term "interests" has been adopted independently of its standard useage in other disciplines, such as
moral philosophy or game theory.
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action requires reasoning with not only -one'sgoals, but the likelihood of success and from this, one's
expectations of the other agent's subsequentresponse. This is becausethe desired state of the world
relates to the other agent's mental states, and the result is not as predictable as in the single agent's
dealings with the physical world. In
conflict situations, the consequencesmay be crucially important; if
the Plan fails. there may be no going back and trying again. Game theory, for example, acknowledges
this in the form of probabilities being incorporated into the determination of preferred outcomesbefore
selecting moves in games involving conflict between multiple players. In this framework, purposive
action is strategically rational when the acting agent believesthe goal will be achieved. This issuebeing
more appropriate to multi-agent interaction, it will be elaboratedin Chapter3.

2.2.6

Intention

Agents may have goals to induce changesin the world, such as effecting changesto others' mental
states. However, their intentions are

m. WL Thus, whereasknowledge, belief and goals are

types of propositional attitude whose content is a proposition, intention differs in that its content is an
action. It also differs in its properties relating to relationships with other attitudes, as well as time and
action, and therefore it cannot be analysedin isolation.
The view of intention in action derives from a rich philosophical background in action theory and
practical reasoning (Castaneda,1975, Davidson, 1963. Anscombe. 1963). It is an elementin Cohen and
Levesque's theory of agenthood and rational action which they demonstrate as the basis for
communication (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). They claim that rational behaviour should not be analyzed
in terms of beliefs and desiresalone. Intention is also an important component, which although related
to them, is not reducible to them (Cohen and Levesque, 1987a). Philosophical studies of intention have
frequently tried to reduce intention to a combination of thesetwo primary attitudes however. Brand refers
to this as the reductive analysis or (DB) which can be summarisedas follows:

S intendsto do A at t iff S desiresto A at t andS believesthatshewill A at t (Brand,1984).
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Braturan, whose work provides the philosophical foundation for Cohen and Levesque's formal theory of
intention (Braturan, 1987), claims such definitions are insufficient. Rational behaviour is analyzable not
only in terms of beliefs, and goals, but involves another mental stare which incorporates a notion of
commitment - this being intention. His view is that intentions are parts of plans; they are plans for
future action. His reasons are as follows: Firstly, agents cannot continually waste resources weighing
up competing desires from which to generate intentions. Some of those desires will be held with greater
commitment.

Brand uses similar arguments in suggesting that an improved definition to the above

would be for example, that an intention to perform A at time t requires that there be no B such that the
agent's desire to do B at t is stronger than the desire to do A (Brand, 1984). Secondly, coordination of
several future actions requires a notion of commitment to those intended.
Intention is modelled lure in accordance with the definition provided by the work of Cohen and
Levesque, as a type of persistent goal. Intention is a commitment to believing one is about to do an
action and then doing it. Thus, from commitment to a goal such as wanting to induce a belief p in
another agent y, an agent x may generate an intention to perform a particular speechaction. The goal of
the speech action is that y recognise x's goal for y to believe p, which is a subgoal to the original goal.
x's intention is a commitment not to any goal, but to believing she is about to do that action and doing
it Rational actions can be viewed therefore as those which not only satisfy goals, but the attainment of
intentions. Rational agents adopt only those intentions they believe to be achievable.

2.2.7 Rational

action

Agents with the properties outlined in the previous sections can generate actions. With knowledge
of these properties, there can be expectations of an agent's actions, if the principles whereby they relate
to action are outlined. Thus a theory of rationality is a predictive theory. It provides a prescription for
action; it provides a basis upon which agents' actions can be understood.
In order to describe the properties of agenthood, reference has already been made to their relations to
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action: Rational action is purposive, or goal-directed; rational action is not only consistent with the
agent'sdesires, but consistent with her beliefs, such as a belief that the desired goal state is achievable;
rational action is consistent with intentions; and rational action expressescommitment.
There are however, different analysesof rationality (Harrison, 1979). The above indicates that this
researchhas taken an evaluative approach, where actions are selected as rational in contrast to others,
dependent on consistency relationships with the individual's other existing mental states. Another
evaluative approach would be to consider pXMjgdar beliefs or desires as rational, and then evaluate
behaviour as rational or irrational in relation to these. This requires a view of rational action
as
equivalent to what is "normal" or "natural". Finally, a descriptive approach considers all behaviour
rational; it stipulates humanity. This "holism" of the mental is described by D. Davidson, where
complete sets of beliefs and desires are attributed on the assumption that they inevitably fit together
rationally.
Allwood describes rationality as "primarily an instrumental concept. It designates a manner of
thinking or acting to reach a certain goal. " (Allwood, 1976). ibis approach is evaluative, and relates
rational action to a consideration of consistency with the individual agent's goals and beliefs, but with
reference to some kind of independent assessmentof thosebeliefs or goals. He refers to the "normal"
rational agent. as well as saying:

"We are not making the claim that agentsact rationally, but only the weaker claim that agentsact
in a way chatseemsrational to themselves"(Allwood, 1976).

Allwood claims an individual's rationality is basedupon his own motives and presuppositionsabout the
world. He summarises normal rational agenthood in seven principles which agents assume they and
others adhere to. The first is the basis for all the others. It says that agents are assumedto be normal
and rational. The following two principles elaborate what this meansfor the actions of agents; actions
are assumed to be intentional and purposeful, as well as voluntary. The next two principles elaborate
"normality" assumptions;normal agentsact with motives, such as needsor desires,and normal agents
do not act so as to decreasetheir pleasureor increase their pain. The final two principles explicate the
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rationalcomponent;the actionsof a rational agentareselectedon the basisof being the mostadequate
and efficient waysof achievingthepurposefor which theywereintended.

"Gives a certain goal. the most rational way to nach it is the way with the least costs involved"
(Allwood, 1976).

In "A Treatiseof HumanNature",Hume alsorefers to rational action as the most efficient meansto a
desiredend." (Hume, 1978). Finally, the principle of competencestatesthat rationalactionsare those
which theagentbelieveswill possiblyachievetheir intendedpu pose.
Allwood's work is unusual in being one of very few attempts to explicitly summarise the traits of a
rational agent His motivation, similarly to that of this research, was in relation to development of a
theory of communication from an understanding of the nature of multi-agent interaction (Allwood,
1976).

Artificial

intelligence systems which plan actions, linguistic or non-linguistic,
embody

principles of rationality.

However, generally these are attributed without consideration of this as a

separateissue. It is merely in the design of systems with certain properties, such as knowledge of which
actions can be performed, actions being performed in order to satisfy goals, the more efficient meansof
goal satisfaction being the one selected, and so on, that rationality is conferred upon the system; its
principles are therefore simply embeddedwithin the system architecture.
Cohen and Levesque's work aims to provide a formal specification of the properties of rational agents
for artificial intelligence applications which concern agents reasoning about each other, as for example
when communicating (Cohen and Levesque, 1987a, 1987b). Their principles of rationality for the single
agent, can be summarised as follows: Agents' actions are purposive in being consistent with their goals,
and goals are consistent with the agent's beliefs. Agents choose the possible worlds they would like to
be in and they only choose worlds they believe to be attainable. Agents choose amongst their goals
what they believe to be inevitable. Agents do not try forever to achieve their goals. If a goal is believed
to be impossible to achieve, it will be dropped. Likewise, goals are not deferred forever.

The

conditions for a goal to be dropped are that it be achieved, believed impossible to achieve, or the reason
for the goal is no longer true. The opposite of these three conditions representscommitment to a goal.
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Agents' actions are consistent
also with their intentions. These are commitments to do an action or to
achievea stateof affairs.
This framework also incorporates these ideas on rationality of Cohen and Levesque's,but with two
important additions. Firstly, there is an extra condition under which a goal can be both adopted and
dropped

- =ferenceq.

Acting to satisfy a goal which is inconsistent with one previously held is

rational, if the new goal is generated from the existence of a preference, in conjunction with certain
pragmatic circumstances. The preferenceexpressesa relationship between beliefs and goals whereby
such a goal would be generatedwhen faced with thoseparticular circumstances. In addition agentscan
reason about generating purposive communicative action in relation to goals which the agent believes
will be achieved. These are their int

believed achievable, or not impossible.
.; goals are merely

This secondpoint is of particular relevancein strategicinteraction where it may be appropriate to believe
that a particular goal will be satisfied before planning to satisfy it. In some conversations however, as
long as an objective is feasible, such extra reasoningis a waste of computational resources.
Communication is obviously an activity involving more than one agent, and there are principles of
rationality which apply specifically to interaction betweenmulti-agents. The basic principles of rational
action which have been discussedhere, have to be extended to cater for the multi-agent context. The
following chapter is devoted to the issuesrelevant to multi-agent interaction which particularly relate to
cooperative dialogue. The role of interests in rational interaction for example, is discussedthere in more
detail. Before moving on to discuss the multi-agent casehowever, it needs to be pointed out that the
author is aware that it is an idealised notion of rationality which has beenpresentedhere for the single
agent,and which is consequentlyembeddedin the theory of multi-agent interaction. Cherniak formulates
this as:

"If A has a particular belief-desire set, A would undertakeall and only actions that are apparently

appropriate"(Cherniak.1986).

The agent therefore has a perfect capacity to chooseactions appropriatefor his belief-desire set, which in
turn requires him to make any deductive inferences from his beliefs. Cherniak suggeststhat although
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this is a convenientsimplification,it is:

"unacceptablystringent in important ways; for in fact this rationality condition is generally
unrealisable" (C b niak, 1986).

The reasonis that thereare limits on cognitive resources,and he claims that theseare not just human
limitations.

"They would be just as unavoidable,for example,for a creauuethat had availabletheresourcesof
theentiregalaxyuntil heat-deathof theuniverse"(Cherniak,1986).

He offersinstead,a minimal rationalitycondition:

"If A has a particular belief-desire set, A would undertake some, but not necessarily all, of those

actionschatareapparentlyappropriate".

There is also a minimal inference condition, minimal consistency condition and minimal deductive

ability .

"Not making the vast majority of some feasible inferences is not irrational; it is rational"
(Cherniak,1986).

This is justified if deducing all the consequencesof a belief, some of which are trivial, prevents other
inferences which may be crucial to survival. Simon similarly discusses the value of "satisficing" as
opposed to "maximising" in decision theory (Simon, 1957). Pollack, Israel and Bratman (1987) refer to
the significance of thesepoints made by both Chemiak and Simon, and offer a proposed architecture for
rational behaviour in resource-boundedagents. Theseare agents which are "unable to perform arbitrarily
large computations inconstant time" (Pollack, Israel and Bratman, 1987). Their architecture includes a
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filtering process to constrain the
overall amount of necessarypractical reasoning,basedupon a theory of
the functional role of plans in this.
It seems inevitable that future practical systems modelling aspects of agenthood will need a
rationality which acknowledges cognitive limitations, and restricts deductive inference to that which is
ny

necessary. An example of an attempt at this is the work of Ramsey(1987). He offers a set

of inference rules for reasoning with other's knowledge, which arenot complete, but quick and effective.
They mimic the reasoning which might be performed by another person, as opposed to analysing how
facts are constrained by others (Ramsey, 1987). Konolige's deduction model (Konolige, 1986) employs
deductive mechanisms for deriving some but not all logical consequencesfrom a core set of beliefs
(Konolige, 1986b). However, this researchhas adopted a possible worlds approach to the modelling of
agenthood for the reasonsgiven in section 4.2. In particular, in order to develop Cohen and Levesque's
(1987a, 1987b) work and in so doing, concentrateon aspectsof multi-agenthood and interaction suchas
cooperation and control of information flow, as essential elements of a framework for cooperative
dialogue. The rationality idealisation is acknowledged,but thereforecurrently remains.
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CHAPTER 3: A theory of cooperative, multi-agent interaction

3.1 Introduction

The description of rational agenthood given in the previous chapter, is extended here to encompass
those properties appropriate to interacting multi-agents. Becauseof the stated researchinterests the
,
emphasis is on those properties which are relevant to cooperative interaction by means of verbal
communication. The nature of multi-agenthood, what it is for multi-agents to be cooperative, the role
of conflict in cooperation, and the role of dialogue in conflict resolution and cooperation - theseare the
issueswhich are addressedin this chapter. This is an introductory and descriptive account however. It
includes justifications and comparisons with previous work, and presents a complete story. Those
aspectswhich comprise the focal issues for this researchare then developed and elaboratedin chapters5
and 6.

3.2 Rational, intelligent agents in interaction - the nature of

multi-agent systems.

A multi-agent systemcomprisesmultiples of agentsin a commonenvironment. A systemis
defined in system theory, as a phenomenon consisting of components in relationships to one another.
Each agent and the environment are therefore interrelated; no element can operate independentlyas an
individual unit. The structure of the systemis defined according to its components. According to Kiss,
these components are objects, with both temporal and spatial relations holding between them (Kiss,
1987). If the process-likeaspectsof systemsare emphasised.the relations of interest are temporalones.
Kiss is currently investigating the notion of structure as analysablefurther, in terms of constraints on
possibilities.
Doran (1987a) offers a process-orienteddefinition of multi-agent systems. He definesa processas an
entity whose structure varies in time. Processsystemsare "a collection of processeswhich interact and
influence one another in a limited way". (Doran, 1987a). He then defines multi-agent systemsas a
collection of actors or agents,interacting in a common environment. They are specialisationsof process
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systems, each of which is itself a process system, and which may also be a component of a larger
structure. The environment itself is also a process within the system (Doran, 1987a). A more detailed
definition of a process is offered by Kiss, as a series of events and statesoccuring within
an occasion.
An occasion is defined as an arbitrary delimited spatial- temporal zone, An action is a class of events
which results from the activity of agent(s) (Georgef, 1984). Events, or changesin the world, are caused
by those actions (Kiss, 1987). In other words, it is the actions of agents which cause changes to the
states of processes, time being the multi-agent system, the agent or the environment. In a multi-agent
system, where each agent is not only a process in itself, but a component of the larger process, the
actions of agents result in events or changes to the mental states of the component agents - themselves
and others, as well as physical aspects of the environment
From the description of rational, intelligent agenthood given in the previous chapter. the causes
of
action are the mental states of the acting agent In a multi-agent system, these mental statesmust relate
to the whole system, which comprises not only the acting agent itself, but also other agents, and the
environment For example, if an agent has a goal to induce a particular belief state in another agent, that
agent being rational must have a belief that the other agent does not already possessthe desired belief
state. Agents have attitudes such as beliefs and goals, which relate to the beliefs and goals of other
agents. (BEL x (BEL. y p)) for example, says that x believes that y believes p. These being intimately
related to agent action, are the causesand effects of change in the multi-agent system.

If we wish to understand social action, we must try to elucidate the complex and sometimes
paradoxical mental states that can result when two minds simultaneously seek to form
representationsof each other....Researchersin philosophy and artificial intelligence have shown that
everyday communication (eg., in conversation) gives rise to interlocking mental states of great
complexity" (Power, 1984).

Examples of mental stateswhich are unique to the multi-agent situation and therefore do not exist in
single agents, are mutual or common knowledge, and mutual belief. By definition, these are attitudes
which more than one agent must share.

A brief description of these and their role in theories of

communication, others as well as that presented in this thesis, is given in the next section.
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3.2.1 Mutual

beliefs and common

knowledge.

The role of mutual belief in this framework of dialogue is as follows: Firstly, along with Cohen and
Levesque's and other inferential theories of communication, this framework relies upon each agent in a
multi-agent system mutually believing that they and others are rational agents. With also some
representation of the nature of rational agenthood, and of multi-agent interaction. inferences can then be
made with regards to their own action and the actions of others. Secondly, the properties of rational
agents have so far been characterised in terms of mental states, such as beliefs and goals. If social
concepts or properties relating to mom than one agent, are also characterisedin theseterms, they will at
some point encompassmental statesspecific to the social context or multi-agent system, such as mutual
beliefs.

Cooperation, conflict and indifference are examples of such social concepts. Detailed

descriptions of their precise definitions can be found in chapter S.

Previouswork which attemptsto provide formal explanationsof such social conceptsincludes
Powers characterisation of cooperation, or "collaboration to achieve a common goal" using another
mental state unique to the multi-agent situation, mutual intention (Power, 1984). In his conclusions he
cites Bach & Harnish (1979) as also explicitly formulating precise descriptions of social situations in
terms of the mental states of the participants, and Lewis (1969), Grice (1969) , Schiffer (1972) and
Cohen (1978) as doing so implicitly. Cohen and Levesque'srecent work offers cooperative single agents
explicitly defined as helpful (Cohen andLevesque, 1997b).
Bach and Harnish use the following definition of mutual belief with which to define social concepts:

It is mutually believed in a collectivity, G that p to the degreeto which the membersof G believe:
i. that p

it. that themembersof G believethatp
& Harnish, 1979).
in. that the members of G believe that the membersof G believe that p (Bach

A social norm is then defined as:
A kind of behaviour, A (in C, which is the kind of recurrent situation in which the norm applies) is a
social norm in G to the degreeto which
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i. the membersof G do A in C
ii, it is mutually believedin G that i., and
in. it is mutually believedin G that the membersof G shoulddo A in C (Bach& Hanish, 1979).

Social norms along with practices, rules and regulations, form a "shared conceptual scheme" ( Bach &
liamish, 1979). These are the meansby which society, described as "a system regulating and organising
people's behaviour" (Bach & Harnish, 1979), is internalised in people's beliefs and other attitudes.
There has been a great deal of discussion in recent philosophical and linguistic literature, as well as
within artificial intelligence, as to the role of mutual belief and mutual knowledge in pragmatic theories
of communication. This follows from the assumption that what an agent believes another agent in a
conversation believes, is crucial to the correct interpretation of utterances. Lewis (1969) and Schiffer
(1972) first identified the mutual knowledge that it is raining for example (representedas the proposition
p) between x and y whilst they stand together watching the rain as: x knows p, y knows p, x knows y
knows p. y knows x knows p, x knows y knows x knows p. y knows
This
.............. and so on.
definition has been the source of much contention, largely due to the infinite regress of which it is
comprised. Sperber and Wilson, for example, concentrate on the interpretation of utterancesaccording to
maximal relevance, rejecting all notions of mutual' attitudes (Sperber & Wilson, 1987). Amongst
various objections they also argue that for an addressee,A and speakerS, to have mutual knowledge that
p, they must both have "knowledge of an infinite set of propositions. " A has to be able to compute this
infinite set of propositions in a finite amount of time (Sperber & Wilson, 1982).
As opposed to entirely banishing mutual beliefs, other researchers have retained the concept, yet
offered various solutions to the infinite regressproblem. Bach and Harnish for example, simply suggest
restricting the levels of embedding to three. Alternatively, there need be no such rigid cutting off point,
but the embedding is halted in practice according to the inferential capabilities of the agents (Grice,
1969). Cohen represents mutual belief with a recursive formula which implies the infinite series, but
without this being necessarily explicitly formulated (Cohen, 1978). Clark and Carlson suggest the
representation of mutual beliefs as mental primitives; they offer a finite mutual belief induction schema
(Clark & Carlson, 1982).
A practical solution by Appelt involves the construction of a hypothetical agent which knows
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universally known facts - facts which "any fool knows". A hypothetical agent plays the role of "any
fool", constructed by Kasel function. This
a
representsthe kernel of knowledge sharedby two agents
A and B, which is the facts
mutually known by them. In this way mutual knowledge between two
agents is simply representedby two axioms one which states that for any two agents A and B, the
Kesnel(A, B) is equivalent to Kernel(B, A),
and the other which says that the set of possible worlds
content

with A is a subsetof the possible worlds consistent with the kernel of A and any other agent

(Appelt, 1985).
Halpern and Moses offer a solution to common knowledge and infinite regressionwhich involves the
introduction of two separatemodal opaato s: common knowledge or c, and knowledge which everyone
knows or e. c is the fixed point of e. Evaluating particular instancesof the consequencesof having
common knowledge generatesfinite approximations of its infinite potential (Halpern & Moses.1984).
This idea is equivalent to a potentially infinite recursive function in a computer language, returning a
finite value when evaluatedwith a particular argument.
The nature of the representationof mutual belief used in this researchin defining the properties of
conflict and cooperation, is awarding to Cohen and Levesque'sdefinition (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b).
This is defined in section 4.43.2, in terms of an auxiliary concept, alternating belief. A mutual belief
betweenagents x and y that p, is a regressionto the nth level of x believes p, x believes y believesp, x
believes y believes x believes p

3.2.2 Propositional

.............and so on.

postures . conflict,

cooperation

and indifference

The model of agentsadopted for this researchand describedin Chapters2 and 4, is expressedin terms
of the mental statesof individual agents, the relations between theseand to action. Mutual belief is
incorporated as relevant specifically to the multi-agent situation, and expressesa relation betweenmore
than one agent and a proposition. It is proposedhere to use thesepropertiesof agentsto characterisethe
social concepts, conflict, cooperation and indifference. These are collectively termed ponositional
poste s'. As with mutual belief, postures-aredefined as different types of relation betweenmore than
'acknowledgementsto GeorgeKiss for
the suggestionof the term "posture"
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one agent and a proposition.

For example, (CONFLICT xy p) describes a conflict relation between

agents x and y, with respect to the proposition p. It represents a pattern of mental states reflecting x's
attitudes top and to y's attitudes to p, or a mutual belief about this. Importantly however, postures
include a conative element -a goal, which relates in some way to the believed attitude of the other agent
In conflict there is a committed goal to change the others believed attitude to p: in cooperation the
committed goal is to adopt an attitude, relative to the other's believed attitude to p. Indifference is
characterisedby a lack of goals with respect to anther's believed lrnmde to p.

An agent with a belief, goal or preferencewith respectto p, and also a belief or mutualbelief
regarding some other agent and their relation top, therefore has a posture with respect to the other agent
and the proposition. The nature of the component attitudes, and most importantly the agent'sdesiresor
lack of desires with respect to these, determines whether the posture is one of conflict, cooperation, or
indifference.

The other agent concerned may or may not also have a posture with respect to the first

agent and that proposition, and it need not be of the same type.

A detailed discussion of all these

issues, including the definitions and formal representations of the three postures, is to be found in
Chapter 5. The theoretical background to the definition of cooperation follows in sections 3.2.2.1 and
3.2.2.2.

It is claimed that in order to effectively model cooperative dialogue for real-world
applications,

multi-agents

need explicit

representations

of postures,

characterised

in

terms of patterns of mental states. The reason is that if agents can recognise a pattern of mental
states that exists between them, and have a representation of an alternative pattern they wish to achieve,
then this is achievable if they also have an understandingof dialogue action as a meansof effecting those
changes. An example could be an agent x recognising a conflict with respect to y and the proposition
p, perhaps as a result of some unpredicted change in the environment.

x also has a goal for y's

cooperation with respect to himself and p. x can potentially achieve a known pattern of mental states,
by acting to effect changesto either her or y's mental states,using her understandingof how dialogue can
achieve thesechanges,the conflict which exists and the cooperation desired.
The role of dialogue to the potential alteration of posture will be discussedlater in this chapter. For
the moment, it is important to recognise the role that explicit representations of conflict, cooperation
and indifference have to play, in cooperative multi-agent interaction. To achieve this, more needs to be
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said about the 111101M
of cooperation - what it is and also what it is not. There is a Lackof recognition in
existing work that conflict is an important component of cooperation. This being the case, there has
been no discussion

or representation of it in previous cooperative systems. In addition, and becauseof

this, the existing notions of cooperation implicitly

or explicitly incorporated in current artificial

intelligence research
on cooperative multi-agent systems,are simply inadequateto real-life application.
In the following section, time
existing notions of cooperadon will be describedand criticised.

3.2.2.1. Existing notions of cooperation in. artificial

intelligence

Cooperationis an issuein any areaof artificial intelligenceresearchwhich involvesmeld-agent
Pig

or joint problem-solving, whether concerning human-computerinteraction (HCI), or machines

networked together as in distributed artificial intelligence (DAI). Frequently, the principles are not
rigidly aught

out and explicitly expressed; they are implicit in systemsand theories whose emphasis

is elsewhere.

" PreviousDAI work has assumedthat agentsare mutually cooperative through their designer2s
fiat"
(Rosenschein, 1985). Rosenschein offers as an example Lesser and Corldll's system (Lesser &
Corkhill, 1983) in which agents are always assumed to be working on the same problem. "..it
makes little senseto ask why they are helping one another, they help eachother becausethey have
been designedthat way.." (Rosenschein,1985).

The acceptednotion of cooperation which is so implicitly encoded, involves agentsfirstly having a
Common g$.

In some casesthis may involve each agent in a multi-agent system individually holding

a goal to achievethe same end result. In other cases,the goal may be initially held by only oneof those
agents but on recognition of this, other agent(s) then take on that goal as their own. Davis and Smith's
(1983) "contract net" framework for example, comprisesa range of problem-solving nodes. Each node,
on receipt of a task divides it into subtasks,and offers these to the other nodes . Nodes bid for the
subtasksand the original node then assignstheseafter examining the bids. This exampledemonstrates
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the view of cooperation as sharing; the delegation or sharing of tasks between agents in complete
agreement as to their goal(s). The negotiation as to how the goals are satisfied is merely in terms of
node allocation. Trete is an assumption of total Concordariceconcerning the existence of goals, and their
division into subgoals.

Taking on anther's goal as one's own implies an elementof "helpfulness". Even if eachagent
individually and independently has the goal p, this "helpfulness" component must be present, if there is
to be actual cooperation between them to achieve p. In other words, the reason for having the goal must
be at least in part becauseanother agent has it as a goal, Power refers to the situation of more than one
agent independently having the same goal, and yet unaware of each other's goals, as "accidental
coordination" (Power, 1984). He offers as an example two art enthusiastswho independently arrive at an
art gallery with the goal of destroying a particularly shocking picture. One is intercepted by a guard, but
the other succeeds in tearing the picture. The one agent achieved the goal state of both of them, and yet
unaware of the other's goal, he was not actually cooperating to achieve it.

If however, they had

collectively possessed the intention to damage the picture, they would have had a mutual intention
(Power, 1984).
Allwood also characterises cooperation as including a "mutual consideration" as well as a common
purpose (Allwood, 1976). In fact, he goes further by defining mutual consideration as not merely an
awareness of the existence of another agent's goal. That is just the cognitive consideration component
In addition there is an ethical consideration which states that agentsshould not do anything which would
prevent one another from acting in accordance with the rules of rational agenthood as described in
section 2.2.7. They should therefore not prevent each other from acting intentionally and purposefully
according to their will, or from acting normally according to their motives, or from being rational.
Allwood's definition of ideal cooperation for normal rational agents, of which communication is an
example, can be summarised as :a number of individuals voluntarily striving to achieve the same
purpose whilst ethically and cognitively considering each other in trying to achieve thosepurposes, and
trusting each other to do this unless they give explicit notice to the contrary (Allwood, 1976).
Previous computational research in cooperative interactions has embodied the notion of helpfulness
in cooperation as the recognition of another's goal. Agents are also designed to always be cooperative always helpful and therefore ready to take on other agents' goals. This assumption is generally built in
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to the systemarchitecture. One agentmerelyneedsto communicateher goal to anotheragent,for
cooperationin theform of joint planning,to ensue.Examplesincludethesystemsdescribedearlierfrom
Davis& Smith (1983)and Lesser& Corkill (1983). Somemoreexamples:

One of the earliest piecesof researchto consider cooperationas an issue in conversationwas Power's
model of conversation involving joint plan formation. John and Mary were separateparts of a program
who used conversation as a means of agreeing plans, exchanging information and so on eg. John
announcesa goal to Mary. He asks Mary to cooperate. Sheagrees. He ten asks her to help him make
a plan. She agrees....and so on. John and Mary's representations of the planning tree are always
identical (Power, 1979).
More recent work by Shadbolt & Musson similarly involves joint planning to perform a task, in
this case honsebailding. The agentsneed to cooperate becauseneither can build the house alone. If a
completed task is a precondition to another task, and the agent cannot complete the first task herself, she
requests the other agent to perform it. Being cooperative and helpful, on request, the task is performed

(Shadbolt& Musson,1986,1987).
Cohen & Prirault's earlier wars on speechacts, includes a "cause-to-want" "act". Its precondition is
that the receiving agent believe that the agent has a goal. This is achieved by that agent issuing a
request. The effect of a "cause-to-want"which therefore follows from a request, is that the receiving
agent takes on that goal (Cohen & Perrault, 1979).
Appelt's system, KAMP, similarly assumes"if one agent is helpfully disposedtowards another and
knows that the other agent intends to bring something about, he then adopts that goal as his own. " He
ate "

It is seldom aue that a person will want everything he knows that anotherperson wants. However,
if the domain of discourse is restricted to a cooperative endeavour feg. the task in a task-oriented
dialogue], this assumptionwill suffice to produce reasonablebehaviour." (Appelt, 1985).

Foully, Rosenschein(1981) defines cooperativity as a predicate:COOP (x,84 whereby :
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"x is "cooperative" towards y at time t in the sense of adopting as his own goals whatever he
perceives y's goals to be" (Rosenschein, 1981).

Is there any condition, any circumstance,in which helpful agentsin existing research,do not
necessarily adopt other agents' goals by virtue of merely recognising their existence? Yes. Cohen and
Levesque define agents as helpful in adopting others' goals, but only as long as they do not have any
existing contradictory goal of their own (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). Perrault also stipulates this
condition (Perrault, 1987). In fact, this condition is most probably true in all the other work mentioned
as well. However, it is not explicitly stated because the implicit assumption is that agents simply
do not have conflicting

goals of their

own.

There are only a few examples of previous work in artificial intelligence, which acknowledge the
existence of conflicting goals between cooperative agents. Firstly, the wort of Georgeff which concerns
the synchronisation of robots with existing plans. However, he uses a "supervisor process' which
enables potential conflicts to be successfully avoided; they are not dealt with directly (Georgeff, 1983).
The work of Rosenschein, actually focuses on the role of conflict in everyday encounters. He considers
that cooperative agents must be able to deal with conflict; it should not be assumed to simply not exist.
His ideas and criticisms of existing artificial intelligence notions of cooperation, will be discussedin the
following section (Rosenschein, 1985, Rosenschein & Genesereth, 1985). Ginsberg (1987) tackles
similar problems to Rosenschein and Genesereth, such as the problem of robot or agent cooperation in
situations where the pursuit of a local goal actively discourages cooperation, in distributed systems. An
example is the Prisoner's Dilemma Game. A decision procedure paradigm is employed which
incorporates a variety of assumptions,one of which is common rationality. The role of communication
is then to describe situations rather than intentions, and establish agreed payoff functions or utilities l.

'The Prisoner's Dilemma Game and game theoretic notions such as utilities,
3.2.3.1.

are described in section
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3.2.2.2. Criticisms

of existing notions of cooperation

The existing notion of cooperative multi-agent interaction, as outlined in the previous section
can be
summarised as follows: Firstly, there is a common goal between the interacting agents. Secondly, the
agentsare "helpful" in that at least a component of their possessingthe goal is an awarenessthat another
agent has it as a goal. Awareness of anther's goal is sufficient to adopt that goal as one's own,
assuming no conaradictory one is already in existence. Finally, if the attainment of a goal requires the

attainmentof sub-goals,
theseareadoptedandsharedout betweentheparticipatingagents.
There is nothing wrong with this as far as it goes. What it lacks is any mention of the possibility
of conflicts. Is it the case then, that in order to cooperate, agents must be in fail agreement? If so, is
cooperation j

le in situations where there happensto be a conflict of interest? If this is also true,

then how can cooperative systems designed on such a basis interact in real-world contexts, where the
unpredictability of the environment requires flexibility of action? Can conflicts always be just avoided
or ignored, or is it the case that one important
joint

resolution

component of cooperative interaction

is the

of conflicts?

Rosenschein'sthesis "Rational interaction: cooperation among intelligent agents", is aimed towards
the design of machines for DAI which can plan cooperative action, yet acknowledging the existenceof
multi-agent conflict. The premises from which he startsare firstly, that "the vast majority of real-world
interactions He between the two extremes of total conflict and absenceof conflict", and if machinesare
being designed to operate in the real-world, then they cannot "operate under restrictive, crippling
assumptions" (Rosenschein, 1985). Secondly, given the unpredictable nature of real-world domains,
performing well requires "sophisticatedand flexibile interaction capabilities" (Rosenschein,1985).
Agents being assumedto have identical goals, and carrying out any task requestedof them, has been
termed by Rosenschein"the benevolent agent assumption" (Rosenschein& Genesereth,1985). Whilst
discussing how previous work in DAI operateswithin this assumption, he offers scenariosfor which
"intelligent" machinesare currently being envisaged,and for which greaterflexibility would be essential.
One of these is that of an automated personal secretaryinteracting with another automated or human
secretary, in order to schedulea meeting. In order to be practical, the private interestsof the human boss
must be protected.
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"The full complexities of this scenario(commitments,threats, quid
pro quo offers, hiding of
information)requirefully flexible interactingagents,beyondthecapabilities
currentlyaddressed
in
Al systems." (Rosenschein. 1985).

Another example scenario concerns robots constructing a space station,
motivated fundamentally by

the samegoal.

"... in the course of construction, however. time may be
minor conflicts causedby occurrencesthat
cannot be fully predicted (eg". fuel running low, drifting of objects in space). The building
each with a different task, could then negotiate with one another and resolve conflict" (Rosenschein
& Genesereth, 1985).

In other words, Rosenscheinis suggesting that previous systems are embodiments
not of cooperative
assumptions regarding the nature of agents, but assumptions of benevolence. Cooperation is in fact
more than helping others in the absenceof conflict. Cooperation can also result from the resolution
of
conflicts, and this should be an expectation of systemsdesigned for real-world application.

By allowing conflict of interest interactions, we can address the question
of why rational agents
would choose to cooperate with one another, and how they might coordinate their actions (even
without communication) so as to bring about mutually preferred outcomes." (Rosenschein.1985).

Durfee, Lesser & Corkill (1987) consider that Rosenschein and Genesereth misleadingly
refer to
agents who sharegoals, as benevolent. They agree that "Benevolence is neither assumednor neededfor
the agents to cooperate" (Durfee, Lesser & Corkill, 1987). Their argument however, is that cooperation
should be viewed by agents as in their self-interest. With improved communication resulting in agents
in a distributed network having a good level of common knowledge of network activity, each can decide
about actions which will enable the network as a whole to behave more coherently. The motivation for
such action is not imposed benevolence, but mutually advantageous action being in each node's
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self-interest. My view of this approachis that it is in fact the benevolenceassumptionin anotherguise.
Agents still always cooperate, but this time according to an understandingof the benefits from doing so.
There is therefore no acknowledgement
of the role that conflict can play in the maintenance and
evolution of cooperation in changing and unpredictableenvironments. Conflicts are programmedout of
this automated and artificial environment; they are necessarilydetrimental to the system.

In the theory of multi-agentinteractionproposedin this thesis,conflict is not a "dirty" word.
Rosenscheinhas observed the "ubiquity of conflict" in multi-agent interactions, and arguedthe
necessity
for corresponding flexibility of action in an unpredictableand changing world. This researchnow takes
theseideas a little further. Incorporated into the proposed theory of multi-agent interaction upon which
the generation and interpretation of dialogue actions is based, is the notion that conflict not only
exists between agents, but plays a positive role in the maintenance
cooperation.

and evolution of

It has an important role in the maintenance and stability of cooperative multi-agent

systems. This claim is based on a theory of social conflict and social change. A description of this is
given in Chapter 5. together with justifications for its relevance to cooperative multi-agent systems
comprising distributed artificial intelligence as well as human-computerinteraction.
The conclusion here is that: this
agents operating
of cooperation.

cooperatively
This

theory

of multi-agent

In the real world,

Involves understanding

interaction

must have a realistic
the nature

considers

that

understanding

and role of multi-agent

conflict.

".. no group can be entirely harmonious, for it would then be devoid of process and structure.
Groups require disharmony as well as harmony, dissociation as well as association; and conflicts
within them are by no meansaltogether disruptive factors." (Coser, 1956).

To conclude this section: the definition of cooperation incorporated into this theory includes a
common goal which may be generated as a result of recognising it as another's goal, thu this is
conditional upon the agent's own preferences. Helpfulness is retained as an important element of
cooperation by commitment to the common goal being relative to the other agent having it as a goal. It
is the inclusion of preference which so importantly removes benevolence from the definition, and
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replaces it with agent autonomy. This definition is discussed further in section 3.2.4 and chapter 5.

3.2.3 Dialogue

and posture

- the nature

of negotiation

It was said in the previous section, that agents with explicit representationsof the three propositional
postures, conflict, cooperation and indifference, described in terms of patterns of mental states, could
potentially manipulate any one of these three states to be any of the others. What is neededin addition,
is a rationality whereby agents believe themselves and each other to be able to effect such changes.
What are the means of effecting changes to agents' mental states? Following from what was said in
section 3.2, where the actions of agents were described as the cause of changes to the state of the
multi-agent system, dialogue actions as a special case of actions in general (Austin, 1962) are the means
of effecting changes to the mental states of the in'eracring agents. Therefore, for example, an agent x
with a goal to have lunch with y, for which she obviously needs y's cooperation, may recognise that y
has an existing contradictory goal. If she wants cooperation, she must alter either her own or y's mental
states so the pattern of mental states between x and y in relation to the proposition concerning x and y
lunching together, corresponds to that for cooperation. A component of this is that there must be a
common goal; either x drops her goal or y eventually has a goal to have lunch with x. y can potentially
take on x's goal if she recognises its existence, and if she has a preference of her own which would
result in x's goal.
If x understands the effects of dialogue action on mental statesand therefore on posture, one way in
which the posture can be altered to one of cooperation is firstly to inform y of x's goal. Secondly, she
can attempt to manipulate y's perception of the situation to one where y seesx's goal as preferable to her
existing contradictory one. If successful, y would revise her goal. The conditions for this, as described
in section 2.2.2.1 and chapter 6, would be satisfied. All x has to do is to generate a belief in y that she
is faced with two alternatives for which she has a particular preference, and from which therefore goals
can be generated and dropped. For x this involves reasoning with her own beliefs about what y's
preferences might be. An example may be x offering to take y to her favourite restaurant.
Power writes that:
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't ere is somethingunnaturallyMachiavellianabout theidea that the essenceof conversation
consistsin the manipulationof thepartnr's mentalstate"(power,1986).

My answer to this is that the
sinister aspect is not in the fact of manipulating mental states. Any
appearance as such is dependent upon the assumed nature of agenthood and agent rationality. For
example. in artificial intelligence researchto date, agent x having a goal p, and manipulating y's mental
states as a means of achieving p, is an example of purposive action. However, purposive action is
surely more than maximising personal gain, simply in terms of p. Agents rarely have individual goals.
As explained in chapter 2, agents have multiple goals, and some of theseare more central to the
agent
than others. The goal to never knowingly do harm to anyone may be a goal much more central and
resistant to change than the goal to persuadesomeoneto one'sown point of view. An agent with strong
beliefs and goals concerning the "common good" would plan to effect changesto others'
mental states
according to then beliefs and goals. Purposive action may conform to a collective rationality and
therefore be that which maximises joint gain. Individual rationality is concernedwith the maximisation
of purely personal gaial.
Power's alternative is a theory of collective planning to be applied to conversation (Power, 1986).
All goals we joint goals, and problems such as a dispute over the means to achieve them,
would be
taken as a planning problem, solvable by solutions such as backtracking to try and find an alternative
action which is not problematic, for example. As with the researchdescribed in sections 3.2.2.1 and
3.2.2.2, by avoiding conflict this ignores its
positive role in cooperation.
The expression of a conflict can result in a cooperative solution by potentially dealing with the
problem and removing it. Avoidance of conflict however, is side-steppingthe issue. Dialogue has the
potential to actually alter the circumstanceswhich comprise the conflict. Dialogue alters mental states;
conflict and cooperation are patterns of mental states. This research focusses on dialogue as a
means of potentially

'The

terms

"collective"

removing

and "individual"

discussed in section 3.2.5.1.

conflict,

in order to achieve cooperation.

rationality

have been adopted

from

gerne theory.

They

are
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"Negotiation"

is the term used to refer to this process of removal of the conflict,
or reaching

ag reesnent. It is defined as:

"conferring with another with the purpose of securing agreement on some maapr of
common
interest" (Morley, 1977).

The interpretation of negotiation used in this thesis includes agreement about issues; not merely about
the allocation or delegation of issues with assumed lack of disagreement on the issuesthemselves,such
as in Davis & Smith (1983).
Reaching agreements is a process which occurs in many cooperative contexts. There is increasing
experimental evidence which indicates that cooperative interactions such as doctor and patient (Cacciari
1985) or expert and advice-seeker (Kidd 1985) involve elements of negotiation. This supports the point
made in the previous section that conflict is an important component of the maintained cooperation and
stability in social systems.

For example, when consulting an expert, people frequently have ideas

about possible solutions to their problem. Taking advice is not merely a matter of being given the right
answer. Previous misconceptions have to be satisfactorily dispelled, adequate explanation given as to
the reasonswhy one solution is more effective than another, and so on.
In summary, the property of interacting agents which has been discussed here is., agents believe
themselves
posture

and others

to be able to use dialogue

of the system, by effecting

An example

is agents believing

actions

to effect

changes to the

changes to the beliefs and goals of other agents.

themselves

and others to be able to negotiate.

Rosenschein's work is more concerned with action in general than with dialogue as a means of
achieving cooperation, but he does consider the role of promises and deals (Rosenschein, 1985). In fact,
from similar initial premises about conflict resolution and flexible cooperative action for real world
applications, Rosenscheinoffers quite a different solution to that offered here:
Single actions are chosen in the light of an existing conflict situation. Reasoning about the most
appropriate action is according to game- theoretic principles of maximising the payoff (somebackground
to game theory can be found in section 3.2.5.1). Interaction strategies are analysed according to four
alternative rationality principles and assumptions as to what types of move the opponent will make. In
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oar words, conflict is not avoided or removed; it is managed in terms of finding a "best action" in the
circumstances. The role of communication is explored in terms of agentswith conflicting goals making
binding promises or deals, as to future
action. The role of communication for information passing is
also considered, but only between agents with common goals. The agents have to converge upon a
particular plan of action and may have discrepanciesbetween facts in their databases.The support and
justification

for these facts is compared in the light of various heuristics, and assuming a

non-individualistic basis for the justification.
Rosenschein's work offers a choice of "best action" in the light of existing circumstances; this
thesis suggests negotiation
- the use of dialogue action to remove conflicts and change the
circumstances. It is acknowledged that bqj approachesare important and valid. In some situations, the
conflict may be such that no amount of negotiation results in agreement; action must simply be taken.
Perhaps communication becomesimpossible for somereason. A possible area for future researchcould
concern agents' assessmentsof whether negotiation is or has become inappropriate to the eventual
attainment of cooperation. Rosenschein'ssuggestionis that cooperative solutions to conflict encounters
which do not involve communication. exploit the computational aspects of a computation/
communication wade-off. They are efficient meansof dealing with conflicts (Rosenschein,1985).

"..certain definitions of rationality will imply ctnain types of cooperation. even in conflict-filled,

interactions"(Rosenschein,
1985).
communication-free,
non-benevolent

3.2.4 The autonomy

of interacting

agents - control

of information

If we take on board that cooperation is more than agentsdoing whatever is asked of them because
they are assumedto never disagree,then interacting agentsno longer have the property of benevolence.
Agents may have goals as a result of what is askedof them, but theseshould also be the result of their
own preferencesin the matter. Such agentsare autonomous. If agentsassumethemselvesand others to
be autonomous in this way, then each agent has only partial control over the effects of their dialogue
actions. For example, A asks B to make a cup of tea. This is a purposive action and is understoodas
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such by B. In other words, both A and B believe A to have a goal for some tea. However, although the
goal for tea was the cause of the request made by A. A only has partial control over its effect and the
goal being satisfied. B as an autonomous agent may take on A's goal as his own and make the tea, or he
may not.
The conditions for belief and goal adoption were described in chapter 2, as evidence (m the
case of
belief) and /or preference. B recognises A's goal and is faced with the alternatives of making the tea
or
not making the tea. His preference concerning dose exact circumstances is the causeof the goal which
is generated. If B has an existing conaadicto y goal, then B will adopt A's goal only if an recognition of
A's goal, B prefers it to his current goal and its consequenceL This in ran rests on the other goals he
has and how fundamental they are. Perhaps helping people whenever possible may be a goal which can
only be satisfied once A has made the request, by B deciding to make the tee This is embodied in B's
P

The conclusionis that when reasoningaboutpurposiveaction, agentsmust takeinto accountthis
autonomous nature of themselves and others. Just because a particular dialogue action is one which
could potentially generate a specific belief or goal in another agent and thus satisfy a goal, no
assumptions can be necessarily made as to the effect of the action being as desired. I can want you to
believe that rm funny by telling you a joke, for example. You may not be convinced. Receiving
agents therefore have control over their own mental states - they control
acquire.

In

they

Acting agents know this.

summary:

manipulate
posture

the information

Agents
desired

of the

believe

changes to

system,

evidence in the world

themselves

using

other's
dialogue

and
mental
actions.

others
states,
This

or the preferences of the receiving

to

be able
and

to

therefore

is conditional

potentially
also
upon

to

the

either

agent.

If dialogue actions are potential manipulatorsof others' mental states,then they can also be
manipulatorsof otheragentsaccessto one'sown mentalstates. In other words,just asreceivingagents
have control over the mental states they acquire, acting agents have control over the information
they reveal

In this theory, agents are not assumed to be sincere or otherwise. They perform speech
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acts which can be veracious or mendacious, revealing or concealing expressions of mental states.

Veracity, mendacity,concealingand revealingare defined(in chapter6) as propertiesof acts,which
reflecta relationbetweentheactanda mentalstateof theactor.
The motivation for providing definitionsof this sort is an extensionof the original motivations
concerning the acknowledgement of the role of conflict in cooperation. The notion of cooperationhere
has already beendescribed-,
just as cooperativeagentsare not assumedto be benevolently helpful, neither
are they assumed to be benevolently sinter=. Dialogue as strategic interaction is introduced in the next
section, and strategies can be various. It is important to remember however, that people have beliefs
about the potential effects of using thesedifferent expressions. For automatedagents operating in the
real world. theseshould also be an important component in the ascertainmentof preferencesand goals,
and thereforein reasoningas to their use:

"Everyone dependson deception to get out of a scrape,to saveface, to avoid hurting the feelingsof
others. Some use it more consciously to manipulate and gain ascendancy. Yet all are intimately
aware of the theestlies can pose, the suffering they can bring ........ Those who learn that they have
been lied to in an important matter - say, the identity of their parents, the affection of their spouse,
or the integrity of their government- are resentful.disappointedand suspicious. They feel wronged;
they are wary of new overtures" (Bok, 1978).

"In lying to othersweend up lying to ourselves.We denytheimportanceof an event,or a person,
and thus deprive ourselves of a part of our lives. Or we use one piece of the past or present to

scramout another.Thuswelosefaith evenwith our own lives" ( Rich. 1975).

Rosenscheinrefers to "potetuislly catastrophic side effects" which are not easily discovered, from the

1985).
passingof incorrectinformation(Rasenschein,
However, Coffman claims that everyday interaction involves elements of control of information.

"Expression
games"aretheindividual'scapacityfor acquiring,revealingandconcealinginformation.He
drawson popularliteratureonintelligenceandespionage,
because
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"just as we are like them [wanted criminals, spies and secret police] in significant ways, so they are
like us....occasions are always arising when we must ask for advice and then determine how to read
the advice by trying to analyze the sincerity of the server's manner. When we come into contact
with the person who employs us, a similar task arises; he has reason to almost cover his actual

assessment
with an equable,supporting air , and we have reasonto try to readthis for what he
"really" thinks." (Goffman, 1970).

Bok alsorefersto "levels of deceptionthat we must all live with.........all aroundhaveclusteredthe
many kinds of deceptionintendedto mislead." (Bok, 1978). Sherefersto changesof subject,disguises,
evasiveor exaggerating
gestates:

"all blendinginto thebackgroundof silenceand inaction only sometimesintendedto mislead.We
lead our lives amidst all these forms of duplicity. " (Bok, 1978).

It therefore seems appropriate to include in this theory. that agents believe themselves and
others to be able to choose to perform
concealing

expressions

and veracious

of a mental

expressions

dialogue actions which are mendacious and/or

state, hjLL agents are assumed to use revealing

unless the receiving

agent

has any

beliefs which

might

suggest" the contrary.

"There is no general law against lying. Yet there is a marked tendency for people to tell the truth,
as they see it, at least when the He offers no conspicuous gain." We "expect a built-in tendency
towards veracity on the part of the speakers and towards credultiy on the part of the listeners"
(Quine, 1970).

"Lying requires a reason, while truth-telling does not" (Bok. 1978).

In contrast to the above, Cohen and Levesque offer sincerity as a property of agents. Communicative
is
be
acts are successfully performed when the speaker assumedto sincere.
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"We describe agents as sincere and helpful. Essentially, these conceptscapture (quite simplistic)
constraints on influencing someoneelse's beliefs and goals,and on adopting the beliefs and goals of
someoneelse as one's own. More refined versions are certainly desirable. Ultimately, we expect
such properties of cooperative agents, as embedded in a theory of rational interaction, to provide
formal descriptions of the kinds of conversational behaviour Grice (1975) describes with his
"conversational maxims"" (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b).

In this thesis' framework, communicative actions are assumedto be generated on the basis of the
speaker believing it to be a good strategy. This means that if someone asks you to "Go jump in a
lake", then you interpret it literally as a requestif you believe they have a goal for you to jump in a lake
and believe you will adopt this as an autonomous agent, on the basis of your own preferences. Your
subsequent action will also be in their favour. In situations where there is no lake around, or the
conversation until this point had nothing to do with lakes, the speakeris still believed to have generated
the utterance with a communicative goal that was believed by them to be a good strategy. There must
therefore be an alternative goal which you are intended to recognise, adopt and respond favourably to.
This is much like Grice's maxims of quality, quantity, relevance and manner,which if apparently flouted
are in fact being conformed to at some level. For this framework however, there is only one such
principle.

Agents don't need to be themselves formally represented as having separateproperties

describing them as being sincere, relevant, informative, or unambiguous. Good strategy is one general
principle which the utterancesof negotiation dialoguesbetweenrational, autonomousagentsare assumed
to conform to. It is used together with the principle expressedabove concerning agentsuse of revealing,
veracious expression unless there is reason to believe the contrary. Just as Cohen and Levesque
concentrate on the property of sincerity, this principle reflects the focus of interest of this research. It
could be extendedhowever, to encompassthe other maxims suchthat agentsare assumedto userelevant,
Apparently
unambiguous, informative expressions unless there is reason to believe the contrary.
"Go jump in the
ambiguous or irrelevant utterancesare then interpreted during negotiations,as with the
lake" example above,according to the principle of good strategy.
The precise nature of good strategies, and more detailed discussion of all these issues including a
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camparaäveanalysiswith CohenandL cveagi s approach,canbe found m chapter6. A description
of
the natwe of strategicint acäonfollows in thenext secoon.

3.2.5

Strategic

interaction

Negotiation is consideredan exampleof a type of dialogueand of

For this,

agentsrequirea strategicraäonality. The roic of the re of the sectionscomprisingsection3.2.5 is to
describethesetorma,deriving themfrom their beckgmundin gametheoryand
psychology.

3.2.5.1 The relevance of game theory

The game-theory definition of a game of sUategy is as follows

interdependent decision malting in

social situations between two or more autonomous agents, each of which has only partial control over
the outcomes (Colman, 1982). This conforms to the views expressed in this theory of multi-agent
interaction, whereby the perforier of dialogue actions believes themself
and others in the multi-agent
system to be autonomous. This means that the outcomes of a dialogue action, which are effects on the
mental states of the participating agents, cannot be determined by the speaker alone. Dialogue is a
game of strategy.
The study of games of strategy or game theory, is based upon von Neumann and Morgenstern's
utility theory (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). Each possible outcome for an interaction in a

particularsiiaiationis assigneda numericalutility. Theseutilities reflectrelativepreferencewhich:

may be basedon any factor whatsoeverthat influence the player'sdegreesof satisfactionor
dissatisfaction with the possible outcomes, including spiteful or altruistic attitudes towards the

otherplayer(s).religiousbeliefs,phobias,masochistictendencies.
and so forth" (Colman,1982).

The action selected is the one which maximises the expected numerical utility; rational action conforms
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to prefeaedamcome.
The games analysed are either of pure conflict, total cooperation or mixtures of
conflict and
cooperation - mixed-motive interactions. Does such an approach have anything to offer this theory of
cooperative multi-agent inoaactim as applied to negotiationdialogue?
To analyse negotiation in game theory terms would require generating a mathematical
model of all
possible outcomes to alternative dialogue actions. Each would have utilities expressinga subjective and
consistent relative preferencefor the speaker. This would relate to the numbersof goals it satisfies,and
a subjective probability of the successfulattainment of the desired mental state. This is the SEU model,
or subjectively expected utility maximisation model, which becamepopular amongst game theorists in
1954 (Edwards, 1967). The rational move is the one which then provides the maximum payoff. But,
rational for whom? The term "national" needs additional clarification; it is not clearly defined in game
theory.

"Loosely, it seemsto include any assumptionone makesabout the players maximising something"

(Luce& Raiffa.1957)

or
"Roughly speaking,rationality is concernedwith the selection of preferred behaviour
alternativesin
terms of somesystem of values, whereby the consequencesof behaviour can be evaluated"(Simon,
1959).

"Perhaps the only way to avoid, or clarify, these complexities is to use the term "rational" in
conjunction with appropriate adverbs........A decision is "organizationally" rational if it is oriented
to the organization's goals: it is "personally" rational if it is oriented to the individual's goals"
(Simon, 1959).

The maximum payoff for the individual in the dialogue situation described above would be the
rational choice, if the agent is operating according to an individual rationality. On the other hand, if
there is the possibility of agentsoperating themselvesand/or believing others to be operating according
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to a collective rationality,

then the optimum choice of action could be the one where the joint or

collective gain is the greatest. This is applicable to negotiation as an example of a bargaining game,
which is a special case of the n-person cooperative game. In these, the result or outcome has to be
mutually agreed, and players can form subsets, termed coalitions.

In a two person game, the four

possible coalitions are either no players, player one alone, player two alone, or both players together.
Coalitions offer their members a better payoff than they would get by operating individually and
independently. The classic Prisoner's Dilemma Game is an example of a two-person game where a
coalition between the players could benefit both. There is one pareto-optimal outcome which is preferred
by all, because it balances the payoffs of the players in a collective gain. The possibility of greatest
individual gain in this paticular game however, is by non-cooperative action.

The considerationof anotherplayer possibly operating according to a collective rationality is
especially relevant to personal choice of action in dialogue. This is because it is not a single move
game. An individual's action is often strongly affected by what they expect the other player to do next
(Colman, 1982). In other wow, the expected consequencesof each of the possible dialogue actions, in
terms of subsequent action on the part of the other player(s), should be a component of the comparative
process. Howard developed a theory of metagamesin order to allow for just this aspect of interaction
(Howard, 1971,1974); players choose from a selection of metastrategies which are dependent on
predictions of the other(s)' action. It is:

"the game that would exist if one of the players chose his strategy after the others and in
knowledge of their choices" (Howard, 1971).

For example, two players each have two possible strategies in the basic game, A and B. The first level
metaganueis constructed by player 1 with four possible metastrategies,each dependenton which of the
two strategiesplayer 2 might choose next. These are: AB (do A if player 2 will choose B), AA, BA, and
BB. The second level metagame offers player 2,16 possible metastrategies,- four metastrategieseach
dependent on player 1's choice out of four. (An example analysis using this method can be found in
section 7.5.3).

The importanceof Howard'swork is that in consideringthe otherplayer'ssubsequentoptions,the
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assumed rationality is not necessarily individualistic.

In this way, the metagame approach offers a

cooperative solution to the classic game, the Prisoner's Dilemma Game, for example. Choosing to
conceal important information which potentially results in both players being releasedby the police, is a
metarational move. In classic game theory, the only rational choice in this game is individualistic
disclose the information with the possibility of personal reward as
well as release,at the cost of the other
Player's punishment and imprisonment. At worst both can then only be imprisoned, but still without
punishment (Colman. 1982, Howard, 1971).
Metagarneanalysis allows choices of action to be made on the basisof predictions of the opponent's
behaviour which cover all options. These include the collective, even the altruistic, as well as the
individualistic.

Richelson has applied this approach to the study of strategic deception between the

United States and Soviet Union. He demonstratesthat deception in terms of misrepresentationof their
attitudes concerning commitments to conventional and nuclear attack, is advantageous (Richelson,
1979). However, being a game analysis and specifically about threat of nuclear attack, Richelson's
study
does not take into account any further consequencesof the deception, such as those unrelated to the
one
interaction under study, but with implications for fume dealings. Therefore, the kinds of
constraints to
deception referred to in section 3.2.4, are not taken into consideration. For this reason,his work
only
has any relevance to particular kinds of dialogues where the interacting parties know they
will never
again come into contact with each other, or anyone else that may know them.
There are many more question-marksregarding the relevance of game-theoretic analysis to social
situations involving decision making in the real world. It has been claimed to serve as "a skeletal
analogy of many social situations and contexts", and yet this is refuted by others who say that gamesand
real conflict situations do not correspond (Schlenker & Bonoma, 1978). Games are static situations
involving straightforward interactions between players, with clearly defined, consistent and frequently
minimal goals. Practical contexts on the other hand, involve complex agentseach with multiple goals
of different strengths, which may change during the course of the interaction.

The limits of

computational resources are also a point to be considered; searching for optimal strategiesthrough
several thousandpossible outcomesis possibly a waste of effort.
One attempt at a less purely mathematical and more psychologically plausible approach to game
theory was introduced in 1977 by Bennett He developed a theory of hypergames,thesebeing a set of
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perceptualgamesexpressingeachindividual player'sperspective(Bennett,1980). His objectivewasto
offer an alternativegamethearedcanalysiswhich did notrequiredie playersto be perfectlyandcorrectly
infamed of eachoth's smegin andpreferences.
A metagameanalysis which was carried out on an example dialogue early in this research
programme, is described in section 7.53. This and other game approaches were evenwally abandoned
however. Partly this was due to the questions of applicability to real-world conflict situations, briefly
in
referred to above. More details on these developmental stages the researchprogrammecan be found in
section 7.3. However, many useful ideas concerning the nature of choice and stzategic interaction
developed out of investigations into this area.

3.2. S.2 Strategic

rationality

Howards and Betmetes woik, descn'bedin the previous section, are particular fors

of expressionof

some of the ideas also claimed by both the game theoretician, Schelling, 1960, and the psychologist,
Goffman, 1970. These have been incorporated into this theory of multi-agent interaction, and concern
the incorporation of a stmiegic rationality for dialogues of the negotiation type. This can be summarised
as:

in

negotiations,

of firstly,
believe

autonomous,

rational

agents

choose dialogue

the mental state they want to Induce in the bearer,
this

subsequent

mental
dialogue

state
action

will

be achieved,

on the part

and

thirdly,

of the hearer

actions

on the basis

secondly, whether they

subjective

expectations

of

also being in the speaker's

interests.

The first two elements of this are embodied formally within the definition of INTERESTS, described in
section 4.4.4.2. Interests were introduced in section 2.2.5 as a means of representing goals which the
agent believes will be achieved. This is stronger than merely an achievable or feasible goal, and is
intended as a means of incorporating a notion similar to the subjective probability of successelement in
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SEU's. Probabilities, however, can be
graded precisely and relatively, according to numerical values
assigned by applying some algorithm. Such a mathematical approach is inapplicable to the current
means of expression adopted by this framework. This practical issue is discussed further in section
4.4.4.2.
The third element of the definition of strategic rationality says that rational and strategic dialogue
action is consistent with the speaker's expectations that subsequentdialogue action on the part of the
hearer, will be in the speaker'sinterests. This is therefore the
componentwhich concerns predictions as
to the other agents actions. These expectations are based upon beliefs about the other agent's actions
also conforming to a strategic, and either individual or collective rationality. This involves reference to
beliefs about previous encountersin other social situations of a similar type, and perhapswith the
same
agents. According to Gofiinan, suchpredictions are made b7r.

" directly orienting oneself to the other parties and giving weight to their situation they
as
would
seem to see it, including their giving weight to one's own An exchange of moves made on the
...
basis of this lind of orientation to self and others can be called strategic interaction." (Goffman,
1970).

Goffmanoffersthis in additionto Schelling'sdefinitionconcerningstrategicinteractionas actionwhich
constrainsthefutureactionsof othersto one'sown advantage:

"A strategic move is one that influences the other person'schoice, in a manner favorable to oneself,
by affecting the other person's expectations on how one's self will behave. One constrains the
partner'schoice by constraining one's own behaviour." (Schelling, 1960).

This thesis claims verbal strategic interaction to be dialogue action performed by multi-agents in
accordancewith the definition of strategic rationality given earlier. Firstly, it is consistent with the goal
state which is the mental state immediately desired to be induced in another,and this is one which the
agent believes will be achieved. Secondly, it is consistent with the believed future action resulting as a
consequenceof that mental state being achieved, also being desired by the speaker. Therefore the goal
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comprising the first phase is potentially am cm of inducing a particular action on the part of the hearer,
which indirectly achieves another goal of the speaker. Its role is to amain

the opponent's subsequent

choices of action in one's own favour. For example, two childroa. A and B are arguing over a doll. B
suggeststo A that she could have his sweets if she gives him the doll.

"The object is to set up for one's self and comm'mipte persuanvely to the other player a mode of
behaviour

leaves the other a simple maximisation problem whose solution for him is the
... that

optimum for oneself.." (Schelling, 1960).

In theexampleabove,B believesA to prefersweetsto the doll. From this he predictsthat subsequentto
his offer, A will lose interestin the doll and give it up. This is becausehe believesthat shebelieves
that on recognisingher action, B will then give up his sweets. Therefore,in addition to Schelling's
notionof strategicinteraction,theapplicationof this defmidonof strategicrationality alsoincorporates
Goffmaa'sideasconcerningmutualassessments
of eachother. The basisfor actionis a predictionabout
theotheragent,basedon beliefsaboutherpreferences.
andalso herbeliefsaboutoneself.Theseideasare
formally expressed
as a predicateGd-STRAT,and incorporatedinto the definition of a communicative
act, for strategicinteractionin chapter6.
It is importantto point out, that reasoningstrategicallyabout interactionmay not be useful in all
dialogues;perhapsonly thosewhere:

"eachparty mustmakea moveandwhereeverypossiblemovecaaiesfateful implicationsfor all of
theparties"(Goffman,1970).

This point has in fact already been made in chapter 2 in relation to the processing effort required to
determine prior to action, whether a goal state is believed to be eventually achieved and therefore in one's
interests, as opposed to just being achievable. Similarly, considering future actions as a component of
reasoning about the action from which these would result. is computationally costly. and only worth
doing if the consequencesof not doing it are severe. Having said this. it is acknowledged that there
should be some means of assessing when and whether such thorough reasoning is necessary.
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Negotiation was defined in section 3.2.3 simply as "conferring with another with the purpose of securing
agreement on some matter of common interest" (Morley, 1977). This embodies both trivial and
non-trivial disputes,either of which could have inconsequential or significant potential implications for
the involved parties. The fact that negotiation and the employment of deceptionsplay a part in everyday
conversationas well as in more obvious contexts such as political disputes,has already beendiscussedin
sections3.23 and 3.2.4. Full-blown stritegic reasoning is unlikely to be appropriate for all exchanges,
comprising all such cases.However, the basis upon which its appropriatenesscan be determined is a
refinement which will have to wait for fudge research.

3.3

Conclusion

Multi-agents are interdependentcomponentsof a system of relationships. Of particular interest to

this researchare the posturalrelationshipsof conflict, cooperationand indifference,and theseare
characterised
as patternsof mentalstates. Conflict is viewed as servinga positive function in the
maintenance
andstabilityof cooperative
systems.
Multi-agents understandthe nature of posture. They understandthe role and conditions for dialogue
to effect postural changes, whilst taking into account individual agents' autonomy over their mental
states,and therefore the flow of information in the system.
An example of multi-agents potentially effecting postural change is negotiation. This is a type of
dialogue and strategic interaction, the objective of which is to attain a posture of cooperation with
respect to some proposition, where previously the relation had beenconflict or indifference. Strategic
interaction conforms to a strategic rationality. For interaction using dialogue, this meansthat dialogue
actions are consistent with the speaker's goals and expectations of success,as well as favourable
expectations concerning any subsequentaction on the part of the hearer. Such dialogue actions are
strategic tools; they are the means by which agents can achieve either their own and/or joint goals.
Thus they also conform to either an individual or collective rationality.
The next chapter describesthe formal meansof expressionfor theseideas. The rest of the thesis then
comprises the details of the major points of this theory of cooperative multi-agents, and

how they fit
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together into a 6orinal framewack with the theories of agentfiood and speechacta as described in previous
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CHAPTER
,

4: A formal approach to modelling theories of agents

4.1 Introduction

The theories of agents, multi-agents, and cooperative irate cdon described in the previous chapters,
need to be expressedin a form which demonstratesand tests them as a basis upon which speechactions
can be pragmatically generated and interpreted. This after all, is the major theoretical premise;
utterancesare generatedand interpreted in context, that context including importantly, the mental states
of the speaker and hearer. This mental context includes all relevant attitudes concerning the nature of
multi-agent interaction, which alongside the immediate goals of the interaction, determine action. The
concern of this thesis is to evaluate the particular principles of cooperative interaction proposed as a
basis for dialogue, and such dialogue as a meansof maintaining and evolving cooperationin multi-agent
systems.
The theoretical principles can be expressed as explicit properties; properties of individual agents,
properties of acting agents,properties of interacting multi-agents, properties of cooperative, interacting
multi-agents. With these,agentsare accessingthe principles of rational and cooperativeinteraction with
which to reason about dialogue action. They have a model of what it is to be a rational agent
cooperatively interacting in a multi-agent system.
The first requirement from which such a model of multi-agent interaction can be developed, is a
model of what it is to be an individual rational agent in the world.
theoretical conditions described in chapter 2.

This should conform to the

A formalism has in fact been devised by Cohen and

Levesque (1987a) specifically as a means of writing specifications of rational agents. Similarly to the
aims of this research,this has then been demonstratedby them to be a basisfor communication between
cooperative agents (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). The formalism and some aspectsof their model of
agentshave beenadoptedhere.
The role of this chapter is to describe the formalism and corresponding formal representation of
agents. Section 4.4 is devoted to this following which, formal representationof the proposedprinciples
of cooperative multi-agent interaction are then detailed in chapters 5 and 6. A brief survey of the
theoretical background,context and comparisonwith alternative formal approachesand derived modelsof
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agents, is given in section 4.3. Section 4.2 concerns methodological issues. Firstly, an affirmation
with justification

of the primary theoretical concerns - these being the nature of the problem of

cooperative dialogue, and not the mechanistic details of exactly how this should be physically realind in
future systems. Secondly, in the light of this, the reasonsfor the particular choice of representation md
reasoning system which has been used here as a means of demonstrating, testing and evaluating the
Y.

4.2 Why a formal

approach?

"Artificial Int 1ligeaceis the studyof complex information-processing
problemsthat often have
their roots in some aspectof biological informatics processing. The goal of the subject is to
ide'dfy intaestingand solvableinformation-PSS

problems.and solvethem"(Ma:r. 1981).

Mars view is that thereare threelevels at which such information-processing
problems can be
considered. The first two concern the nature of the problem; an abstract formulation of ggllit is being
computed and zU.

which he refers to as the computational theory. Finally. than is h2g this is

achieved. Such a separation of specification and implementation concerns is in fact quite a general
approach; the specification
implementation, for example.
important.

and description

of a software engineering problem prior to its

It is the computational theory which Marr considers to be most

Because the same algorithm can frequently be implemented in many different ways, it is

therefore better explained in terms of the nature of the problem it solves than the mechanisms it uses to
do so. He cites Chomsky's competence theory for English syntax as an example of a computational
theory which is:

"little concerned with the gory details of algorithms that must be run to express the competence
(i. e. to implement the computation)" (Narr, 1981).

The aim of this research is to develop a theoretical framework for computational models of
cooperative dialogue, acknowledging

the role of conflict

in multi-agent

cooperation.

The
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information-processing problem is the generation and interpretation of speech actions by autonomous
and rational automated agents, in order to resolve conflicts and achieve cooperation.

This requires

reasoning with intensional conceptssuch as knowledge, belief, goals and intention. The algorithm to be
explained is the reasoning processeswhereby such mental statesare transformed into speechactions (or
vice versa for dialogue interpretation). This thesis therefore comprisesa computational theory in Mart's
terms, or a specification in software engineering terms. In order to describeas well as then test, evaluate
and develop it, an appropriate meansof expression has been chosen. This is a type of modal logic;
mental statesand actions are representedand reasonedwith using modal operatorsand a possible-worlds
semantics. It should be stressed however, that the role of this is solely as a means of expression or
description of the theory or specification.

Appropriate physical realisations in future computer

implementations are a separateissue, and one only to be consideredonce the theory is established. It is
also not the case that the use of a logic implies an emphasison logical concerns.
The reasonsfor a logic being the chosenrepresentationmedium, concern its advantagesas a meansof
expression. Logics are languages in which there are rigorously laid down syntactic and semantic
requirements, and all expressionshave to conform to these. Meanings and implications of expressions
are consequently incontrovertible. In addition, there are no complicated control structuresto confusethe
central issues. A theory expressedas a set of logical axioms is evident; it is open to examination. This
assists the process of determining whether any parts of the theory are inconsistent, or do not behaveas
had beenanticipated when they were expressedin English.

The majorpointsthereforeare:
1) Logics are languages with precise semantics. A semantics determines what every expression in a
.
languagemeans,and logics are defined in terms of exact specificationsfor this. A consequenceof this is
that there can be no ambiguities of interpretation. In addition, the soundnessof the inference procedure
can therefore be checked (Reichgelt, forthcoming book).

Every sentence derivable from the set of

axioms of the logic should be a valid consequenceof those axioms. The axioms used to describe the
properties of beliefs for example, are therefore assumed to be consistent with the intended meaning of
beliefs asportrayed by the model (Konolige, 1986).
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2) By expressing the properties of agents, and multi-agent systems logical
as
axioms and theorems in a
language with a clear semantics, the focal points of this research are explicit. The theory is
transparent;
properties, interrelationships and inferences are open to examination. This contrasts with the use
of
computer code, which requires implementational and control aspectswithin which the issuesto be tested
can often become irretrievably enmeshed. It is frequently the case, that computer systemsconcerned with
joint activities, such as problem-solving. are in fact designed such that properties
of the interacting
agents are implicit properties of the entire system, and it is impossible to investigate the role or effects
of any individual aspect.

3) The particular logic chosenwas designedby Cohen and Levesque(1987a, 1987b)specifically to
specify the propertiesof cooperative rational interaction in a clear, explicit and unambiguousform.
This work builds on their results,as well as questionssomeof their assumptions.The sameformalism
hasbeenusedfor a clear comparisonof results,and to be able to focuson the developmentof thetheory
ratherthat thecreationof analternativemeansof expressionor implementation.
The negative aspectsof this choice result from sonic fundamental problems with the particular model
for belief representation upon which it is based. The two primary mental statesbeliefs and goals,
which
along with actions act as the 'input' and'output' to the algorithm, are representedas modal operators with
a possible-worlds semantics according to the Ilintikka model (Hintikka, 1962). It is well known that
this model represents agents as logically omniscient, "ideal knowers"; they not only believe all valid
formulas, but believe all the logical consequencesof their beliefs. By adapting this for goals, agents
also have goals for all the consequencesof any existing goals. Despite these difficulties however, the
possible-worlds model is widely considered one of the most promising so far. Its shortcomings
acknowledged, it has been adopted by cognitive scientists whose primary interests are in developing
theories of agenthood and communication with whatever best means of representation is currently
available. This is the spirit in which it has been adopted also here. Some of the research currently
taking place to modify, develop or radically alter the possible-worlds approach towards a more realistic
representation of belief and other mental statesis referred to in section 4.3.12.

There are general arguments amongst researchers in artificial intelligence as to the validity of
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employing logics of any sort for representation and reasoning systems.

For example, there are

arguments concerning psychological plausibility. Johnson-Laird (1986) quotes many current theories
which embrace the philosophical belief that laws of thought are nothing but laws of logic. He claims
that humans are indeed rational thinkers, but it is not logic which underlies this. This view is also
associated with Marvin Minsky. He considers the correct approach to Al problems is to attempt to
imitate the way the human mind works, and this is not by mathematical logic (Kolata, 1982). John
McCarthy on the other hand,

considers that

"'This is A(rtificial) I(nmlligenoe) and so we don't care if it's psychologically real" (Israel. 1983).

Thee is a placein AI for both of theseviewpoints.
This thesis describes research which is unconcernedwith developing a psychologically plausible
model; the aim is the development of a framework whereby automated agentscan produce the desired
behaviour, regardless of whether they do it in the sameway as humans. There is also no insistenceon
the use of logic as the implementation languagein future implementations.
Another argument with respect to the use of logics in knowledge representation and reasoning
concerns the emphasis therefore on deductive inference. McDermotfs recent paper "A Critique of Pure
Reason" considers that deductive inference alone is insufficient:
ging,

there are two important types of

abduction and default reasoning, which are not deductive (Reichgelt, 1987). D. Israel (1983)

also considers as too strong, the claim that an that is required are deductively valid rules of inference.
"Logical proof is a tool used in reasoning." It should be "kept in its proper place" (Israel, 1983).
In Reichgelt (forthcoming book) the arguments in favour of logic are stated as being primarily the
benefits of having a precise semantics as describedearlier. There are also a variety of different logics
available, such as temporal and epistemic logics.
agents is described in more detail, in the next section.

Epistemic logic and its role in the modelling of
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4.3 Formal approaches to the modelling of agents

Having discussedthe rationalebehind the decisionfor a formal meansof expression,this section
describesthe backgroundandcontextof theparticularchoiceof formalism. Theexistenceof alternative
modelsof agenthoodarisesinitially out of differencesin therepresentation
of knowledgeandbelief.

4.3.1 Knowledge

and belief

representation

A verybrief overviewwill be givenin this sectionof the variety of formalsystemswhich havebeen
applied to the problem of representationof belief and knowledge. The objective is not to providean
in-depthcomparativereview, but merelyto give enoughinformation to indicatethepossiblealternatives
to the adoptedapproach. Justificationis givenfor thechoicemade,which is describedin moredetail in
section 4.3.1.1.
Konolige (1986) distinguishesthe different formal approachesto belief representationalong two

1) the model of belief_ The alternatives are either a symbol-processing or sentential model, versus
beliefs as propositional atriaWes.

"... in the farmer, an agent's beliefs are characterized by the computations an agent performs on
syntactic objects (symbol strings or sentences) in some internal language; in the latter, belief is
taken to be a relation between an agent and abstract propositions about the world" (Konolige,
1986).

2) the IMSII aof

formalisation. The syntactic approach considers belief as a predicate in a fast-order

metalanguagewhich express facts about sentences. A set of sentencescomprises an internal or object
language. The denotations of terms in the metalanguageare therefore expressionsin the object language.
The alternative is the use of belief as a modal expression,generally with a possible-worlds semantics.
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Sentential, symbol-processing models are generally expressedwith syntactic logics. Examples are
found in Konolige (1982), Montague (1963), Perlis (1985). Konolige's deduction model however, is a
sentential model formalised in a modal language(Konolige, 1986). The propositional attitude model on
the other hand, usually coincides with the use of a modal language and possible-worlds semantics.
Examples of this are the systems of fl ntdcka (1962), McCarthy (1978), Sato (1976), Moore (1980),
Levesque (1982), Halpern (Fagin & Halpern, 1985) and Vardi (Halpern, 1986); applications include
studies on languageunderstandingand communication by Appelt (1982,1985) and Cohen and Levesque
(1987a, 1987b). The advantageof syntactic languagesis expressivepower. There is full quantification
over the sentences of the object language, whereas generally in modal languages there is only
quantificaDon over individuals. However, they are "ttotationally burdensome"(Konolige, 1986)because
there must be a set of terms referring to expressions in the object language as well as terms for
individuals andpredicates.
Use of a modal logic and possible-worlds semanticshas been by far the more popular approach. It is
formally elegant in being.

"representationallymore compact.and doesn'tsuffer from the proliferation of confusingterms
referring to object languageexpressionsthat the syntactic approachis prone to" (Konolige, 1986).

The major drawback of this approachhowever, is its assumption that agentsare ideal knowers and ideal
reason=. They are "logically omniscient" and have infinite computational resources. Adaptations to
the possible-worlds approachto weakentheseassumptionsare currently a popular researchissue.

"A number of attempts have beenmade to modify the possible-worldsframework to provide a more
realistic semantic model of human reasoning ... While none of these attempts appears as yet to
provide the definitive

flexibility
solution, they do suggest that there is sufficient

possible-worlds approach to make it worth pursuing" (Halpern & Moses. 1985).

in the
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4.3.1.1 Modal logics and possible-worlds semantics - the "classical"

model

The mental states of beliefs and goals are modelled in this research as propositional attitudes
and
expressed in a modal language using possible-worlds semantics. The details of the formal language
devised by Cohen and Levesque (1987a, 1997b) and described in detail in
section 4.4, are based upon the
semantic approach to the representation of belief, now known as the "classical" model and which is
briefly described in this section.

The use of pos ble-worlds semanticsto reasonabout epistemicnotions suchas knowledgeand
belief. wasas ideaoriginally conceivedby Wntikks (1962). Knowledgeor beliefare axiomatised the
as
necessityoperator (0) in S5 modal logic. The axioms for strongS5 are as follows (weak S5 is the
samebut without axiom M3 ):
M1: P. where P is a tautology.
M2: 0(P: )Q:

)(OPm

00)

M3: 0PP

M4: 0P :5 00P
M5: -OP: ) U-0P

The inference rules for standard modal logics are modus ponens and nectat
so is Q P. Then if PQ

is a theorem, then so is pPQQ.

ion. If P is a theorem then

When related to knowledge or belief,

these properties of the system make agents logically omniscient; if an agent believes P then she must
also believe Q.
Iintikka

adopted the possible-worlds semantics for modal logic which originally Kripke had

constructed (Kripke, 1963). The meaning of the modal operators knowledge and belief, are defined in
terms of accessibility relations among possible worlds. Reasoning therefore also concerns the relations
between the different possible worlds in which a proposition holds, not just the truth of the proposition.
The intuitive idea behind this is that for every true state of affairs, there are many other possible statesof
affairs. These can be described as possible worlds. An agent knows P, if P is true in every world she
thinks possible. An agent does not know P iff there is at least one possible world where P does not
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hold. Halpern (1986) gives as an example of this
an agent who believes two statesof the world to be
possible. In both it is sunny in San Francisco, whilst in one it is sunny in London and in the other it is
raining in LOndOIL The agent knows it is sunny in San Francisco but does not know whether it is
sunny or raining in London.
The propositions which are objects of an agent'sbeliefs comprise a set of possible worlds, and all of
these are compatible with the agent'sbeliefs. Each of these worlds. is accessiblefrom the others via a
belief relation. The Propositions which are objects of an agent'sknowledge, comprise a set of possible
worlds, and all of theseare compatible with what the agent'sknows. Theseworlds are also accessibleto
each other but via the knowledge relation.

Thepropertiesof theoperatorsknowledgeandbelief, extendfrom thepropertiesof theaccessibility
relations. For example,if the real world has to be one of the possible worlds and thereforethe
knowledgerelationis reflexive,thenanagentcannotknow anythingfalse. This is expressed
asaxiom
Al or KnowxP

P which is M3. as shownabove,but with Know substitutedfor the necessity

operator. The belief relation on the other hand, does not have this reflexive property and therefore this
axiom is absent from the characterisation of belief. Beliefs are therefore endowed with the property of
not necessarilyrelating to "truth" as existencein the real world. Both the knowledge and belief relations
are also transitive and symmetric. Agents correspondingly have the property of knowing what they
know and believing what they believe (see M4 above),and knowing what they don't know and believe
(see MS above) (Halpern & Moses, 1985).

4.3.1.2 Semantic

approaches

and logical

omniscience

As mentioned earlier, the above "classical" possible-worlds approach to the representation of
knowledge and belief results in models of agentswho know and believe all valid formulas andknow and
believe all the logical consequencesof their knowledge andbeliefs. This is generally acknowledgedasan
unrealistic representationof the epistemic aspectsof agenthood. It was also said earlier that the model
adopted hemme
makes use of Cohen and Levesque'sformal approach (Cohen & Levesque. 1987a, 1987b),
which being basedupon the "classical" model, therefore suffersfrom theseproblems.
Although the emphasisof this research has beenclearly stated as not concerning representational
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issues, it is important to mention just a few examplesof work by logicians aimed developing
at
modifications of this model,or alternatives. It is obviously crucial that such developmentsoccur in
order that there eventually be realistic and applicable implementationsof computational theories
concerninginformation-processing
problemswhich requirereasoningwith beliefs.
Halpern (1986) discusses some of the most notable
attempts at solving especially the problem of

logical omniscience. Oneof theseis to augmentstandardpossible worlds
with "impossible"worlds"
wherethe customaryrules of logic do not hold. This approachhas not beenwidely adoptedhowever,
becausenonintnitive semanticrules are usedto assigntruth valuesto thelogical connectives,and "it is
not clear to what extent this approachhas been successfulin truly capturingour intuitions about
knowledgeandbelid" (Fagin& Halpern,1985).
Levesque (1984) adoptsa diiennt, more "computationallyattractive" (Levesque,1984)
and
"intuitively plausible"(Halpern.1986,Fagin& Halpern, 1985)semanticapproachto the
representation
of belief, than the "classical"possible-worldsmodel by distinguishingbetweenimplicit and explicit
belief.

"... a sentenceis explfcftly believedwhenit is actively held to be true by an agentand implicitly
believedwhenit follows from whatis believed..." (Levesque,1984).

Implicit beliefs therefore have the characteristics of beliefs in the classical model; they consist
of all the
logical consequencesof what is explicitly believed. A new semantics for the explicit belief operator B.
is provided by replacing possible-worlds by partial possible-worlds or situations, and a three-valued truth
function. Explicit belief is identified with a set of situations rather than possible worlds, and a situation
may support the truth of some sentences,the falsity of others, and may not deal with some sentencesat
all. Levesque's situations are essentially those of situation semantics (Baravise& Perry, 1983).
Fagin & Halpern (1985) reinterpret Levesque's explicit belief in terms of limited awarenesson the
part of the agent of some propositions. "How can someonesay that he knows or doesn't know about p
if p is a concept he is completely unaware of7* (Fagin & Halpern, 1985). They also offer an alternative
logic which in addition to the modal operators B and L for explicit and implicit belief, includes an
awareness operator A. Explicit knowledge consists of implicit knowledge plus awareness; an agent
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explicitly believes p if p is true in all worlds the agent believespossible and p is in the agent's
awareness
set
A quite different approach is Rosenschein'ssituated-automataapproach to modelling knowledge.
This models the logical relationships betweenthe state of a process,referred to as a machine,and that of
its environment. mere am constraints betweena processand its environment which mean that not every
state of the process-environmentpair is possible. A process knows a proposition p, in a situation where
its internal state is s, if in all possible situations in which the processis in state s, p is satisfied. This
definition satisfies the axioms of S5 modal logic, including deductive closure and positive and negative
introsp ction, but does not requite the encoding of sentencesof a formal languageas data structures. It is
extended to hierarchically constructed machines; the agent or robot as a machine which comprises
individual components elements of a multi-agent system. This model of knowledge reasonsabout the
flow of information between the machine'scomponents. It avoids inferential complexity yet provides a
concrete computational model of knowledge which allows real-time performance (Rosenschein &
Kaelbling. 1986). Halpern (1986) points out that an essentially identical notion of knowledge as
distributed amongst processors and described in terms of the states of each of these, was developed
independently by himself and Moses (Halpern & Moses, 1986), and others working in distributed
systems. Their emphasis was not computational, however.
It is interesting to note that the representationof agentsas societies of multi-agents, is an approach
which has simultaneously found favour in very different research areas; in robotics and distributed
artificial intelligence as hasjust beendescribedfor example, and Fagin usesa similar notion in his logic
for "local reasoning". Fagin & Halpern (1985) suggesta logic in which agentsare "societiesof minds".
Each has its own cluster of beliefs which may contradict each other. This allows "local reasoning"
whereby agents can hold inconsistent beliefs, focussed upon in different "frames of mind" (Fagin &
Halpern, 1985). The idea is also associatedwith IInsky (1981).
Yet another alternative approachtreats propositions as sets of worlds, and knowledge and belief as
setsof propositions for each agent(Vardi, 1986).
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4.3.2 Moore's model - reasoning about knowledge and action

The motivation for the volume of research into the representation of Imowkdgc
and belief, is that It
is an initial stage towards modelling the relationship between these attitudes and action. Mocre's
work
(Moore, 1980) was very influential in devising a formalism which allowed explicit reasoning
about
aspectsof this relationship, described by Halpern as follows

"Knowledgeis t

ry to perfam actions.and new knowledgeis gainedasa resultof performing

actions' (alpem 1986).

Reasoningabout the ability to perform actions based upon a general understandingof this
relationship between knowledge and action, enables plans to be carried out in the light of incomplete
information.

For example, a plan can be made to open a safe when the combination is unknown, if the

agent Saarstands that there is possibly some action by which this knowledge can be determined, such as
reading the combination from a piece of paper.

Moore constructeda logic in which the effects of action are descnbedin to mms
of a modal logic
parallel to the modal logic for knowledge.

The two logics are unified by identifying the situations in

the semantics of the logics of action with possible worlds in the semantics of knowledge. The effects of
actions on knowledge are described in terms of relations between possible worlds. A modal operator,
RES, is introduced for this, which is parallel to KNOW for knowledge. The semantics for RES are in
terms of an accessibility relation, R, exactly as K is for knowledge.
Knowledge is axiomatised as an S4 modal logic, not S5 as was described for the Hintikka schema in
section 4.3.1.1. In Moore's system therefore, MS is excluded from the accessibility relation K, and
consequently agentsdo not know what they do not know.
To describe the effects of an action on an agent's knowledge, the set of possible worlds compatible
with the agent'sknowledge both before and after performing the action are described. This is because,
what is possible according to the agents knowledge after performing an action is the result of performing
the action in some world that was possible according to her knowledge, before performing the action.
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Appelt (1985) points out that Moore's use of possible worlds to representsituations, which are statesof
the world resulting from the performance of an action, is an unorthodox interpretation. Traditionally,
possible-worlds are an entire courseof events. They include a temporal history of events and the truth of
propositions are defined at each point in time. Cohen and Levesque's treatment of possible worlds
described in section 4.4, is in accordance with this (Cohen & Levesque, 1987a, 1987b). Moore's
alternative approach uses possible worlds in which the truth of all propositions are defined at a single
instant of time, and therefore reasoning about temporal relations involves reasoning about sequencesof
possible worlds (Appelt, 1985).
Appelt (1982,1985) adopted Moore's work as the basis of the reasoning component of his planner
KAMP.

This plans the generation of utterances. Moore's system uses a reified approach whereby

knowledge is axiomatised as a modal operator, and the possible-worlds semantics for the modal logic is
then axiomatised in a first-order logic. Reasoningby automatic deduction is thereforepossible, using a
conventional theorem prover for first-order logic. Appelt's system made use of the practicality of this;
basic facts about objects, relations, actions, and mental statesare stated in an intensional object language
but reasonedwith only after translation into a first-order metalanguage. The benefits of maintaining the
modal languagein spite of its need to be translated,are that it is concise and comprehensible,and can be
used to derive conceptswhich cannotbe derived in the possible-worlds,first-order language.
Both Appelt and Moore only consider the relation between knowledge and action. Beliefs are a
weaker notion than knowledge in thatthey may be false; plans may fail as a consequenceof false belief.
Although recognising the relevance of this to realistic application, especially in natural language
generation, Appell chose to adopt Moore's line and restrict the analysis to knowledge whilst
concentrating on other issues.

4.3.3 Cohen and Levesque's model
intention
- reasoning about

and commitment

In contrast to the model describedabove, Cohenand Levesque'swork focusesmore on the
relationships between beliefs and goals, and action, than knowledge and action (Cohen & Levesque,
1987a, 1987b). Belief is axiomacisedas a weak S5 modal logic, as was described for the "classical"
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model. This is adapted for goals. A goal is a desired state of the world; what the world would be like if
the agent's goal was true. This includes the world the agent is currently in. In other words, agents
cannot want what they currently believe to be false; goals are a subset of beliefs. Their treatment of
goals is slightly unusual in this respect; mostly a goal is considered to be a future-directed attitude.
Cohen and Levesque differentiate between achievementor A-GOALS, and maimamnce or M-GOALs, but
in fact only use A-GOALs in their analyses. Their treatment of beliefs and goals suffers from the
problems referred to earlier of necessitation and logical omniscience. They do not adopt Moore's
treatment of possible worlds as situations. Their possible worlds are courses of events, extending
infinitely into the peat and infinitely into the future. Action expressions we included in the language,
and their denotations events, are primitive entities. They can therefore reason with acuon, time, beliefs
and goals. With this facility, Cohen and Levesque have developed a theory of agents with which to
examine complex interrelationships and notions such as commitment and intention. By adopting their
approach and model, this research extends this venture to examining other important issues of
cooperative multi-agent dialogue.
Cohen and Levesque have developed a theory of rational interaction, based upon aspectsof agenthood
which are derived from interrelationships between the primitive concepts of beliefs, goals and actions.
Examples of such aspectsare committed goals, and intentions. They make explicit the conditions under
which agents drop their goals, and therefore provide a notion of what it is to be committed to a goal.
Intention is then defined as a commitment to perform an action. with properties such as that the
intention is believed achievable, and that the agent need not intend all the expected side-effects of the
intention.

"Thus, even using a possible-worlds approach. one can get a fine-grained modal operator that
satisfies many desirable properties of a model of intention" (Cohen & L4vesque, 1987a).

Their formalism comprises an atomic layer consisting of the analysis of beliefs, goals and action
Using all of this.
upon which there is a molecular layer of new concepts defined out of these primitives.
they erect a theory of rational interaction and communication from which properties of communicative
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acts can be derived (Cohen & Levesque, 1987b). The theory of cooperative multi-agent interaction
proposed by this thesis is developed similarly.

Properties of an example communicative act are also

derived and used for comparison with Cohen and Levesque'stheory of rational interaction in chapter6.

4.4 A formal

model of rational

agenthood

Cohen and Levesque's formalism and some important properties of beliefs, goals and actions have
been adopted wholesale by this research. In addition, their notions of committed goals and intention
have been taken on. What differs here extends from the introduction of a notion of preference as a
fundamental and pragmatic determiner of goals especially in connection with belief revision in
dialogue, interests as another type of goal, strategic rationality as a feasible approach to cooperative
interaction, and representationsof alternative postures in the system. The theory of rational interaction
thereby createdand the overall äamewoi t for cooperativedialogueaction is in accordancewith the views
expressedin chapter3, andwill unfold in detail throughoutchapsrs 5 and 6.
The agent model is expressedin the logic devisedby Cohen and Levesque which has a model theory
based on possible-worlds semantics.
HAPPENS and DONE.

There are four primary modal operators: BELief, GOAL,

With these, the relationships between agents beliefs, goals and actions are

characterised. The temporal and action-related aspectsof the model, are provided by the propertiesof
HAPPENS, DONE and 0. Agent attitudesare cognitive and conative and representedwith BELief and
GOAL. The model for theseoperatorsis the "classical" possible-worlds model for beliefs, assumingthe
Hintikka axiom schemata. This is adapted to deal with goals, and events are included as primitive
entities to enablequantification over action. Of a set of possible worlds, eachconsists of a sequenceor
course of events that characteriseswhat has happenedand what will happen. Each possible world in the
set of all possible worlds is modelled as a linear courseof events extending infinitely into the past and
infinitely into the future.

Consistencyof some worlds with agentsbeliefs and goals is specified by an

accessibility relation on worlds, agentsand an index into the courseof eventsthat definesthe world.
The syntax and semantics of the logic are described in detail in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. The
properties of Cohen and Levesque's model which have been taken on are detailed in section 4.4.3.
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Section4.4.4 containssomeof thepropertiesoriginal to this resesc+ch
which areavcial to the definitions
givenin law chapters,of the focal aspectsof cooperativemulti-agentinoeractionl.

4.4.1

Syntax

7be logic usespredicts andexistentialquanü5e
.

Va abl

e:

a,b.... variablesrangingover actsand
x.y.b agentvariables.

(<Predicate-symbol><variable,>
..... <variablefl>)

WM are:
.
<Predicate. I "<wfi

I <wff> v <wff> I oneof the following.

<vaiab1 1= <variablr"2
3 <variabin <wfE, where <wff> containsa free occaurenceof variable cvanabka.

(HAPPENS <action-expre ion>) - action-expression
happensnext
(DONE <action-espiession>)
hasjust happened.
- action-expression
(AGT x a) - xis the only agent of action a.

(BEL x <wfb) - <wff> follows from x's beliefs.
(GOAL x <wff>) - <wff> follows from agentx's goals.

1A11 theorems,
propositions,

definitions

and assumptions with "C&L"

from Cohen and Levesque (Cohen and Levesque, 19$7a).

in their name are taken directly
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(a5 b) -a is a subsequence
of b.

ActionCREMMiMLare:
aI one of thefollowing:
caction-expression>
action
- sequential
<wf?

- testaaran

<acfion-CRp-Gsslon>*

4.4.2

-

it[Bflve

action

Semantics

A modelM is a sornctme
< ®,P, E,Agt T, B, G, 0>, where 0 is a set of things,P is a setof people,
TG
]
E is a set of primitive event types, Apt e [E
-4P specifies the agent of an event,

[Z -º E] is a

set of possible comes of events (or worlds) specified as a function from the integers to elementsof E,
is the belief accessibility relation, and GGTxPxZxT

BCTxPxZxT

is the goal

accessibility relation. Formulas are evaluatedaccordingto somepossible world and an "index" into that
world, n.

D is the domain of quantification. D-0
0e

(Prec'7

AGT GTxP,

xT

UP U E' where E' denotessequencesof events from E.

), specifying the interpretation of predicates.
-* 20n

wherexe

AGT [el ........ en ] iff thereis an i suchthat x-

specifies the partial agentsof a sequenceof events.

Agt (ei,) Agt
.
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Assume M is a model, v is a sequenceof events,n an integer, Va set of bindings
of variablesto
objectsin D. and if ve[ Vam -+ D 1, then vd

is a function which yields d for x and is otherwise

thesameas v.

1.

M,

Q, v

n

I-

P

(x1
,.........

)

iff

'x

<v

(xi),
...

v

(xn),

>E

40 [P,

Q,

n J. The

iaterpietaoion of predicates dependson the world a,
and the index into it, n.

2. M, a, v, n I--aiffM,

c, v, n fo a

3. M, a, v, n I= (a v ß) if M, a, v, n I= a or M, a, v, n I= ß
4. M, c, v n I- (xl

- x2) 'ff v (x1) -v

(x2)

5. M, a, v, n I- 3xa iff M, a, v Xd
I- a for somed in D.
,n
6. M, c, v, n I. (AGT x, e2) if AGT Iv (e2)] .{v
evait

(xl)}. AGT specifiesthe only agent of

e2.

7. M, c, v, n I= <Time proposition> if v(

Time proposition>) - n.

8. M, a, v, n (_ (BEL x (z) if for all a' such that aB[ v (x)] (Y*, M, c', v, n I- a. That
is a follows from the agent'sbeliefs if a is muein all possibleworldsaccessiblevia B, at index

n.
9. M, a, v, n I- (GOAL x a) iff for all o

such that aG[ v (x)ja',

M, a', v, n I- a.

That is a follows from the agent's goals iff a is true in all possible worlds accessible via G, at

indexn.
10. M, a, v, n I. (HAPPENS a) iff 3m, m ->n, such that M, o, v, n if a ]J m. a is a sequence
of events that happensnext after n. [jJ]

[Tx ZxDx

Action expressions xZ].

relatesan actionexpressionto two indiceson a courseof events.

It
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11.M, s, v, n I_ (DONE a) iff 3m, m ?n, such that M, s, v, m [[ apn.
®C-[ Tx ZxDx

Action expressionsx Z] is characterised
by:

eventvariables
: M, c,v, n ff x]] n +m if v (x) - el e2...em and
Zizm.

c(n+i)"erl

nullactions
: M, a,v ,n if NIL]] n
Alternative actions: M, a, v, n if alb ]J a1 iff M, Q,v, n if an v1 or
M, Q,v, nff biai
Sequentialactions: M, a, v, n ff a; b ]]m iff 3 k, nskSm,
M, Q,v

,n

such that

if an k and M, Q,v if bp m
,k

Test actions: M, a, v, n ff a ?]] n if M, a, v, n I- a

Iterativeactions:M, a, v, n ([ a' J] miff 3nj
.......nk wherenj -n and nk "m and
V1,1 5ismM,

Some important

a, v ni ([ a ]]nj +1

abbreviations:

(IF a THEN a ELSE b) -def a?; aI -a?; b
- as in dynamo logic, an if-then-else action is a disjunctive action of doing action a at a time at which a

is Me or doingbat atime at which ais false.

Oct- def 3x (HAPPENS x; a?)
- Oct is true if a is true some time in the future - there is something that happens after which a
holds.
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Always : pa - def Vx(HAPPENS x) = (HAPPENS x; a? )
[]a means a is tone throughout the dowse of events.

Constraints on the Model:

The constraint on G is that it is contained in B. This means that chosenworlds are a subset of the agents
beliefs. VQ, Q', ff < a, n>G

[p] e', then < a, n>B

[p] Q*. In other words, BmG.

This is a

"realism" constraint which says that an agent only chooses worlds which are included in the set of worlds
the agent believes to be possible (C&L, 1987).

From G C- TxPxZxT,

for a given agentat a given time-indexin a given world, G will returna

set of worlds which the agent would chooseas satisfying its goals. This set is then a subsetof the
worlds which would be retainedby B for that agentat the given time-indexin thegiven world, as the
worlds theagentconsidersit could be in , accordingto its beliefs.

B is Euclidean, transitive and serial for any agent x and time-index, n. B being Euclidean meansthat the
worlds accessible from any world via (B x n) form an equivalence class, but not necessarily including
the world the agent is in i. e. the real world. Gis serial i. e. there is always a world which is accessibleto
the given world via the B- and G- relations.

4.4.3. Properties taken directly from Cohen and Levesque's model

4.4.3.1.Properties of acts and temporal modalities

C&L Def 1. (DONE x a) -def (DONE a) A (AGT x a)
x is the agent of the act a, which is in the past i.e. the act has been done.
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C&L Def2. (HAPPENS x a) =def (HAPPENS a) A (AGT x a)
An actiona occurs,andx is theagentof that act.
(HAPPENS a) saysanactionoccurs.
(HAPPENS -p?; a; p?) saysthateventa bringsaboutp.

C&L Def3. (LATER p) = del -p A Op
p is not Uuenow,but will becomeUrnein thefuture.
For 0 read "eventually". Op is we iff somewherein the future, P becomesave. OP s -0-p.
and -op arejointly satisfiable.

C &L Proposition5: I" pz

op

Op

C&L Proposition6: I. 0(p v q) AOq

If ev n uaUy either p or q is true and q is forever false, then evenwally p.

C&L: Proposition7: l- 0 (p mq) A Op

Oq

If p implies q at all times, and eventually p, then eventually q.

C&L Def 4:

(BEFOREp q) adef `dc (HAPPENSc; q?)

3 a(a s c) A (HAPPENSa; p?)

p comes before q if, wheneverq is true in a course of events,p hasbeenave.

Op
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4.4.3.2.

Properties

of attitudes

Beliefs:

The following axiom schemata follows from the FIinnTh characterisation of knowledge (Halpern and
It corresponds to a "weak S5" modal logic.

Moses 1985).

Axiom

A3 is missing from the

characterisation of belief it states that only uue facts can be known.

Al. All instances of proposiäonai tautologies.

A2. (BEL x p) n (BEL x (p

q)) D (BEL x q) -an agents'beliefsareclosedunder

implication.
A4. (BEL x p)

(BEL x (BEL x p))

- positive introspection i. e. an agenthas beliefs

aboutwhat shebelieves.
AS. -(BEL

m (BEL x -(BEL

x p)

x p)) - negativeintrospection ie. an agenthas beliefs

aboutwhat shedoesnot believe.
A6. (BEL x p)

R1. PA(P

m -(BEL x -p) - consistency of beliefs.

Dq)
- modus ponens.

q

R2.

p
- necessitation.

(BEL x p)
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N. B. R2 and A2. make agents "ideal ]mowers" i. e. not only do they believe all valid formulas, but they

alsobelieveall thelogical consequences
of their beliefs. This is thelogical omniscience
problem.

C&L Def 5: (KNOWx p) - d9f pA (BEL x p)
An agentknowsp if theagentbelievesp and p is true.

C&L Def6: (COMPETENTx p) - def (BEL x p) m (KNOWx p)
Agentscompetentwith respectto p have beliefsaboutp which are true. Agentsare assumedto be
competentwith respectto their own beliefs,goals,their havingdoneprimitiveevents.

C&L Def 7: (ABELnxy p) . def (BEL x (BEL y (BEL x (BEL x p) )
...
...
nn
ABEL chanctaises the nth alternating belief betweenx and y that p, built up from the "outside in".

C&L Def 8: ((BMB xy p) - def V n, (ABELnxy p)
BMB is theinfinite c junctionof :

(BEL x p) A (BEL x (BEL y p)) A (BEL x (BEL y (BEL x p)))...........

Goals:

Goalsare consistenti.e.
C&L Proposition16: 1_ - (GOAL x False )

Theyamalsoclosedundercons

e:

C&L Proposition
17:1_(GOALx p) A (GOALxp

There is a necessitationproperty:

q) -D(GOALx q)
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C&L Proposition 18: If I- a then (_ (GOAL x a)

Agentseventually
their
drop

gnaLs:

C&L Assumption 3: 1- 0-(GOAL x (LATER p))

C&L Proposition3: 1_(BEL x p)

(GOAL x p)

Agentsdo not want what they currentlybelieve to be false. This meansthat if x hasa goalfor p to be
am sometime in the future, then she does not believe it to be forever false, or imposable:

(GOAL x Op) - (BEL x 13-p)

C&LDef9:

(P-GOAL x p) - def (GOAL x (LATER PD A (BEL x -P) A
[BEFORE ((BEL x p) v (BEL x (I -p))
Agentshavecommitmentto somegoals. Theseare definedas pent

-(GOAL x (LATERp)))
goalswhich areonly givenup

if theagentbelievesit is achieved,or believesit is impossibleto achieve. CohenandLevesquerefer to
this as fanaticalcommitrnenL

C&J Def 10

(P-R-GOAL xp q) - def (GOAL x (LATER P)) A (BEL x -p) A
(BEFORE [(BEL x p) v (BEL xQ -p) v (BEL x -q) J
-(GOAL x (LATER p)))
To remove the fanaticism from commitment, persistent goals can be defined such that they are
relativised. These are goals which are only given up if the agent believes it achieved, believes it is

impossibleto achieveor thereasonfor the goal q, is false.
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Theor= 2
C&L:

Vy (P-R-GOALyp q) A-[BEFORE -(COMPETENTy p) v (BEL y p-p) v
(BEL y -q) -(GOAL y (LATER p))]

Op

If someone
hasapersistent
hergoal,p remains
goalto bringaboutp relativeto q, andbeforedropping
within her area of competenceand the agent will not believe p will never occur or does not believe q to

be false,theneventuallyp braes

true. Provedusing:

C&L: Proposition 23: (= (P-GOAL x q)

0[(BEL x q) v (BEL x Q-q)J

If the agent has a persistent goal that q, then she eventually either believes it is mw or impossible to

achieve,and MU Proposidoa6.

Intention:

From theabove,CohenandLevesquehavedefendan intentionto act

carp,
Def.11:
(INTEND, xa q) - def (P-R-GOAL x [(DONE x (HAPPENS x a))?; a) q)
An intentionto performan actiona, is definedasa persistentgoalfor a to happennext,but relativeto
someconditionq.

4.4.4 Some additional

properties

of the model

In this section,the notionsof agentshavingpreferences
and interestsis defined. Preferenceis a
crucial component of the property of autonomy over mental statesand belief revision during dialogue,
discussedin detail in chapter 6. Considerationsof autonomy are important componentsof assessments
of good strategy in dialogue, when interacting according to a strategic rationality. So are interests,and
details of thesestrategicaspectsof the framework are given in chapter6. This section therefore
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introducessomeimportantpropertiesof the agentmodel, in Preparationfor detailedanalysesof their
roles in theentireframework,in laterchapters.
Preferenceand interestsare molecularconcepts,definedin termsof theprimitive elementsof belief
andgoal, in just thesomewayas CohenandLevesquehavedefinedintentionsodcommitment

4.4.4.1

Preference

Def 1: (PREFER xp q) - def
(BEL x[ (BEL x 0(p v q))

(GOAL X Op)A-(GOAL x Oq)] )

Tlds says that as agent preferring p to q is defined ax the agent having a belief that if she could believe
either that par q will be true in the future, then she would have a goal that eventually p. She would
not have a goal for eventually q. For example, agent x preferring to go out than stay in under certain
conditions believes that if these conditions should prevail and she could believe either that she eventually
will have gone out or have stayed in, then she would have a goal to eventually have gone out.

Assumption

1:

(BEL x 0(p v q)) A (PREFER xp q)

(GOAL x Op)A -(GOAL x Oq)

This says that, if the agent has a belief that if either p or q is eventually to be am and she prefers p to

q, then shehasa goalfor p to eventuallybe we and doesnot havea goal for eventually q.

For example,if I preferto believe "Fm pretty" to believing that "Tm ugly" this meansthat I hold a
belief that if faced with these two options for the future, Tll generate a goal that I will believe "Tm

pretty",and I won't thereforebelieve "Pmugly". If in additionI am actuallyfacedwith the two options,
thenmy preferenceleadsme to generatethegoalthat i eventuallybelieve"Fm pretty".
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Proposition

1:

(PREFERxp q) A (BEL x (p

r)) m (PREFERxr q)

preferringp to q meansthat x alsoprefersall thelogicalconsequences
of p eg r, to q.

As mentioned in chapter 2, agents are assumed to possessthe machinery to be able to compute
preeferences,and a psychological theory for this was offered in section 2.2.3. It was hoped to be able to
define preferenceas a function which evaluatesspecific preferencespragmatically accordingto this theory
when required, but this proved very difficult. Given the focus of the researchas the development of a
theoretical framework for dialogue, I decided it best not to allow myself to get too side-trackedinto this
issue. The definition provided is adequate to the objectives of this research,which in accordancewith
previous related research such as Cohen and Levesque's (1987b), Moore's (1980) and Appelt's (1982,
1985), concerns the =

of attitudes such as preferences,beliefs , goals and intention in dialogue, and not

their determination. In this respect, this representationof preferenceis no better and no worse than that
of beliefs and goals. Hopefully, there will be future researchinto the determination of attitudes.
The problemsencounteredincluded the necessityfor ordering in relation to worlds which comprisean
infinite set of propositions; comparisons betweenbelieving p and believing q for example,
accordingto
the numbers of consistent beliefs and goals which each sustains. Maximisation in relation to subsetsof
specifically relevant beliefs and goals would seem more appropriate, and Shoham uses this idea of
subsetsin his work on a general framework for nonmonotonic logics (Shoham, 1987). He introduces
preference logics whereby standard logics are associated with a preference relation on models.
Nonmonotonicity is the focussing on a subset of the interpretations or models that satisfy a formula,
which are preferable in a certain respect. He thereforehas introduceda partial ordering on interpretations
and looks into the different possible preferencecriteria. However, the psychological basis for this in
relation to ascribing a particular subsetof beliefs and goals as thosemost relevant to a comparison with
another such subset, in order to determine preferred beliefs or goals would be yet another research
programme entirely. In addition, different beliefs and goals were describedin section 2.2.2 as not being
equivalent in their strength or centrality to the agent. Therefore, if believing p satisfies only one
relevant goal and believing q satisfies three different relevant goals, the agent still may prefer to believe p
to q, if that one goal is a very important and fundamental one. "Weightings" can be attached to each
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belief and goal in terms of relative importance and the eventual algorithm take
not only numbers of
satisfied, relevant beliefs and goals into account, but their relative importance.

However, the

participating agents' mental statesare changing throughout the conversation, and thus the relative value
of each belief and goal in relation to each other one would constantly needto be reassessed.

"Since changesin the certainty of one belief can exert seemingly arbitrary influence on the
certainty
of any other belief held by the agent, the problem of maintaining consistency of belief is very

difficult" (Appekc,1985).

In order not to allow thesedifficulties to undermine the testing of the theoretical intuitions
regarding
the role of preference in this strategic approach to cooperative dialogue, the examples in chapter 7
incorporate the assumption that agents understand the psychological basis for preferences
as it is
described in chapter 2. Preferences enter the framework as the end product of this assumed
reasoning.
Agents are therefore formally representedas having a set of preferences,just as they have existing sets of
beliefs and goals. The examples in chapter 7 include demonstrations of how dialogue is used as a means
of manipulating other's mental states, thus manipulating the context in which different of these
preferencesare relevant.

4.4.4.2

Interests

Def 2: (INTERESTS x p) - def

(GOAL x (LATER P)) A (BEL x Op)

p following from x's interests is defined as x having a goal for p to become true in the future and

believing that this will be the case.

For example, it is in x's interests to ask y to go out fora drink, if x has the goal [hat y go out
with her, and believes that this will eventually happen. The basis for believing that it will eventually

happenis accordingto theconditionsfor goal adoption in dialogue as mentionedin section2.2.2.1and
detailed in chapter 6. x should believe y would prefer to go out with her than to not go out with her,
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on recognitionof her goal. This meansthat it doesn'tmaserif x believesy to havean existinggoalto
be going out with z. As long as her belief abouty's preferences
in this matter,leadher to believeshe
will adoptthe goal, it is in x's intereststo maketherequest.
In this example, it may seem wry

for x to consider if she believes y really will adopt her

goal before making the request, as long as it is not believed impossible. The role of interestshoweveris
as a determiner of good strategy in strategic interaction. In certain contexts, it is important that rational
action involves reasoning not only with one's goals, but with the believed likelihood of their successful
attainment, and from this, expectations of any subsequentresponse. An example is the use of a lie
where its discovery may have negative consequences. Interests are therefore intended as a meansof
incorporating a subjective determination of successinto reasoning about strategically rational action. As
explained in section 3.2.52, mathematical models for strategic action such as game theory or decision
theory, use numerical probabilities for this. This model on the other hand, has no determiner of
probabilities; the agent either believes her goal will be successfully attained, or otherwise. There can be
no comparison between goals the agent may believe more likely to be satisfied than others. The
assessmentsof likelihood and relative likelihood of successful goal attainment would be valuable
developments, but ones which await further research in the formal expression of such notions. The
problems are statedby McCarthy and Hayes:

"1. It is not clear how to attach probabilities to statementscontaining quantifiers in such a way that
correspondsto the amount of conviction that people have.
2. The information necessary to assign numerical probabilities is not ordinarily available.
Therefore a formalism that required numerical probabilities would be epistemologically inadequate"
(McCarthy & Hayes, 1969).

Halpern and McAllester (1984) proposea modal operatorL for "likely" to allow qualitative reasoning
about likelihood without the use of numbers. By adding a modal operator for knowledge there can be
first step
simultaneousreasoning about both knowledge and likelihood. They offer their logic LLK as a
to being able to reason with theseconcepts, whilst acknowledging that more work needsto be done, to
allow for statementssuch as "p is more likely than q", for example.
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The role of interestsin both the determinationof desiredmentalstun for inductionin others, and
goodstrategyis explainedfeatherin chapter6.

4.3

Conclusions

This chapterhasdescribedalternativemeansof representingor modellingagents.Reasonsaregiven
for the particular approachconsideredthe most suitable for this research. An agentmodel has been
formally describedappropriatelyto die d

etical discussionsin chapter2, regardingspecificationsfor

rational agenthood.In the following two chaptersit is usedas a formal basiswith which to expressthe
theoryof cooperativemulti-agentinteractionintroducedin chapter3.
The agent model so described, is limited. It is limited firstly as a consequenceof technical issues
those problems discussedin the body of this chapter. and associated with the particular formal means of
representation.

As a result, agents are modelled with idealised rationalities, demanding global

consistency as opposed to reasoning with subsets of "local' beliefs, and having infinite sets of beliefs
and goals each undistinguished according to the agent's awareness of them. Such agents would have
problems communicating in complex environments, and certainly in anything approaching real time.
The model is also limited however, as a consequence of theories of agents in cognitive science and
artificial inteuiegnce, being still underdeveloped. Some of the issues were discussedin chapter 2. These
included a lack of acknowledgement of the role of affective attitudes in agent architectures,the restriction
of conative attitudes to goals with little theory concerning the generation or determination of these
except as sub-goals to existing ones, and the nature of rationalitylies.
As explained in section 4.2, the aim of this research is the development of a computational theory of
dialogue.

Current theories of agenthood are extended and developed into a theory of cooperative

multi-agent interaction as a basis for the generation and interpretation of utterances. Representationis a
secondary concern; its role is as a means of explicitly and unambigously expressing the theoretical
intuitions, from which they can then be tested, and the theory correspondingly evaluated. Obviously
however, the theory of dialogue which has been developed has had to accomodate to a certain exten the
limitations of its means of expression and component theories. This chapter has described early stages
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in the representationof agents.New developments
and insightsin both theareasof agenttheoryand
formalrepresentation
of agentarchitecaaes,
amto be lookedforwardto in thefuture.
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CHAPTER

5: Conflict,

cooperation and indifference

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to discussions of the nature and role in multi-agent systems, of the
propositional postures, conflict, cooperation and indifference. They are formally defined in the terms of
this fiamework. with referenceand comparison to ideas generatedby other research. The useof postures
as an essential elementin strategic reasoningabout dialogue action is demonstratedin chapter7.
Posture was described in section 3.2.2 as a collective perm denoting alternative characterisationsof
the social concepts, conflict, cooperation and indifference, Each is defined according to a pattern of
mental states, and as a different relation between an agent, and another agent and a proposition. The
definitions of conflict and cooperationboth specify the nature and distinctions between the agent'sown
attitudes to a proposition and the attitudes believed to be held by the other agent with respect to that
sameproposition. All importantly include a conative elementrelated to the believed attitude of the other
agent.
The importance of the representation of posture is in its enablementto potentially then manipulate
its maintenance or change. From experience, human agents build up beliefs concerning the effects or
consequencesof the various postures. Perhaps,for example, having a belief about the divisiveness of
conflict between two parties being in a third parties favour, may lead to a goal for this to occur. An
example of this is Iago recognising the benefits to himself of conflict over love and loyalty between
Othello and Desdemonain Shakespeare's"Othello". In other cases,the samebelief about conflict may
lead to a desire for its resolution; perhaps in a manner which benefits all parties. Automated agentswith
such beliefs may also generate goals for one posture or another. By representation of the alternatives
they have the meansof recognition of what exists, as well as a prescription for the requisite alternative
changesin attitudes.
From the criticisms of existing notions of cooperation in artificial intelligence, it was argued in
chapter 3, that conflict needsacknowledging as a component of cooperative multi-agent interactions. It
was also suggestedthat conflict actually plays an important role in the maintenance and evolution of
such cooperation. This chapter will provide the theoretical background to these ideas from social
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psychology.

First however, some justification is needed for the incorporation of theories
and ideas

concerning the role and nature of conflict and cooperation in human society, to distributed
artificial
intelligence (DAI) or human computer interaction (HCI).

5.2 Justification

of social

theories

for

computer

applications

The volume of research into the structures of multi-agent systems and the
nature of multi-agent
interactions is currently increasing, especially for distributed processing applications. Important issues
for example, relate to the possible characterisations of the
nature of organisations of agents - should
there be hierarchical structures such as "master/slave" relationships between nodes,
what is the
distribution of control and decision-making, how are resource limitations to be
coped with, what are the
alternative structures and means of communication, and so on. Many researchershave consideredhuman
societies to be examples of organisations from which potential solutions can be found to these issues,
for particular applications and domains, human society can be taken
as a paradigm for generating a
model of distributed systems.
An example is the work of Fox, who suggests that the designers of distributed systems
should draw
upon the ideas of other fields "which have considerable experience with their own distributed systems",
such as biology or management science (Fox, 1981). He recognises that issues such as motivation, "a
module's ability to decide when and what problems to work on" arise, once processing is distributed
between separate units in a system. Self-motivation then leads to goal conflicts. He views distributed
systems as analogous to human organisations in order to apply the concepts and theories of the
management science, organisation theory, to theseproblems (Fox, 1981). Another example is the work
of Gasser, which is quoted in Sridharan's report on the 1986 workshop on DAI as attempting to
understand and emulate human production and problem-solving activities, but focussing on "aggregates"
rather than single individuals.

His aim is a theory of interaction and social organisation for

representation in future multi-agent systems (Sridharan, 1987).
However, there is the usual divide between those whose interest is in merely displaying the
"competence" of human organisations, over those who wish to also model their methods. The latter are
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describedby Rosenschein
1985). An exampleof this is the
as "thepsychologicalschool"(Rosenschein,
work of Doran. His interestis in fact not applicationoriented,but concernsthe useof computational
modelsto learn moreabouthumansociety,suchas theemergence
of early humanorganisation(Doran,
1987b).
Whether aiming at future implementations of computer systemsfor DAI and HCI applications, and
with psychological plausibility or merely displaying behavioural competence, it seems that the
analogous study of the nature and propertiesof human multi-agent organisations,has beenconsideredby
others in the field to be an appropriate researchstrategy. This being the case, examining the potential
parallels between theories concerning the relationship of conflict to cooperation in human societies,and
theseissues in automated systems,has been the methodological approachadopted here. The theoriesof
social conflict considered as appropriate to this research, are to be found in section 5.7. Firstly, the
terns conflict and cooperationneedprecisedefinition.

3.3 The nature of conflict

In attempting to define conflict as a property of multi-agents, it is firstly assumedthat multi-agent

conflicts have ca=

generalisable
properties. Thesepropertiesshouldcharacteriseeachand every

conflict,andareth&efaa+e
entirelydisable

fromthecontext.

"., there are enlightening similarities between, say, maneuvering in limited war and jockeying in a
traffic jam. betweendeterring the Russiansanddeterring one'sown children, or betweenthe modem
balanceof terror and the ancient institution of hostages." (Schelling, 1960).

There are a number of such properties which have been compiled from various sources amongst the
social psychology literature on this subject. These are elaborated in the rest of this section, following
which the ideas are reassertedin terms more appropriate to the nature of this research,and used in the
construction of a formal definition in section 5.3.1.
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(i) Social conflict requiresat least two parties,or two analytically distinct units or entities. Even

one

party conflict is analysedaccordingto actor versusthe environment.or actorversusnature(Mack &
Snyder,1971).

(ii) Mutually

exclusive and/or mutually incompatible values and opposed values are inevitable

ics of conflict (Mack & Snyder,1971).

(iii) Mutually exclusive, mutually incompatible and opposed values arise from resource limitations.
These can be divided into two categories. Firstly, "resource scarcity" occurs when the supply desired
of
objects or states of affairs is limited, so parties cannot have all they want of anything. Secondly,
"position scarcity" describes truths such as that an object cannot occupy two places at the
same time, an
object cannot simultaneously serve two different functions, a role cannot simultaneously be occupied or
performed by two different actors, and different prescribed behaviours cannot be carried out
simultaneously (Mack & Snyder, 1971).

(iv) The incompatibility which arises can be either of goals (referred to as conflicts of interests or "ends")
and which are described as motivational factors to conflict ( McClintock, 1977), or of beliefs. The latter
are referred to as conflicts of "means" and are the cognitive factors to conflict (Brehmer, 1977). There
may be an interplay between these two factors, such as conflicts of interests deriving from ideological
differences or contrasting ideologies developing out of a conflict of interest (Druclanan, 1977).

(v) Theremust be contactbetweenthe parties. This doesnot necessarilyhaveto be "face to face",but
involves a "visibility" or awarenessof the situation (Mack & Snyder, 1971).

(vi) A conflict relationship always involves the attempt to acquire or exercise power, or the actual

exerciseor acquisitionof power. Poweris definedascontrol over decisions,or thedispositionof scarce
resources,and the basisof reciprocal influence between or among parties (Sheppard, 1954).

(vii) Conflict cannot exist without action (Ken:, 1954).

An action/reaction/action sequence must
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embodythis pursuitof power.

(viii) Conflict relations"constitutea fundamentalsocial-interactionprocess". They have important
functionsandconsequences
(Dubin, 1957).

"A conflict process or relation representsa temporary tendency toward disjunction in the interaction
flow between parties, but these do not continue to the point where interaction is completely
disrupted - the conflict process is subject to its own rules and limits - there is a shift in the
governing norms and expectations" (Singer, 1949).

5.3.1 A formal

definition

of multi-agent

conflict

From the ideasconcerningsocial conflict presentedin theprevioussection,multi-agentconflict is
formallydefinedin this section,usingthelogic whichwasdescribedin chapter4.
Firstly, as pointed out in (iv) above, there are two types of conflict - conflict of beliefs and conflict
of goals. Point (i) also specifies that there must be more than one agent,and conflict is correspondingly
defined as a type of relation betweenmore than one agentand a proposition.

Assumption

2:

(CONFLICTxy

p) - (B-CONFLICTxy

p) v (G-CONFUCTxy

p)

The conflict relation is one betweenan agent x and another agent y with respect to the proposition p,
and is either a conflict of goals or a conflict of beliefs. Each of theseis then defined as one of two
possible patterns of mental sees:

Def 3: (B-CONFLICTxy

p) = def

(B-CONFL-Ixy
and

p) v (B- CONFL-Mxy

p)
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Def 4: (G-CONFLICT xy

p) - def

(G-CONFL-Ixy

p) v (G- CONFL-M xy

p)

Points (ii), (iii), and (iv) in the previous section, all refer to "mutually exclusive", "mutually
opposed" or "mutually incompatible" values. These are terms used in the context of studies in social
psychology, and refer to the causesof a conflict

"Mutually exclusive values" in their terms, refer to the

desires of two agents to simultaneously possessthe same object, or occupy the same spaceat the same
time, for example. It is obviously the case that two agents cannot physically ever occupy the same
space at the same time, and that this expressesa notion of mutual exclusivity BUT, the beliefs about or
desires for these states are not mutually exclusive. They can and do co-exist. They are not logically
incompatible.
The definition of conflict is a description; it describes such a state of affairs. It merely describes the
mental statesof an agent regarding her beliefs about her own and anther's beliefs or goals with respect
to the proposition in question.

The primary (but not sole) condition of conflict is therefore that the

other agent is believed to have a belief or goal which is in opposition to her own. For example,

(BEL x p) and (BEL x (BEL y -p).

These beliefs comprise the element of "visibility" or

"awarenessof thesituation",as suggested
in point (v) in the previoussection.

Def S: (B-CONFI-I xy

p) - def

(BEL x p) A (BEL x (BEL y -p))
n

(P-R-GOAL x (BEL y p) q)

This says that x has a belief p, and x believes that y believes not p. x also has a P-R-GOAL that the
other eventually change their belief, only to be abandoned if this is achieved, becomes impossible to

achieveor it is no longerthe casethat q, q being a reasonfor x having this goal.

Def 6: (G-CONFI-Ixy

p) - def (GOAL X Op)A (BEL x (GOAL y 0-p))
(P-R-GOAL x (GOAL y Op) q)

This says that x has a goal for p to be am from now into the future, and believes y to have the goal
eventually not p. She also has a persistent goal for y to change her mind and therefore take on the goal
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eventuallyp, relativeto q.
The P-R-GOAL is essential to the characterisation of conflict. It indicates a commitment to action
to change the other agents mind. This reflects points (vi) and (vii) above. If the P-R-GOAL is
abandonedthis may be becauseit is achieved, but it may also be abandonedbecauseq is no longer true,
or the agent believes it has become impossible to achieve. Whatever the reason, if the P-R-GOAL is
abandonedit is irrelevant whether x still believes y to believe or want the opposite to her, the situation
is no longer conflict.

A particular incident of conflict is over when no agent in the system has a goal

for further change with respect to the issuein question, whether the goal has in fact been satisfiedor not.
What is achieved from such a resolution of the conflict is a renewed, temporary stability of the
multi-agent system; there is currently no goal for change. This ties in with point (viii) concerning the
functions and consequencesof conflict.
It is important to note that conflict is defined here as being

ve. In other words, x only needs

to believe that y believes a proposition which is the opposite to her own belief or goal with respect to
that sameproposition, and have a committed goal to change this. The reality of y's belief in relation to
p is irrelevant

Thealternativepatternsof beliefsandgoalsdefiningbeliefand goalconflictsin clefs3 and4, areas
follows:

Def 7: (B-CONFL-M xy

p) - def

(BMB xy

((BEL x p) A (BEL y -p)))

A ((P-R-GOAL x (BEL y p) q) v (P-R-GOAL y (BEL x -p) q ))
This saysthat it is mutually believed between x and y that they have a difference in belief related to p.
Either one or both of them have a P-R-GOAL

to eventually change the others belief, only to be

abandonedif this is achieved.becomesimpossible to achieveor it is no longer the casethat q.
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Def 8: (G-CONFL-M xy

p) - def (BMB xy

((GOAL x Op)A (GOAL y 0-p)))

A ((P-R-GOAL x (GOAL y Op) q) v (P-R-GOAL y (GOAL x 0-p) q ))
This says that it is mutually believed between x and y that they have a difference in goal, such that one
has a goal for p whilst the other has a goal for not p. Either one or both of them have a P-R-GOAL
to eventually change the others goal4only to be abandoned if this is achieved, becomes impossible to
achieve or it is no longer the case that q.

N. B. p may represent events in the physical world performed by agents. for example (DONE y a) or

(DONE x a), or changes
in anothei's
mentalstates,suchas (BEL y r).

The definition of multi-agent conflict therefore is:
of goals or

conflict

the agents'

conflict

of beliefs

beliefs or goals with

one agent to be in opposition,
the other's
difference
exists

belief
in belief

if either

or goal.

exist

between one agent and another,

respect to the same proposition
and this

Alternatively,

may be a mutual

or goal between the participating
also has a persistent

goal to change
belief

about

the

agents, in which case, conflict
belief

or

are some types of human conflicts which do not apparently conform to this definition.

In

or

both

are believed by the

agent also has a persistent
there

when

goal to change

the other's

goal.

Iliac

these, the goal is not to persuade the other to change their belief or goal; actions are performed as a
means of maintaining the conflict. Perhapsthe participants enjoy the "banter", or it may serve purposes
of assertion of values for the benefit of a third party. Such dialogues are better reasonedabout from the
point of view of the participants as cooperative, and therefore having a common goal to maintain
disagreement. The goals upon which one or both agentsare acting, are not to genuinely get the other to
issue,
change their mind. Even so, if during such an interaction one agent capitulates on a particular
then an incident of conflict is over, even if another one is instantly started in order to satisfy the goal of
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maintainingmoment.
goal one,

Recognisinganther's goal to maintaindisagreement
if onedoesnot have

is itself anotherconflict if thereis also a committedgoal to get theotherto stopthe

row.

5.4 The nature of cooperation

A largepartof thediscussionsurroundingthenee of cooperationhasalreadytakenplacein chapter
3. In summary,previouswork is artificial intelligencehasconsideredthe following to be characteristic
of cooperativeinteraction;

(i) a commongoalexistsbetweencooperating
multi-agents,
(ii) at least a component of possessingthe goal is an awarenessthat another agent has it as a goal,

Cam)
recognitionof anther's goalis sufficientto adoptthat goalasone'sown.assumingno contradictory
one already in pace,

and

(iv) if the attainment of the common goal requires the attainment of sub-goals, these are adopted and

Shared
out betweentheinteractingparties,on thesamebasisasabove.

It was claimed in chapter 3, that this characaesisationis one of benevolence, not cooperation; that
truly autonomous agentsadopt other's goals not merely becausethey are made aware of their existence,
but also based upon their own preferences. Cooperation therefore can be achieved even in contexts
involving conflict. by the creation of circumstances (using dialogue) which can conform to anther's
preferences. This is in contrast to the majority of existing work in this area which unrealistically
assumesthe non-existence of differences or conflicts, and secondly ignores its potential benefits to
cooperative multi-agent environments. Cooperation by an agent x with respect to another autonomous
agent y and someproposition p, alternatively has the following characteristics:

(i) cooperationrequiresa commongoalbetweenagents.Recognitionof anther's goalmayleadto this
situation of a common goal. This would be dependentupon the preferencesof the receiving agent.
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This allows anothexs goal to be cooperatively adopted even if there is a cocinadictory
one already in

existence. The conditionsfor this are elaboratedin chapter6 as Assumption5. Alternatively, it
may be mutually believed that there is already a common goal m ex sawc,

(ii) an essentialcomponentof x's cooperationis her awarenessthat her goal is relativeto
y's having the
goal. In this way cooperation is maße than mare accidental coordination, as described in section

3.1 Z.1, but incorporatesan elementof helpfulneu,
(iii) cooperationcan be partially summarisedas a recognition or belief about anther's
goal and a
personal preferencefor this goal state to be achieved,and as a consequenceof both of these
conditions, the

is a commitment to achieving the common goal, and

(iv) if attainmentof thecommongoalrequirestheant

of sub-goals,than areadoptedon thesame

basisasabove.

Def 9:

(COOPERATIONxy p) = def
(COOP-Ixy p) v

(COOP-M xy p)

Cooperationis definedas a relationbetweenan agentx, with respectto someotheragenty and a
propositionp. The definition comprisestwo alternativepatternsof mentalstates. Here again,p can
representeventsin the physical world performedby agents,suchas (DONE y a) or (DONE x a).
Alternatively it may represent changes in anther's mental states such as (BEL x r).
,

The first possible pattern of mental statesreflecting x's cooperationwith respectto y and the
PTOpositionp relates to the common goal being as a result of x recognising Y'$ goal:

Def 10: (COOP-I xy p) - def

(BEL x (GOAL y Op))A (PREFER xp -p)
(P-R-GOALxp (GOAL y Op))

This says that cooperation for x with respect to y and p is the recognition of y's goal that p be
eventually true and x preferring p to -p, resulting in the generation of a persistent goal for p, relative
to Y's possession of the goal. In other words as long as p is not achieved, x believes p possible to
achieve, and x believes y to have the goal Op, then x is committed to the goal generated from her own
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Pmfelmm on recognition of it as anther's.

The secondpossiblepatternof mentalstatesreflecting x's cooperationwith respectto y and the
POPO CP

rebatesto there being a mutual belief between x and y that they have a common goal:

Def 11: (COOP-M xy p) - def

(BMB xy ((GOAL x Op) A (GOAL y Op)))

((P-R-GOAL xp (GOALy Op))v (P-R-GOALyp (GOAL x Op)))
This says that if there is a mutual belief between x and y that they both possessthe goal that eventually
P, then being cooperative meanseither one or both have persistentgoals relative to the existenceof the
other's goal. Preferencesare unoecesseryto this definition. Both agentsautonomously possessthe goal,
and believe this of each other. All that is required is to distinguish between cooperation as a situation
comprising a common goal, and accidental coordination. This is provided by their commitment to the
goal being relative to the other's possessionof it.

The definition

between multi-agents

of cooperation

between one agent and another
recognises the other's
also a personal
achieving

cooperation

some proposition
proposition

for

preference

if

exists

to the other

between one agent

both

is committed

relative

to the other

consequence of it being mutually

exists

when one agent

be realised and, as a consequence of

goal state to be achieved,

goal, relative

one or

to be realised

this

is: cooperation

respect to some proposition

goal that this proposition

it as a common

Alternatively,

with

therefore

to

is committed

agent having

and another
achieving

agent having

the

to

it as a goal.

with

respect to

goal for

this

it as a goal, as a

believed that they have a common goal.
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S3 The nature of indifference

The term "indifference" implies a lack of caring. In this casethe lack of caring is about another
agent's attitude towards the proposition in question. This means the conative element in the poste al
definition is that there must be a ]v

of goal in relation to the other agent's attitude. For example. x

may believe that she believes p and y believes not p: (BEL x p) and (BEL x (BEL y -p)).

if x

das no goal to change this state of affairs, then she is indifferent with respect to y and p. Likewise, if x
recognises that y has a goal p, then even if x also happens to have the goal p, unless she commits
herself to this becausey has it, and therefore she has a goal which in some way relates toy

possession

of the goal. she is indifferent with respect to y and p.
Indifference is defined as followx

Def 12:

(INDIFFERENCExy p) - def
[-(GOAL x O(BEL y p)) A -(GOAL x O(GOAL y p)) )

v

-(P-R-GOAL xp O(GOALy p))

This says that x being indifferent with respect to y and p is defined as x not having a goal for y to

believeor havea goal for p, or herselfnot havinga goal for p which is relativeto Y's goalfor p.
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5.6 Mixed

postures

in the multi-agent

system

It is feeble that a context could exist when one agent x believes themselvesto be in conflict with
another y, and therefore has a persistent goal to change y's mind in relation to p, and the other agent y
simultaneously believes herself to be cooperative with respect to x and p. She adopts x's goal as her
own. Alternatively she may be indifferent to x and p. Alternatively again, there may be no postural
relation between y and x and p; y may have no attitudeswith respect top, or have no beliefs concerning
x's relations to p. An example of such a context where one agent is in conflict with another who is
unaware of the situation and has no postum with respect it. is provided by lago and Othello, as described
in chapter 7. Iago wants revenge on Othello; he wants to cause him harm. He believes that Othello
does not want this, but generatesa goal for Othello to believe his wife is unfaithful to him, which will
inevitably causegreat personal distress. Othello initially has no beliefs regarding Iagos beliefs about his
wife Desdemona's, fidelity.

The postural relation is only Iago's with respect to Othello and the

proposition regarding Desdemona'sfidelity. As a result of the conversation however, Othello recognises
not only that Iago has a belief about Desdemona'sfidelity, but has a goal for Othello to adopt this.
Othello's postural relation becomesone of cooperationwhen he adopts Iago'sgoal to believe Desdemona
unfaithful.
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5.7 The role

of conflict

in

multi-agent

The fundamental challenge which this resch

systems

poses to prewioosresearch on cooperative interaction

in artificial intelligence, relates to the notion of cooperation within which multi-agent
systems are
designed to operate. It was pointed out in chapter 3, that conflict has generally been ignored in
previous
work

cooperative multi-agent systems adopt each other's goals benevolently. and if conflicts are

acknowledged, they are avoided. The value of Rosenscheins work (Rosenschein, 1985, Rosenschein &
Genesereth, 1985), has been to point out the ubiquity of conflict in everyday
cooperative interactions and
the necessity for practical teal-world applications involving cooperative multi-agents to be flexible
enough to be able to reason about action in the light of conflict.

This researchcomprisesa theoryof multi-agent interactionwhich in agreeingwith Rosenschein,
goessomewhatfurther in adoptinga view of conflict and cooperationderivedfrom social psychology.
Conflict haspositiveand importantfunctionsin the maintenance
andevolutionof cooperation.
A justification of the useof theoriesregardingsocial conflict betweenhumansas pertinentto studies
concerningautomatedmulti-agentswasgiven in section52. Somesuggestedpositiveroles of conflict
to the maintenanceand evolution of cooperativemulti-agent systemsare thereforedescribedin the
sectionswhich follow.

5.7.1 The

positive

functions

of conflict

"Conflict is a pervasive and inevitable aspect of life. Its pervasiveness suggeststhat conflict is not
necessarily destructive or lacJdng in pleasure. Conflict has many positive functions. It prevents
stagnation, it stimulates interest and curiosity, it is the medium through which problems can be
aired and solutions arrived at; it is the root of personal and social change. Moreover, conflict is
often part of the process of testing and assessingoneself and, as such, may be highly enjoyable as
one experiences the pleasure of the full and active use of one's capabilities" (Deutsch, 1971).

In the above quote, Deutsch stressesespecially the personal gains from conflict

He appeals to the
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fact that individuals actively seek out conflict in competitive games,at the theatre,in novels, in intimate
encounters,at work and so on, to suggest that such conflict is beneficial to those individuals. It is not a
"villain", ". the cause of psychopathology, social disorder, war" (Deutsch, 1971). Psychological
utopia
»
is not a conflict-free existence.
A broader and more complete description of the positive functions of social conflict is provided by
Coser (Coser, 1956). He derives his ideas from the classical work of Georg Simmel (1858 1918). It is
interesting to note that whilst commenting that early American sociologists such as Charles Cooley,
Edward Ross, William Sumner and others, also regardedconflict as constructive and functional, Coser
expressesconcern that his contemporary sociologists viewed conflict as dysfunctional. He refers to the
work of Talcott Parsons, Elton Mayo, George Lundberg as focussing on maladjustment and tensions,
and these as interference to concensus. However, by the time Coser's secondbook appeared,a decade
later (Coser, 1967), his views were being widely endorsed. Nowadayshe is rarely quoted in literature on
social conflict;

his ideas are assumed. The following is a list of Coser's views on the positive

functions of conflict :

Conflict exerts pressure for innovation and creativity in social systems (Coser, 1957). It thereby
enables a shift in the governing norms and expectations; it revitalises existent norms or contributes to
the emergence of new ones. This is important to the maintenance and evolution of social systems
because such systems are dynamic; survival in constantly changing conditions requires regular
reevaluation and rebalancing (Cosec,1956). This principle is also applied in biological theories of social
adaptation, evolution and survival. Male stags fighting each year for example, is a regular conflict
ensuring that either the existing power structure is reestablishedby the same male remaining dominant,
or else he is overthrown and a new order established.

"... social conflict is a mechanism for adjustment of norms adequateto new conditions. A flexible
society benefits from conflict becausesuch behaviour, by helping to create and modify norms,
assuresits continuance underchanged conditions. Such mechanismsfor readjustmentof norms is
hardly available to rigid systems: by suppressing conflict, the latter smother a useful warning
signal, thereby maximising the dangerof catastrophicbreakdown." (Coser, 1956).
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Internal conflicts therefore ascertain the relative strengths of antagonistic interests
within a structure, and
thus are a mechanism for the adjustment or maintenance of the balance of power. The resolution of
such
conflicts establishes a new equilibrium.

Casey (1957) quotes a natural scientist Kaemfert, who in
an

article in the New York Times in July 1952, put forward similar views with respect to the functions of
earthquakes. Earthquakes were suggested as being the earth's way of maintaining equilibrium, an
adjustment enabling the crust to yield to stresseswhich may re rganise or redistribute materials.

Intergroupconflicts sei group boundariesby strengt sing group cohesiveness
and sep

eats.

Conflicts involving associationsor coalitions provide a bond betweenthe members,uniting and
removing social isolation. A social structure in which a multiplicity of conflicts can exist with
associationswhose"diversepurposescrisscrosseachotter" prevents"alliancesalong one major line of
cleavage"(Coser,1956).
Conflict also reducestensionand permitsmaintenance
of social interactionundersaws. It clarifies
objectives. It allowsagreementratherthansubordination,

Cosa concludes:
"conflict tends to be dysfunctional for a social stractu e in which there is no or insufficient
toleration and institationalization of conflict. What threatens the equilibrium of such a snvcture
is not conflict as such, but the rigidity itself which permits hostilities to accumulate and to be
channeled along one major line of cleavage once they break out in conflict" (Coser, 1956).

5.7.2 Conflict,

autonomy,

and the evolution

of cooperation

Axelrod has examined the question of the evolution of social cooperation. "in a world of egoists
without central authority" (Axelrod, 1984). In other words, if each member of a multi-agent system has
their own self-motivated goals, and there is no central authority exerting insistencies concerning
benevolence towards others, can cooperation emerge? According to Axelrod, the answer is "yes". This,
of course, is very relevant to the proposal here that automated multi-agents need to be truly autonomous
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with control over their mental states and to experience conflicts as a part of being cooperative agents
operating in the real world
Axelrod's theory is based upon investigations into individuals pursuing their own self-interest
without any enforced cooperation. He points out that self-interest doesnot imply complete abandonment
of concerns for others. He offers interactions between a brother and sister, or friendly nations, as
examples.

The assumption of self-interest is really just an assumption that concern for others does not
completely solve the problem of when to cooperatewith them and when not to." (Axelrod, 1984).

The classic game, the Prisoner's Dilemma was Axelrod's chosen means of analysing the problem.
Each player has something to gain both from cooperating and being exclusively self-motivated The
fundamental issue for the Axelmd's Cooperation Theory, is the number of times the game is played.
Two egoists playing the game only once will choose their dominant move of defection and disclosing
information to the police, although each thereforegets a worse outcome than if they had both cooperated.
Thee is also no incentive to cooperateif the game is played more than once, but a known finite number
of times. BUT - this is not the case,if the players will interact an indefinite number of times.

Me

evolution of cooperation requires that individuals have a sufficiently large chance to meet

again so that they have a stake in their future interaction. " (Axelrod. 1984).

This argument was referred to in section 3.2.4 whilst discussing the employment of mendacity as a
strategy in conversation, it was suggestedthat the beliefs agentshold regarding potential future effects
of their actions, both good and bad, will affect the determination of their preferences,and thereforealso
their goals. The issue surfaced again in section 3.2.5.1, whilst discussing Richelson's metagame
analysis of the nuclear/conventional warfare bluff between the United States and Soviet Union
(Richelson, 1979). His payoff analysis related only to the immediate gains and lossesof the various
alternative strategies. Agents engaged in the kinds of cooperative tasks for which this theoretical
in
research is envisaged as being appropriate, should have the potential of future interactions included
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their reasoning as to appropriate dialogue action. The immediate future is catered for in the inclusion
of
expectations as to subsequent action as a result of the intaded dialogue action if employing a strategic
rationality " More general expectations are embodied in the detmminacianof preferences as described in
chapcer2
Axelrod's research included the instigation of a ccmpma tournament for the Prisoner's Dilemma

Game. The programswere designedto selectmovesaccordingto a history of the gameso far, in
a
variable numberof games. Eachentrant was programmedto use a different strategy. 'Inc outright
winner each time was the simplest: it was a programwritten by A. Rapaportcomprisinga TIT FOR
TAT strategy.. This startswith a cooperativechoiceand after that simply doeswhattheotherplayerdid
on the previousmove.

"What accountsfor TIT FOR ? Ars robustsuccessis its combinationof being nice, retaliatory,
forgiving, and clear. Its nicenesspreventsit from gettinginto unnecessary
trouble. Its retaliation
discouragestheotherside from persistingwheneverdefectionis sied. Its forgivenesshelpsrestore
mutual cooperation. And its clarity makes it intelligible to the other player, thereby eliciting
long-dää!

ä

coopezation.

*

(AAGkod4
1984).

Axeltod's research also includes the investigation of cooperation in non-human organisms, for which
he refers to the theories of biologists Maynard-Smith (Maynard-Smith & Price, 1973) and Dawkins
(1976). He suggests that in accordance with the predictions of his theory, almost all clear cases of
altruism and most observed cooperation between animals, occur in the context of high-relatedness,
usually between immediate family members. This is genetical kinship theory which takes "a gene's-eye
view of natural selection (Dawkins, 1976)" (Axelrod, 1984). The evolution of cooperative behaviour
between organisms where relatedness is low, such as in examples of symbiosis, is explained with a
theory of reciprocity:

"When the probability of two individuals meeting each other again is sufficiently high, cooperation
based on reciprocity can thrive and be evolutionarily stable in a population with no relatednessat
all" (Axelr(xd. 1984).
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Furor

examples for this are taken from trench warfare in World War 1, and the tacit cooperation which

evolvedfrom oneside being thefirst to cooperateand thenan arrangement
of reciprocationcontinuing
(Axelrod.1984).

5.8 Conclusions

It is acknowledgedthat the modelof agentsincorporatedin this researchis not a modelof human
agents. The nature of the model and its limitations have already been discussedin chapters 2 and4.
The definitions of conflict and cooperationnecessarilytherefore also suffer in being less than human".
However, the parallels which are being made from examining human systems, concerning the role of
conflict in the maintenanceand evolution of cooperative multi-agent interaction seemvalid, regardlessof
this distinction.

Rapapoct'scomputer tournament and Axelrod's examples from biological systems

(which presumably also have limited cognitive abilities).

offer demonstrations of general laws or

principles of multi-agent interaction, human or non-human,at work.
To summarisehow theseprinciples are integrated into the framework for future computer models of
cooperativedialogue as proposedby this research.

Interacting agents have representationsof conflict, cooperation and indifference as three alternative
postures which may exist between them, with respect to any proposition. These comprise patterns of
mental states. Existing postures can thereby be recognised, and in association with other known
properties of interacting agentsas describedin chapter3, other posturescan be desired with commitment.
One of theseproperties concernsdialogue
as strategicinteraction; agentsadopting a strategic rationality
with which to attain thesepostumes,
and correspondingly either individual or collective goals. The nature
of the representations is such that both conflict and cooperation are understood as states from which
goals are achieved or dropped, and there may therefore no longer be a commitment to action to change
the state of the system. In the caseof cooperation,the goal achievedor dropped is a common goal, thus
satisfying all parties; with conflict the lack of commitment to action will either have maintained the
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status quo, or establishedsome new relation, but at this point in time, no memberof the system still
wants to challeageit. This stability is temporarygiven the dynamicnenneof social systemsin real
enviionmentL However,if eachtimeconflicts arise theyareemnessed
andresolved4
asopposedto being
suppressed
or avoided,thesystemas a whole cansurviveand be flexible in a changingand unpredictable
environment.
It was explained in section 5.7.2 that expectations of future interaction are essential to the manner in
which conflict resolution and therefore this evolution of multi-agent systemscan occur. Beliefs relevant
to the determination of preferences, associated especially with expressions such as mendacity and
concealment. provide an element of "morality' in the determination of strategy. These beliefs come
from within and interact with the immediate task-related goals.

They allow autonomous and

pragmatically determined reasoning as to appropriate action in the particular circumstances. This
offers

flexibility

of action and the evolution

the system as a whole, where imposed

of true

cooperation

to the advantage

of

benevolence does not.

"Conflict, of some sort, is the life of society, and progressemergesfrom a struggle in which
individual, class.or institution seeksto realizeits own ideaof good"(Cooley, 1909).
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CHAPTER
Autonomy

6:

Control

of Information,

Strategic

Interaction

and the

of Agents

6.1 Introduction

magmatic theories consider dialogue as comprising utterances. For this framework, utteranceshave
been described in chapter 1 as speech
actions performed by agents to convey the information that the
speaker is in a particular mental state, which relates to the fact that the speakerhas a goal to induce a
particular mental state in the hearer. Dialogue is therefore intentional communication; the agent is not
merely behaving in some way without any thought of what is being conveyed to others. An example
of such unintentional communication might be an agent conveying the information that she is nervous
or hot by sweating (Aliwood 1976).
Generating utterancesmay be a form of intentional communication, but between human agents,there
are no guaranteeswith respect to the attainment of the intended or goal state. Just becauseone agent
acts upon a goal to induce a particular belief state in another, and the receiving agentrecognisesthis, she
still may not actually take on that belief. The acting agent only has partial control over the effects of
her dialogue actions becausethe receiving agent has total control over the mental statesshe acquires; she
is autonomous. The speaker's autonomy on the other hand, is reflected in her ability to reveal or
conceal, and truthfully or deceitfully representher mental states. Shehas the control over the divulgance
of the true nature of her mental states.

Autonomous

agents share control

over

the now

or information

between

them in

dialogue.

In this framework, cooperative dialogue is generatedand interpretedaccording to an understandingof
such control issues. Each agent in the multi-agent system,whether human or automated,is believed by
themselves and others to have the potential to alter the mental statesof others, but taking into account
the control that each autonomous agent also has over what they reveal and what they acquire. Strategic
interaction acknowledgesthe interdependencebetweenagentswhen reasoningabout dialogueaction and
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its Cffects.

These issues of control of information, strategic interaction and the autonomy of agents, were raised
in chapter 3. They were introduced in the context of the theory of multi-agent interaction proposed in
this thesis as the basis for reasoning about cooperative dialogue action. The role of this chapter is to
describe theseideas more fully, and to express them formally in the languagedescribedin chapter 4. The
resulting axioms are formal statements regarding the nature of belief and goal adoption in strategic
dialogue, certain properties attributable to speech acts regarding openness and truthfulness, and
assumptions concerning the use of these. In addition to the representations of the nature of the three
postures as defined in the previous chapter, these are more of the proposed extensions to the formal
model of agentsoutlined in chapter 4, with which agentscan reason about cooperative dialogue.
The term "information" is very briefly clarified in section 6.2.

Section 6.3. deals with autonomy

and control of information with respect to the acquisition of mental states in dialogue, and section 6.4
deals with these same issues, but with respect to the revealing of mental states in dialogue.
Comparisons are made with the approachesof Cohen and Levesque (1987b) and Perrault (1987). This is
to point out the suggested advantages of this framework's notion of autonomy as a means of achieving
multi-agent cooperation by negotiation, and thus acknowledging the positive role of conflict.

The

contrast is made in section 6.3.1.1 with respect to Cohen and Levesque's (198Th) and Per ault's (1987)
conditions for belief and goal adoption in dialogue, which incorporate notions of sincerity and
helpfulness. Theseare embodied within a characterisation of an example speechact, which is compared
with another such characterisation incorporating instead, elements of this framework's theory of
multi-agent cooperation, in section 6.5. The alternative treatments of insincere or non-seriousacts such
as lies and irony, are also contrasted towards the and of section 63.1.2.

6.2 Information

The term information is described by Dretske (1981) as follows:

"Roughly speaking, information is that commodity capable of yielding knowledge, and what
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informaäon a signal carries is what we le

, from it. "

Therefore, if Y performs an
utterance from which y wants x to eventually believe p, and x correctly
recognises this goal, then this is information conveyed. x did not previously believe that y wanted him
to believe P. x has learnt from the dialogue, If he incorrectly recognisesthe goal however, according to
Dretske he has not been informed. He cannot learn that y has a goal which y does not have. Agents
cannot know what is false, and information yields knowledge. However, the utterance may not be
entirely uninformative; he may acquire other correct beliefs or knowledge, such as that y was lying, for
example.

Allwood usestheterm "information"slightly differentlyr.

"Information will be usedas an abstracttermfor any objectthat could be apprehended
with some
degreeof alertnessby a consciousagent Further,an object is informativeiff eitherthe object
».
itself, or someotherobjectconnected
by theagent" (Allwood 1976).
with it, is apprehended

The term "object" includes absusct entities such as numbers, colours, as well as those which are more
conc ete, and apprehensionrefers simply to the consciousattention of the receiving agent.
According to this thesis'fiamework, information is also consideredthat which can be apprehendedby
an agent. What is acquired as a result of this apprehension,is a mental state. The agent has a mental
state which she previously did not have; she has learned. Dretske'srequirement that the learning only be
considered valid if what is learned is true and therefore the agent'sgain be in terms of knowledge, is
rejected here. In this framework, the yield is a mental state acquired, whether this be knowledge or
belief. Sperber and Wilson also use the term "information" not only as facts but "dubious and false
assumptions presented as factual" (Sperber & Wilson, 1986). Again in accordance with Allwood,
individuals are considered
as able to convey information both intentionally and unintentionally.
However, since the focus is on generation of dialogue action and its interpretation via recognition of
communicative goals, further discussion is restricted to intentional communication.

It is also

acknowledged that beliefs and goals can be adopted on occasion, at an unconsciouslevel, such as with
subliminal perception (Allwood 1976) in subliminal advertising. However, the adoptinglacquiringof a
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belief is only considered here conditionally

upon conscious apprehension of the conveyance of

informationfrom sootheragent.

6.3 Control over information acquired in dialogue

An agent perming

a dialogue action as a result of having a goal to effect a particular change to the

mental states of other agents in the multi-agent system, may or may not achieve this objective.
Allwood gives an example of A intending B to believe he is an Arab by wearing a burnoose. However,
B may believe he is on his way to a fancy dress ball instead (Allwood 1976). Alternatively, the goal can
be recognised but not adopted. For examples

I can st

fully assert that it is cold in here without convincing you of that fact" (Perrault

1987).

In other words, agentsin multi-agentsystemsdo not have total control over the effects of their
actions. It is not enough to select appropriate speech acts on the basis of goals alone; the receiving
agent(s) also have partial control over the effects of speake's actions. Decisions about the generation of
appropriate dialogue action should be made in the light of this understanding that agentsare autonomous
over their own mental states. Representation is also therefore required of a property of interacting
agues :

recognition

of another

agent's goal to induce a particular

mental state results in the

hearer believing that eventually she will either have adopted that mental state or not
adopted

it.

Assumption

3:

(BEL x (GOAL y Oq))

(BEL x (Oq v0 -q))
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For example:

(BEL x (GOAL y O(BELx p)))

(BEL x (O(BELx p) v0

-(BEL x p)))

P rePSefts the proposition that it is cold. If x recognisesy's goal for her to eventually believe that it is
cold, then x believes she will either eventually believe that it is cold or eventually not have a belief
about it.

Similarly:

(BEL x (GOAL y 0(DONE x a)))
= (BEL x (0(DONEx a) v0
a meats

-(DONE x a)))

the action of washing up. If x believes y has a goal that x eventually have done some

washing up, x believes she will either eventually have done somewashing up, or not.

In order to be more useful, an axiom is required which statesthat recognition of another agent'sgoal
to induce a particular mental state results in the adoption of that goal, and therefore potentially the
desired mental state being actualised, if certain conditions hold.

What are these conditions? This

question is answeredin the following sections. Dialogue as strategicinteraction is assumed.

6.3.1 Conditions for belief and goal adoption In strategic Interaction

6.3.1.1 An introductory

discussion

of the issues -a

comparison

with

Cohen and

Levesque's approach

The question of the general conditions under which agentswill adopt a belief or goal, was originally
discussedin section 2.2.2.1. The conditions under which this occurs in the context of dialogue, and
therefore recognition of anther's goal that the belief or goal be adopted,incorporates also other aspects
of multi-agent interaction, which were briefly discussedin section 32.4. In section 6.3.1.2, theseideas
will be reiterated and then expressed as formal statements. The rest of this section comprises a
discussionof the issueswhich arerelevant to belief andgoal adoption for a framework which focusseson
negotiation and conflict resolution. It is in the form of a comparisonwith the approachesof Cohen and

Levesque(1987a,1987b)andPerrault(1987).
Firstly there is the issue of the nature of cooperation, and communication as cooperative interaction.
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Cohen and Levesque's description of cooperative interacting agents is of agentsbenevolently adopting
other's desired mental states in dialogue. This meansthat recognition of another agents goal to induce a
belief in oneself for example, is enough justification

for adopting that goal as one's own, and

consequently adopting the belief. The only negative condition is the prior existence of a contradictory
belief. In Cohen and Levesque's and Perraules frameworks, as well as this thesis' strategic framework,
agents cannot believe p and not p at the same time. There is consistency of beliefs. This means that
only if the original belief is dropped, can agents successfully induce in others, beliefs which are
contradictory to existing beliefs. But, can an existing belief or goal be dropped as a result of a
communicative action? This is an important issue in a strategic fiamework, becauseif the adoption of
a new belief or goal is always conditional upon it being consistent with existing and unchangeableones,
then there can never be the opportunity to "change someone's mind" ; no amount of discussion will
result in an agreementbetween x and y with regard top if x already believes or has a goal p, and y has an
existing belief or goal, not p.

As described in chapter 1. Perrault explicitly states that existing beliefs persist, whilst
acknowledging this as a simplification for the purposesof his own research. There are no conditions in
his framework, whereby new beliefs can be adopted which are in contradiction with those in existence.
Cohen and Levesque however, do suggest that beliefs can become false, and allow goals to be dropped
(Cohen and Levesque, 1987a, 1987b). Their P-R-GOALS for example, are relativised goals which can
be dropped for three reasons,one of which is the mental state comprising the reason for their existence
becoming false. The question is whether this can occur via dialogue, and under what conditions.
Firstly, can an agent drop an existing goal in order to then adopt another contradictory one, as the result
of a communication? Communicating agents are described by Cohen and Levesque as cooperative,
defined as HELPFUL. They describe HELPFUL agentsas follows:

"An agent is HELPFUL to another if he adopts as his own persistent goal the other agent'sgoal
that he eventually do something (provided that potential goal does not conflict with his own)"
(Cohen and Levesque, 1987b).

In the formal definition of HELPFUL, a conflicting goal is shown to be one that the agent believes to
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be faeva false:

C&L Def 12: (HELPFUL x y) - def
Va (BEL x (GOAL y O(DONEx a))) A -(GOAL x []-(DONE x a))
[P-R-GOAL x (DONE x a) (GOAL y0 (DONE x a))]
x is defined as a helpful agent with respect to Y. x will gemeintepersistentgoals to do anything y wants
him to have done, as long as x having done the act in question is not desired by x to be forever false or
impossible. Commitment to the persistent goat is relative to the existenceof y's goal.

The following exampleis an attemptto showthat CohenandLevesque'shelpful agentsalsohave
persistentattitudes,which preventthepossibilityof negotiatedagreements:Suppose
that anagentx has
a goal to eventuallyhave donea: (GOAL x 0(DONE x a)), and also that this goal is inconsistent
with someothergoal,for examplefor x to eventuallyhavedoneb:
(GOAL

x O(DONE x a)) n (GOAL x -O(DONE x b)). However, x recognises y's goal for her

to eventually have done b: (BEL x (GOAL y O(DONE x b))).

According to Cohen and Levesque's

definition of HELPFUL, the only condition whereby she would BM take on y's goal to eventually have
done b as a committed goal, is if a goal for her to have done b is forever false, or impossible: (GOAL x
0-(DONE

x b)).

Is this the case here? Does her existing goal to have done a imply that a goal to

have done b is impossible? Are thesegoals therefore conflicting? A proposition is forever true iff it is
not eventually not true :apa

-0-p

(given in section 4.4.3.1) . Correspondingly, it must be forever

false iff it is not eventually true :Q -p " -Op. Therefore :
(GOAL x fl-(DONE

x b))

(GOAL x -0(DONE

x b)), which shows that agent x cannot be

helpful, and take on y's recognised goal for her to have done b, becauseher existing goal that she have
done a implies that her having done b is forever false. fit were not the casethat agent x having a goal
to have done b be forever false, then the definition of HELPFUL might have been satisfied in the
example above, and x could have adopted the goal to have done b. In fact, agentswould then helpfully
take on an goal that they believe other agentshave communicated to them, unlessthis is previously
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desired to be forever false. This seems an improbably strong notion of benevolence. But,
such goals
being believed forever false and in conjunction with the characterisation of communicating
agents as
HELPFUL, means that Cohen and Levesque's agents are
unable to change their goals via dialogue;
contradictions to existing goals are forever false. This then is equivalent to Perrault's persistence theory
where beliefs and goals cannot be revised in dialogue. A lack of disagreement between agents must
therefore be assumedby both Cohen and Levesque and Perrault, in order for any cooperative interaction.
The only condition according to which Cohen and Levesque's helpful agents
might not take on

anther's communicatedgoal, even if they have no existing contradictoryone, is if they believe the
speakerto be insincere. This sincerity issue is also an important one in the context of strategic
interaction. Accordingto CohenandLevesque(1987b),anagentis sincerewith respectto anotheragent
and somepropositionp if wheneverx has chosento do somehing bringing it aboutthat y believesp, x
haschosento bring it aboutthat y knowsp:

C&L Def 13: (SINCERE xy p) . def

`de (GOAL x (HAPPENS x e;(BEL y p)?))
m (GOAL x (HAPPENSx e; (KNOWy p)?))

"x would be insinceretoy aboutp if x wants y to believe somethingthat x wantsto be false."
(Cohen& LL-viesque,
1987b).

In contrast to this definition of Cohen and Levesque's, this thesis' framework considers truthfulness
only in relation to the agent's belief, rather than the world. It is considered too strong a condition to
require sincerity to relate to truth in the real world. In other words, as long as an agent believes a
proposition to be true, then an utterance performed by that agent which is an expression of this belief is
truthful. This work also does not consider truthfulness to be a property of agents. At best agents can
have a disposition or predilection towards truthfulness, but it is again too strong to say that an agent is
truthful per se. Therefore veracious, mendacious, concealing and revealing are defined in section 6.4 as
properties of acts.

They are types of action expressions; types of utterances.

In this way,

(VERACIOUS e (BEL x p)) for example says that the utterance e is veracious with respect to x's
belief p, and at the same time, (MENDACIOUS

f (BEL x p)) can also be true. This says that
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utterance f is mendacious with respect to x's belief p.

Cohenand Levesque's(1987b)definition of a requestencompasses
their ideasconcerninggoal
adoptionbetweencooperativeagents.It is a complexactionexpression
performedby thespeakerto bring

abouta crriainstaue
of affairs

q- def -[BEFORE [-(COMPETENTy (DONEy a)) v (BELy []-(DONE y a)) v
(BEL y -(GOAL x O(DONEy a))]
-(GOAL y (LATER (DONE y a)))]
The heareronly dropstheadopted
it is achieved.
goalbecause

C&L: Def14: {CAxepgr}.

def

(P-R-GOALx (DONE x (GOALx (HAPPENSx e; (p A q)?)]? ; e;p?) r);e
CA is a complex action expo

such that e is a committed attempt by x to achieve p. e is done

when x has a persistent goal to do e to achieve the intended effects p. q is another effect of e which is
not immediately intended but is also a goal of x's. From the definition of P-R-GOAL, if x does not
achieve p he will try again, but if he does not achieve q, he will not necessarily try again. r is the
argument to which the P-R-GOAL is relative, the other mental statesconditionally to which the agent
adopts the goal.

C&L Def 13:
{REQUEST xye

a} - def {CA xe [(BMB yx (GOAL x O(DONEy Cl))) n
(P-R-GOAL y (DONE y a) (GOAL x O(DONE y a)))]
[(HELPFUL y x) AqA

O(DONE y a)] r}

A request is now defined as a committed attempt by the speakerx, to bring about the state of affairs
where it is mutually believed betweenthe speakerand hearerthat the speakerwants the hearerto perform
the requestedaction. He also intends the hearerto adopt a persistentgoal to perform the action as long
as it doesn't conflict with one of his own, relative to the fact that the speaker wants him to. The
speaker'schosen effects for all this are that he wants the hearer to be helpful and therefore take on the
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P-R-GOAL and not drop it for any other reason than that it is achieved. The hearer
should therefore
eventually do the act

Cohen and Levesque (1987b) point out that the speakerneed only believe and intend the act to
make
the conditions true; he does not need to actually make them true. Also, since there is no indication how
the hearer arrives at the mutual belief that the speakerwants the hearer to do someaction, this definition
is equally appropriate for indirect as well as direct speechacts.

The definition of requestgiven aboverefers to theevente. It allows for performingany sequence
of
actions that producethe required effect, for example,the uttering of an imperative. This is doneby
uttering a sentencewhich must fulfill certainpreconditions,thesebeing that x be theagentof e, y be
attendingto x, e be theeventof x utteringsentences to y, the sentences comprisean imperative,and it
is not the casethat at any level of alternatingbeliefbetweenx and y that thespeakeris not sincereabout
havinga goal for y to do something.
In the definition of a requestgivenabove,and alsoin thoseofferedby Penult (1987)mutualbeliefs
arean intendedeffect of thespeaker.This is anotherdifferencebetweenCohenand Levesque's
(1987b)
and Perault's (1987)analyses,and that of my framework. FromC&L Defs 7 and 8:

( BMB HS (GOAL S Op))

(BEL H (GOAL S Op))A (BEL H (BEL S (GOAL S Op))

n (BEL H (BEL S (BEL H (GOAL S Op)))...........
andso on.

In other words, if it is mutually believed between H and S that S has a goal that eventually p, then H
believes S to have this goal, and believes that S believes she has this goal too. In this thesis' strategic
framework, cooperative and autonomous agents understandtheir communicative action as conforming to
a strategic rationality. Cohen and Levesque'smutual beliefs are replaced with a belief about the speaker's
interests and expectations, or good strategy, on the part of the hearer. This means that in addition to
believing the speakerhas a communicative goal, the hearer believes the speakerbelieved this goal would
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be successful, and the desired belief or goal therefore adopted by the hearer. This was expectedby the
speaker to then lead to subsequent action on the part of the hearer, in her favour.

A goal recognised

whilst believing that the speakerwould have consideredthat the hearerwould not adopt it, might express
A joke, or irony, for example. Elaboration of theseideas,and a more detailed contrast with Cohen and
Levesque'sapproachis found in the laser part of the next section.

6.3.1.2

The strategic approach

Acquiring a mental state as a result of another'sdialogue action is treated here as a consequenceof
commitment to a goal by the heap, in the sameway as the performing of some act is a consequenceof
a commitment to a goal.

Agents have to generate P-R-GOALS in order to eventually adopt a belief.

For example, (P-R-GOAL x (BEL x q) p) will lead to O(BEL x q) if this is not already achieved,
impossible to achieve and as long as the conditions p, are true. Previous work in agent theory neither
contradicts such an approach nor supports it. The psychological validity has not been considered,given
that the aims of this nach

are to develop a model for future machine applications.

Beliefandgoalacquisitionduringdialoguerequiresthehearerto generate
a goalto adoptthespeaker's
in chapter
goalthatthementalstatein questionbeaequiired.Incorporatingsomeof thenotionsdiscussed
2, the suggestedconditions for adopting anther's goal that a mental state be acquired by oneself, as a

resultof receivingor apprehending
a dialogueaction,areasfollows:

firstly,

recognition

of another

agent's goal to induce a particular

will result in the agent's adoption

mental state. This

of that goal if it has not already been adopted and

secondly:
if the goal concerns the adoption
there

of a belief:

is evidence that the speaker

adopt as a belief, and therefore

knows the proposition

it must be true.

aR
if the goal concerns the adoption

of a belief or a goal:

he wants

the hearer to
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adopting it is preferred to not adopting it.

An example of a belief being adopted following recognition of anther's communicative goal to do
so, and on the basis of evidence in the worid would be: A has a goal for B to believe it is raining
outside, and B recognises A's goal as well as noticing he has entered the room with a wet umbrella. B
believes that A knows it is raining.

However, if B believes A knows it is raining. she does not need to

also be told this. She will inevitably adopt the belief state,regardless of the speechaction:

Theorem 1

(BEL x (KNOW y p))

O(BELx p)

This says that if agentx believesanotheragenty to know p, there being evidcwceof its truth m the
word. then x eventually týtliýva p.

Proof:

1. (BEL x (KNOW y p))
x believesy knowsp.

C&L: Def 5

2. (BEL x ((BEL y p) A p))

According to the definition of KNOW, if x believes y knows p then x believes that y believes p, and p is

tue.

3. (BEL x (BEL y p)) A (BEL x p)

4. (BEL x p)

C&L Proposition5

1987a).
Believingp extendsinto thefurorefrom "now" (Cohen& Levesque,

5. O(BELxp)
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What we want is a statementaboutthe aquisitionof a belief state as a result of a dialogue
action and in the absenceof evidence of the proposition's validity in the real world. In such casesthe
receiving agent is faced with a set of circumstances for which she has a preference. Assumption 3
(pp139-140) states that following recognition of the communicative goal, she believes she will
eventually have adopted the belief or goal, or she will not.

From Assumption I (pp 110), she can

generatea goal for one of theseoptions to be the case. This is describedin theorem 2:

Theorem 2:

(BEL x (GOAL y Oq))A (PREFERxq -q))

(GOALx Oq)

This saysthat if agentx recognises
y's goalq, andx prefersq thannot q. thenx adoptsthegoalq.

Proof

1. (BEL x (GOAL y Oq))

Given

x recognises
y'scommunicativegoalq.

2. (BEL x (Oq v0

^q))

Assumption3

(PREFERxq -q)
a believes either eventually q or eventually not q will be the case,and also prefers q to not q. Preferring
is defined in Def 1(pp110) as the agent having a belief that if she could eventually believe one term of a
disjunction between two options then there is one which she would have a goal to eventually believe
rather than the other. In this casethis is q rather than not q.

3. (GOALx Oq)

Assumption 1.

From Assumption1,if theagenthasa preferencebetweentwo options,and is facedwith these,a goal
for thepreferredoptionres lts.

An example :y may say "Please open the door" with the goal that x generatea goal to open the
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door, presumably recognising y's plan to pass through it. x will adopt that goal as long as she has a
belief that if faced with the alternatives of opening the door for y in thesecircumstances, or not opening
the door for y, she will generate a goal to open the door for y.

Thus, she is not merely being

benevolent, but adopts the goal on the basis of being faced with a choice for which she personally has a
preference:

(BEL x (GOAL y O(DONEx a))) A (PREFER x (DONE x a) -(DONE x a))
m (GOAL x 0(DONE x a))
a representsopening the door. Agent x recognisesy's goal for x to have donea. and x prefersthe act
havingbeendoneto not having beendone. x adoptsthe goalto havedonea.

It is most likely, that x has other goals to which she is committed at the time. Perhaps she is going
to get something, she is waUdng . and so on. If the consequences of adopting y's goal are that she
cannot continue getting what she was on her way to get for instance. then there is an existing
contradictory goal. By preferring to open the door for y than not, she is preferring this to that original
goal. If she then opens the door, she must have dropped the original goal. This is only possible if she
really does have two alternatives from which to choose :
(BEL x (O(DONE x a) v -0-(DONE

x a))) from assumption 3. There must therefore be an

understanding that existing goals or beliefs can be altered; their contradiction cannot be believed to be
forever false. If x currently believes p or has a goal to have done a. then there are conditions under which
x can drop that belief or goal. These are described in the following:

Assumption

4:

(BEL x (BEL x -p)) A (BEL x (GOAL y O(BELx p)))
(BEFORE

( PREFER x (BEL x p) (BEL x -p ))

(BEL x O(BELx p)))

If x believes she believes not p and recognises another's goal that eventually she believe p, then this will

only be thecaseif sheprefersto believep to notp.
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Q

(BEL x-0(DONE x a)) A (BEL x (GOALy O(DONE x a))) D
(BEFORE (PREFER x O(DONEx a) -0(DONE x a))

(BEL x O(DONEx a)))

x believes she will not evenwally have done a, but recognises anther's goal that she does. The only
condition for her changing her belief is if she now prefers a to not a. the preferencebeing ascertainedin
the existing cirommouxz&

In both thesecases.havingthe beliefalsoimplieshavingthegoalfl m C&L: proposition3:
(GOAL x O(BEL x p)) and (GOAL x 0(DONE x a))

Another example. Othello initially believes Desdemonato be a faithful wife. He also believesIago
to be a loyal and trugworthy friend. In conversation with lago, Othello recognises Iago's goal of
inducing a belief in him that Deademonahas not beenfaithful. Ingo reasonsthat Othello will adopt this
belief and reject the existing contradictory one, partly because his beliefs about Lago'shonesty and
friendship are stronger( more central than his beliefs about Desdemona'slove; he prefers to believe Iago
is honest than Desdemona is faithful, Once having recognised Lago'scommunicative goal, he can no
longer believe Ingo to be honestand Desdemonafaithful. His preferenceis therefore to adopt the belief
that Desdemonahas been unfaithful, but this is only in the light of lago's action. Iago also ensuresthe
adoption of this belief by Othello at a later stage, with the introduction of evidence of its truth in the
world in the form of a handkerchief.
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In the example above, Othello is faced with choices between lago's honesty and Desdemona'sfidelity
only in the light of Iago's communication. In dialogue, new information is being presentedwhich alters
the context for determination of preference from those previously determined. A goal to go swimming
for example, may have been made originally becauseof a preference to be swimming than not, and all
that "not" implied in terms of other goals satisfied. However, in the light of new information about a
possible alternative, not swimming has different implications or consequences. The preference being
ascertainedis a different one.

The conditionsdescribedso far in this sectionfor adoptinganther's goal that a particular mental
state be acquired following the recognition of this as a communicative goal, do not question the validity
of the recognised goal. A goal of the speaker's to induce a belief in the listener having beenrecognised,
it is considered in relation to the conditions of either evidence of truth of that belief in the world, or
having a preference. In the latter case, the listener then either choosesto adopt or not to adopt the belief.
If the belief is to be adopted, the listener generates a goal to this effect, and has therefore adopted the
speaker'sgoal as her own. It may be the case, however, that the hearer recognises a goal for the speaker
to believe p when this was not the desired effect at all; it was some other proposition q that the speaker
had a goal for the hearer to believe. Perhapsa speakerhas a goal for the beam to recognisehis goal for
her to believe p, yet he does not really expect her to adopt it, as for example in a joke.

In

strategic

interaction

the communicative

actions of autonomous agents are

understood as conforming to a strategic rationality.

The notion of dialogue as strategic interaction and dialogue actions therefore conforming to a
strategic nationality, was introduced in section 3.2.5, and section 3.2.5.2 in particular. Autonomous,
rational agents were described as understandingthemselvesand others to perform dialogue actions on the
basis of firstly, the mental state they want to induce in the hearer, secondly, whether they believe this
mental state will be achieved, and thirdly, their subjective expectations of subsequentdialogue action on
the part of the heam being also in their interests. These ideas are formally expressedin the definition of
the predicate Gd-STRAT, defined below. The hearer's beliefs concerning the speaker'sconsiderationsof
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good strategy are important to the hearer'sdecision whether to adopt anther's intended mental state in
dialogue. It assists the interpretation
of the utterance, and the detection of non-serious, or ironical
utterances. An example wasgiven at the end of section 3.2.4, wherebya hearerrecognising the speaker's
goal that she jump in a lake, doesn'tbelieve that the speakerbelieved shewould actually jump in a lake.
Since the action the speaker performed
must have conformed to a strategic rationality, there must have
been some other goal she
was expected to adopt. This then, is another important condition for
acquisition of a desired mental state recognisedas another'sgoal in dialogue. Acquiring a mental state is
a result of commitment to the goal to do so, and this commitment is relative to the hearerbelieving that
the speak performed her communicative action consideringit to be a good strategyfor her.

Auumption

6:

(BEL x (GOAL y Oq))A (PREFERxq -q)
D (P-R-GOALxq (BEL x (Gd-STRATyx Oq)))
(BEL x p) or (DONEx a). Assumption
q represents
6 saysthat
a mentalstareof x's; for example
if agent x noises

y's goal as q and prefers q to not q. than x will generatea persistentgoal to achieve

q, zelativeto believingy considaedqa goodsaategyfor y.

A persistentrelativisedgoalcanonly bedroppedfor oneof threereasons.Theseare:becauseit is
achieved, believed impossible to achieve, or the reason to which it is relative is not true. A persistent
goal dropped for no reasonother than that it is achieved,is eventually achieved(fmm C&L Theorem2 as
described in section 4.4.3.2).

Assumption 6 therefore describes the conditions whereby a

mental state can be acquired
truth in the world.

during

dialogue in the absence of any evidence of its

It should be noted that the hearer'scommitment to the goal to acquire a mental

state during dialogue is relative to a bel

that the speakerconsidered it a good strategy for him. This

meansthat misunderstandingscan still occur, becauseq may not have been what y had a goal for x to
adopt at all, even though x eventually adopts it believing it to be what y consideredhis good strategy.
Good strategyis defined as follows:
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Def. 13: (Gd-STRATxy p) - def (INTERESTS x p)
n VqVsVe (p?;e;q?} (INTERESTS x (CA yeqs

r))1

Good strategy far x with y in relation to p is defined as x believing that p is in her interests, and for all
states q and s resulting from events e, that would follow the successful attainment of p, it is also in x's
interests that y makes a committed attempt by event e to achieve q. This lauer half of the conjunction
simply means that the expected subsequent action which x considers y may intend to perform, should
also be in x's interests.

Gd-STRAT is recursivewith no stoppingcondition. This is becausein the abovedefinition, in
VqVsVe

(p?; e; q? ) (INTERESTS x (CA yeqs

r)), r is (Gd-STRAT yx

q). In other

of their assessments
actionof the otheragenty, involvesassessments
words,determiningthesubsequent
of whetherx believesy will considerq to be a good strategy. It is an infinite regression. What is
taking placelooks like this

INTERESTS(a)

AND

EXPECTATIONS(ß)

u
INTERESTS(ß)

AND

EXPECTATIONS (a)

4
INTERESTS (a)

AND

EXPECTATIONS(ß)
II

u
...........................etc.

1CA is defined
as C&L Def 14 in section 6.3.1.1. on pp 144
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In Otha words,a committedattemptby a to achievesbmeeffect,is relativetaw.

(i) the effect being in a's in Brest Reasoningabout this involves looking at a's own goals and beliefs
concerning whether the other agent involved ß, will achieve this effect, and
(ii)

which ß will want to induce as a result of a 's action being successful,
being also in a's interests Now, in order to assessthis, the same basis must be used becauseß
will be generating his action according to his own interests and expectations of a adopting the
desired state and subsequentaction, and so on..........

The suggestion for managing this infinite regression is to place an artificial limit on the number of
recursions that can take place

.

The asssumptionis that reasoning about appropriate dialogue action

includes : "well, if I say a, then
she might say b, and I want her to say b", but that practical reasoning
about action does not many require " well, if I say a, then she might say b, believing that I would then
say c, .... etc. " It is believed that the computational effort in such calculations would outweigh the
possible benefits. Inserting stopping conditions into situations where recursions should theoretically
continue into infinity has beentue practical solution adoptedby other researchers,somein different fields
of study. This has previously beendiscussedin section 32.1 with respect to definitions of mutual belief
and mutual knowledge. Also Howard's work on metagames(Howard, 1971) discussedin section 3.2.5
limits levels of metagamesto two, when determining the most rational move in a two-person game.
The role of good strategy in assumption 6 can be illustrated with an example. x recognisesy has a
goal for her to have done some acta: (BEL x (GOAL y )(DONE

x a))). x takes on the goal to have

done a with commitment as long as she prefers to have done a than not a, and also believes that y does
have a goal for her to do a which he also expected she would adopt. She also believes that y believed
that any subsequentaction of hers would be favourable to him. If x does IlQL believe y would have
considered x to have adopted )(DONE
)(DONE

x a) as her own goal for example, then she does not believe

x a) was a good strategy for y.

Perhaps a representssomething like walking off a cliff or

jumping in a lake, as in the example referred to earlier. Then )(DONE x a) must not have in fact been
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the goal for recognition. But, dialogue actions are understood as having been generated according to a
strategic rationality.

There must be some other goal she was expected to recognise
and adopt Once

established, this will be adopted by her as a committed goal, only to be dropped once achieved or
impossible to achieve, just as long as it is also pcefenrd to its contradiction.
In this example, the issue seems to be whether the hearer believes the speaker is "sincere",
using
Cohen and Levesque's (1987b) terminology. Adopting the recognised goal is seenby them dependent
as
upon more simply whether the hearer believes the speaker also believes she has this as a goal, and that
she does have this as a goal. To illustrate the point with another example: if A requests B to make a cup
of tea, B recognises A's goal for B to believe A wants B to make than the tea, but B will only interpret
it as a request and eventually make the tea. if she believes A really does have a goal for tea. Cohen
and
and Levesque use "Go jump in the lake" as their example (Cohen and Levesque, 1985,1987b). They
suggest that the request is recognised, but if the hearer believes the speaker does not really want the
hearer to freeze by jumping in a lake or there is no lake in the immediate vicinity, then the request
interpretation is blocked.
The strategic approach however, reasons about dialogue action on the basis of the recognised
communicative goal, the hearer's assessmentsof the speaker's expectations concerning whether the
intended effects on the hearer's mental states will be successfully effected, and the hearer's subsequent
action if it is.

Are there any other gains for this extra complexity?

The following scenario and

examples will be used to demonstrate:

The context is one of a colleague or relative having popped in for a brief visit. After announcing that
she must leave, the hostess says : "Oh! Do you have to leave so soon?" According to Cohen and
Levesque's approach, the visitor v, will recognise the hostessesh, goal for her to believe she wishes her
to stay a bit longer. Assuming sincerity, v believes h has intended a mutual belief that there is a goal
for her to stay. Being helpful and having no contradictory goal, v will stay. However, such a request
could be made merely out of politeness and with no real desire for the visitor to stay any longer than
necessary. This example is in no way as clear cut as there being no lake around in the "Go jump in the
lake example". With Cohen and Levesque's framework, v would need to recognise h's insincerity to
recognise it as a non-serious request. But on what basis can she infer h's goal as one other than what
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was stated? In order to sad*

the goal of politeness, the hostesscannot make it too obvious that she

wants to be left in peace.
With a strategic approach there is a basis upon which reasoning about h's goal can occur. v knows
that the action was generatedrelative to her interestsand expectations of subsequentaction. Therefore,
firstly h must have a goal for v to believe she has a goal for her to stay. Did she also however, believe
that v would adopt the goal to stay, as her own? If v believes that h expected her not to take on the
gos1.Perhapson the basis of past experience of such situations where v has never stayed, or v knowing
that h knows that v has another engagement,then v can reason that this is not really a requestto stay. h
must have also consideredthat v's subsequentaction should hopefully be in h's interests. However, was
it v's staying which was really the goal or was it v believing h is polite and hospitable? Of course, v
might still misunderstandin a situation bite this one. However, at least there is some basis upon which
an assessmentcan be attempted. Cohen and Levesque's framework would only allow the hearer to
acknowledge "non-serious requests" (Cohen and Levesque, 1987b) in situations where there was little
ambiguity.
Reasoning about irony can similarly be potentially successfully achieved. Perrault offers "This was
a wonderful meal" as an example of an utteranceintended to ironically convey the belief that the speaker
did not consider the meal to be wonderful (Perrault 1987). His analysis of irony is as follows: the
speakerassertsp but it is mutually believed that before the utterancewas made,neither of them believed
p. Given that H assumesthat S cannot adopt a new belief contradictory to an existing and therefore
persisting one becauseof Perrault's persistence theory of belief (as described in chapter1), S must be
being ironical. This analysis does
not explain why he couldn't have been lying, or even have changed
his mind (Morgan 1987).

On the other hand, with the assumption that S performed the utterance

believing it to be a good strategy for him, it is the belief that the hearer was not expected to adopt a
belief that the speakerbelieved the
meal to be good, that blocks the interpretation as a straightforward
and sincere assertion. This belief would presumably be acquired also as a result of the communication,
via appropriate facial expressionsor intonation perhaps(Morgan 1987).
A lie can be successfully carried out by the hearerrecognising the speaker'scommunicative goal and
believing the speakerto have believed he

would adopt the intendedmental state,and subsequentlyact

in

intended
his favour. An unsuccessful lie
occurs when the hearer choosesnot to adopt the speaker's
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mental state on the basis of the conditions discussed earlier, of evidence or preference.

As a final commentin this sectionconcerningthe strategicbasis to belief and goalacquisitionin
dialogue, it is interesting to note that assumption 6 is very similar to Def 10 in section 5.4. This is the
definition of COOP-1 as the type of cooperation whereby one agent has a goal and the other adopts it on
the basis of her own preferences, and also because the other has it as a goal. Adopting anther's
communicated goal in dialogue to acquire a mental state has the sameconditions; firstly preference, and
secondly the other having this as a goal is a component of believing the other to have considered it as a
good strategy. It seems intuitively correct that between autonomous agents, the acquisition of a mental
state in dialogue as a result of another agent'sgoal that one do so, be a cooperative act.

6.4 Control over information revealed in dialogue

Autonomous agents have control over the information they acquire in dialogue. They have control
over the information they receive; they have control over their own mental states. This control over
one's own mental states extends also to information revealed in dialogue, assuming dialogue as
intentional communication.

Unintentional communication on the other hand, conveys information

regarding one's mental statesbut with no control For example:

"A can convey that he is afraid, nervous or upset by shaking hands with a sweaty and trembling
hand" (Allwood 1976).

Dialogue as intentional communication is a conscious manipulation of others' mental states. According
to trice (trice 1957,1969), in order for the hearer to correctly interpret the meaning of an utterance,she
must recognise the desire to perform these manipulations. The utterance must convey to the hearer that
the speaker has an intention (goal) to induce a particular mental state in the hearer. For example, if x
has a goal that y believe that p, then x may perform some utterance. Whether it is a straightforward
assertion that p, or a question comprising some indirect speechact, it will have properties which enable
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Y to recognisethegoal. Perhapsthegoal is arrivedat asa componentof a recognisedplan. A belief
such as: (BEL Y (GOAL x O(BEL y p))) results. The speakeralso has anothergoal that the
hearershouldrecogniseher goal: (GOAL x O(BEL y (GOAL x 0(BEL y p)))). Conveyingsuch
informationreliesnot only on certainfeaturesof theutteranceitself, butalsoon thehearer'sbeliefsand
thecontextin which theinteractiontakesplace.
Agents can sometimesunintentionally convey information at the same time as doing so
in

Y" Saying 'How nice to seeyou' with a tired and hollow smile on one's face, for example.

The speakeis goal may be to effect a belief in the other agent that she is pleased to see her, and the
hearerwill wise

this goal and form the correspondingbelief :

(BEL x (GOAL Y (BEL x y-pleased-to-see-x))).In otherwords,shebelievesthat y wantsher to
believethis. However,in this casethetired andhollowsmileconveyedunintentionally,leadsto another
belief: (BEL x (BEL y

..

y-pleased-to-see-x)). What is important to note in this example, is that

whether x forms the secondbelief or not. she has understood the communication; she has formed the
appropriate belief regarding y's intentional state.which is the first belief Tbe additional information as
to the speakersMl

relation to the propositional content of the desired mental state, was an extra,

available here by unintentional communication, but was unnecessaryto perceiving y's communicative
intentions (goal) and therefore in the correct interpretation of the communication.

This view is

confirmed by Bach (1987)and Bach & Harnish(1979).

".

-to

make an utterance with a communicative intention is to express an attitude. He may or

may not actually possessit, but that question is irrelevant to the purely communicative aspect of
his utterance." (Bach 1987).

6.4.1 Expression -a

relation between an utterance and a mental state

In intentional communication, an utterance expressesthe fact that the speaker has a goal that a
particular belief or goal be induced in the hearer.The only staterequiredto be recognisedfor effective
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communication is that speaker's goal regarding the receiver's mental states. The belief or goal to be
induced in the hearer has various relations to the speakersown beliefs and goals, and what theserelations
are may be inferred for future action, but are not actually necessary for the communicative process. The
speaker has control over her mental states. The speaker may herself hold the belief or goal she wants to
induce in the hearer, in which case the speaker believes p for example, and has a goal for the hearer to
believe p. If the opposite were the case, the speaker whilst believing p, would have a goal for the hearer
to believe not p. In either of these cases, the utterance can also be concealing. This means that the
speaker has a belief with respect to p but has a goal for the hearer to not have a belief about the speaker's
belief with respect to p. Alternatively, it could be revealing, and the speaker therefore have a goal for the
hearer to have a belief about the speaker'sbelief with respect to p.
This relation between an utterance and the speakers beliefs is that the utterance is an expression of
those beliefs.

The nature of the relation is of different types, these being veracious expression,

mendacious expression, revealing expression or concealing expression of the agents beliefs. For
example, (VERACIOUS e (BEL x p)) says that the utterance e is veracious with respect to x's belief
that p. (MENDACIOUS
belief that p.

f (BEI, x p)) says that the utterance f is mendacious with respect to x's

The different expressions or types of relation between an utterance and the speakers

beliefs, are defined in the following section.

6.4.1.1

Definitions

of veracity,

mendacity,

revealing

and concealing

Veracity, mendacity concealing and revealing are defined as action expressionswhereby the utterance
,
or event is done following a belief that a mental state will thereby be recognised by the hearer. What
distinguishes theseexpressions is the relation between the speaker's true mental state and that which she
believes will result in the hearer after the event is done.

Def.14: (VERACIOUS e (BEL x p)) -def

[(BEL x (HAPPENSx e; Yy(BEL y(GOAL x 0(BEL y p)))?)) A (BEL x p)] ?; e
A veracious event with respect to x's belief p. is one which is done when believing that for all agentsy.
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doing e will achieve y recognising
x's goal that y believe p, and x believes p.

Likewise,(VERACIOUSe (GOALx O(DONEy a)))

-def

[(BEL x (HAPPENSx e; Vy(BEL y (GOAL x O(DONEy a)))?))
(GOALx O(DONEy a))] ?; e
A veracious event with respect to es
goal that y have eventually done a is one which is done when

believing

for all agentsy, doinge will achievey recognisingx'sgoalthat y haveeventuallydonea,

and x doeshave the goal that y have eventually done a

MC I& (MENDACIOUSe (BEL x p)) -def
[(BEL x (HAPPENSx e; Vy(BEL y(GOAL x 0(BEL y -p)))? )) A (BEL x p)J ?; e
A mendaciouseventwith respectto x's beliefp. is one which is donewhenbelievingthat for all agents
Y. doing e will achieve y recognising x's goal that y believe not p, and x believes p.

Def. 16: (CONCEALING e (BEL x p)) -def
[(BEL x (HAPPENS x e; Vy -4(BEL y (BEL x p))?)) A (BEL x p)] ?; e
A concealing event with respect to x's belief p, is one which is done when believing that for all agents
Y. doing e will remit in y not forming a belief with respect to the speaker'sbelief p. This may operate
in conjunction with a veracious or mendaciousact related to the sameor a different belief. Alternatively,
e may be silence.

"Lying is done with words, and also with silence" (Rich, 1975).

Def. 17: (REVEALINGe (BEL x p)) -def
[(BEL x (HAPPENSx e; Vy(BEL y (GOAL x O(BELy (BEL x p))))?)) I ?; e
A revealingeventwith respectto x's beliefp, is onewhich is donewhenbelievingthat for all agentsy,
doing 0 will resultin y recognisingthespeaker's
beliefp.
goalthat y form a beliefaboutthespeaker's
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A mendaciousutterancemayalso be a concealingutterance,in which caseit is a lie aimed being
at
kept undiscovered. A mendacious utterance which is revealing, expressesirony. Veracious
utterances
can also be either concealing or revealing. An utterance aimed at inducing a belief p. in another,
may or
may not also convey the information that the speaker wants the hearer to form a belief that the speaker
also believes p.

6.4.2 Practical

Implications

x's own beliefs aboutp have beenstatedas irrelevant to y's understandingof an utterancewhich
results in: (BEI, y (GOAL x 0(BEL y p))), for example. However, actually determining by inference a
belief about the speaker'sbeliefs with respect to p, may be important. Such inferences may affect the
hearers choice to adopt the speaker'sdesired mental state. They may be necessaryfor reasoning about
subsequent generation of appropriate dialogue action. Explicit representation of the various possible
expressions of utterancesare thereforepractically impotent.

Assumption

7:

(BEL x (GOAL y 0(BEL x p)))

(BEL x ((BEL y p) v (BEL y -p)))

This says that on recognition of anther's goal that the hearer eventually believe p, the hearer believes

that the speakerhassomebeliefaboutp, eitherp or not p.

Inference by the hearer as to which of theseis believed to be the caserequires also other relevant beliefs,
such as those derived from previous experienceof the speaker,and the posture of the agentswith respect
to the proposition p. In addition, a default assumption is necessary, that truthfulness is assumedin the
absence of any inferred or existing beliefs which may suggest the contrary. The issue of assumed
tendencies towards truth-telling in the light of potential further interactions, was discussedin sections
3.2.4. and 5.7.2. It relates to assumed mutual beliefs between interacting agents, regarding various
detrimental effects of deception on future interactions. The principle was stated in chapter 3 as follows:
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agents believe themselves and others to be able to choose to perform dialogue actions which are

mendacious
and/orconcealingexpressions
of a mentalstate,butagentsareassumedto userevealingand
veracious expressionsunless the receiving agent has any beliefs which might suggest the contrary.

Assumption

8:

(BEL x (GOAL y O(BEL x p))) A -(3q ((BEL x q)

-(BEL x (BEL y p))) )

(BEL x (BEL y p))
This says that if x recognises y's goal that she believe p and x has no other belief which would imply

that x shouldnot believethat y alsobelievesp, thenx believesy believesp.

6.5. Communicative acts

A communicative act is chaiactaised in the following sub-section,to demonstratethe integration of
the principles of autonomy and strategic interaction detailed in the previous sections 6.3. and 6.4. The
act chosen is a request, as a means of directly contrasting in sub-section 6.5.2, with Cohen and
I. evesque'scharacterisationof a request.

6.5.1 The strategic

approach

The strategic generation of a communicative action such as a request,does not require assumptions
that the hearer will helpfully adopt the speaker'sgoal just becausehe has it. As stated in Assumption 6
which was described in section 6.3, adoption of the goal is conditional upon the hearer'srecognition of
the speaker's goal, the hearer's own beliefs and preferences, and assessments of the speaker's
considerations whether he would adopt the goal and subsequentlyact in the speaker'sfavour.
meansthe heareris not expectedto be benevolent, nor believe the speakerto be necessarilysincere.

This
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Def i8: {REQUESTxye a} s def
{CA xe [(BEL y (GOAL x O(DONEy a))) n
(P-R-GOALy (DONE y a) sJ
[tAVA

O(DONEy a)] (Gd-STRAT xy O(DONEy a)) }

The request is made as a committed attempt (C &L Def 14, p144) to achieve the state of affairs whereby
the hearer y, recognises the speaks

goal for her to do some act and she adopts this goal as a persistent

one. The persistent goal is relative to believing that the speaker x, considered it a good strategy for
him. The chosen effects are that t will be true and v and therefore y will eventually have dune a. The
persistent goal for all this is relative onx's consideration of O(DONE y a) as a good strategy.

t= def (BEL y (GOAL x *(DONE y a))) n
(PREFERy (DONEy a)-'(DONEy a))
y recognisesx's goal for y to have donesomeact a. Also sheprefersto havedone a thannot donea
Theseare the conditions in Theorem2 which if ahne,then y adoptsx's goal: (GOAL y O(DONE y

a)).

s- def (BEL y (Gd-STRATxy

0(DONE y a)))

y believesthat thespeakerx, consideredit a goodstrategyfor him that y shouldeventuallyhavedonea.

v" def -[BEFORE [-(COMPETENT y (DONE y a)) v (BEL y Q-(DONE y a)) v -s ]
-(GOAL y (LATER (DONE y a)))]
y's goal to have done a is only dropped because it is achieved. It was not dropped becausey was not

competentto achieveit, y believedit to be impossible,or y did not believe that x consideredit a good
strategyfor x.

As with C&L's definition, there is no indication of how the hearer will form the belief:

(BEL y (GOAL x O(DONE x a))); whetherdirectly or indirectly.
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A request has been strategically defined above as a committed attempt to achieve a particular
state of
affairs which relatesto the mental state of the hearer. Other communicative acts can be defined similarly
as complex action expressions to achieve different effects on the mental state of the hearer.
ling

the ideas comprising section 6.4, which relate to agents'control over the mental states

they reveal, utterancescan be defined also as veracious or mendacious, and concealing or revealing
e

ons of the speakers true mental states. For example, from Def 18. and Def 14, a sincererequest

is definedas

De! 19:

{V REQUESTxyea}.

def

{CA x (VERACIOUSe (GOALx O(DONEy a)))
[(BELy (GOALx O(DONEy a))) A (P-R-GOALy (DONE y a) s) ]
[tAVA

0(DONE y a)] (Gd-STRATxy

O(DONEy a)) )

Herre,the requestis a complex action expressionto achieve the desired state of affairs, and comprisesan
event which is done when believing y will recogniseher goal fa y to do a and when x doesin fact, have

thegoat O(DONEy a).

Del 14:

(VERACIOUSe (GOALx p) def
[(BEL x (HAPPENS x e; Vy (BEL y (GOAL X p)))?)) A (GOAL x p))]?; e
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6.5.2 The strategic

approach

contrasted

with

Cohen and Levesque's

- an illustrative

summary

In section 63.1.1, the Cohen and Levesave definition of a request is described as
a committed
attempt on the part of the speaker S. to achieve the following :

(i) a mutual belief that S has a goal. For example, a goal that H eventually have done a,

(ii) H to adoptand be committedto this goal becauseS hasthat goaland H hasno existingcontradictory
one; H is helpful,
(iii) H to only dropthis goalbecauseit hasbeenachievedand therefore,
(iv) H to have eventually done a (Cohen & Levesque, 1987a).

In contrast, the serateaicdefinition of aueg

is described in Def. 18 as a committed attempt on the part

of the speakerS. to achievethe following:

(i) a belief in H that S hasa goal. For example,a goal that H eventuallyhavedonea,
(All that is required here is that H recognise S's communicative goal, not that it be a mutual belief.)

(ii) H to adoptthis goalin the light of S'sgoalbeing recognised.andhavingdonea beingpreferredby H
than not having done a

(Not benevoknt,but autonomous
goal adoption.)
(iii) H to be committed to this goal because he also believes that S requested it on the basis of 5
considering it a good strategy for him
(No assumedsincerity. Dialogue as strategic interaction assumed.)
(iv) H to only drop this goal becauseit has beenachieved and therefore,
(v) H to have eventually done a,

(vi) and all this is relativeto S believing H eventuallyhaving donea and any subsequent
actionof H's,
to be in S's interests; it is a good strategy for S.
(Dialogue as strategic interaction assumed.)
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6.6 Strategic

objectives

In section 6.5, an example communicative or dialogue act was defined appropriately to the notion of
dialogue as strategic interaction between
autonomous agents. According to the views expressed
throughout this thesis, such an act is the means of potentially manipulating anther's mental statesand
consequently achieving a desired posture. The discussionsso far have all started with the premise that
there is a particular goal state which relatesto the hearer'smental states,which the speakerhas a goal for
the hearer to recognise. It was suggestedearly on in chapter 1 that this goal might be a component of a
plan -a sub-goal to another goal of the interaction.

Apart from this, nothing has been said in this

thesis about determining goals; agentsjust have them. Nothing has beensaid about determining which
of alternative potential goals to become committed to achieving. or in what order if there are more than
one and they cannot be achieved concurrently. Resulting from the proposed theory of cooperative
dialogue as strategic interaction, there are however, two overall strategic objectives according to which
particular goals may be selected as those which the agent will adopt with commitment

These are

describedas a result of a brief review of the natureof strategicinteraction, as follows:
In strategic interaction, agentsassumethemselvesand each other to perform dialogue actions as the
result of having a persistent goal which is relative to a desired effect on the other's mental statesbeing a
good strategy for the speaker. Assessmentsof good strategyare therefore fundamental componentsof
strategic interaction, as expressed by the performance of dialogue actions. In the definition of good
strategy, both the effect under consideration and any subsequentresponseon the part of the hearerare
described in terms of these being in the speaker's interests. As fundamental components of good
strategy, interestsare therefore most central to reasoning about dialogueactions.
Interests were described in chapters 2 and 4 as being comprised of two parts; firstly the goal or
desired effect on the hearer'smental statesand secondly,a belief that such a goal will be achieved. This
means that dialogue action generation is reasonedrelative to thesetwo considerations. In addition it
means that another'ssubsequentaction is also reasonedabout in relation to both of these. Strategiesfor
dialogue action generation as a meansof potentially affecting another'sassessmentsof their own good
strategyand correspondingly their future action, can thereforebe determinedaccording to two alternative
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objectives. The first relates to the other's believed goal. The strategic objective may be to encourage or
discourage the other's believed goal. For example, x has a goal for y and x not to go to
see the film
"Angel Heart".

x believes y has a goal for y and x to go to see the film "Angel Heart".

Both have

persistent goals to change each other's goals; there is a conflict between x and y with respect to them
going to see this film.

A possible good strategy for x is to attempt to induce a belief in y that the film

contains horrific and disturbing sequences,based upon x's beliefs concerning y's preferences related to
films involving gory effects, for example. The consequence of this belief if successfully induced, is
predicted by x as being that y would no longer have a goal to change x's goal.

The secondstrategic objective relates to the likelihood of the goal state being achieved. For
example, inducing a mental state in the other agent such that she will not believe that her desired mental
state in oneself will be achieved. In the example above, such a good strategy might be for x to attempt
to induce beliefs in y that "Angel Heart" is only currently showing in a cinema out of town, and that x
has absolutely no desire to travel out of town.

Subsequent to the successful attainment of this goal

state, y may still have the goal for x to also have a goal for than to see this particular film, but he
believes that x will not actually take the goal on.
The alternative strategic objectives therefore concentrate on either encouraging or discouraging the
two components of interests relative to which an agent's commitment to future action is determined.
These are firstly, the other agent's believed goal, and secondly, the believed likelihood of successfulgoal
attainment. The basis for prediction in both is an understanding of the conditions under which mental
statesare adopted in dialogue. Thesewere describedearlier in this chapter as evidenceor preference,and
predictions about the speaker's assessmentsof this as a good strategy for them.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, agents have been defined as autonomous in dialogue, on two counts. Firstly, by

virtue of theconditionsunderwhich theybelievethemselvesand eachotherto adoptbeliefsandgoalsin
dialogue. The important inclusion to the benevolent approach according to which a lone belief regarding
the speaking agent's goal is sufficient, is the receiving agent's preference. Autonomous agentscan also
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change their existing belieb and goals as a result of dialogue action. Secondly, agents'dialogue actions
am not assumed to always be sincere and open expressions of their mental states. They convey the
mental stauethey wish to induce in the bearer, and that they have a goal for this to be recognised, but
this may or may not conform to their
own at hides with respect to the propositional content of the
conveyed information. Every dialogue action is a veracious or mendacious, concealing or revealing
expression of the speaker's mental states. In conclusion, agents have control over their own mental
statesin terms of both what is acquired and what is revealed, but control over the flow of information in
dialogue between multi-agents. is shared. Each participant has only partial control over the process.
Using dialogue as a meansof manipulating the mental statesof others andachieving desired posturesin
such a context. therefore requires the nature of dialogue to be strategic.
Dialogue is assumed as strategic interaction between autonomous agents. Strategically rational
dialogue action is performed
relative to the speaker'sbelief that the goal of inducing a particular mental
state in the hearer will be achieved,and that any subsequentdialogue action on the part of the hearerbe
in the speaker'sfavour. In other words, the goal stateand receiver'sexpected subsequentdialogue action
are in the speaker'sinterests. As well as enabling dialogue actions to be strategic tools with which the
speakermay achieve her goals. this provides a basis for the hearerto reason about the speaker'sgoal. It
assistsin interpretation, especially of non-seriousunwances such as lies and irony. It also provides two
alternative strategicobjectives according to which speakersmay commit themselvesto particular goals.
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CHAPTER 7:

Testing and evaluating the framework

7.1 Introduction

The details of the proposedstrategic basis for cooperative linguistic action between multi-agentshave
now beenelaborated in the preceding chapters. The properties of agentsand multi-agents, in particular
those related to cooperative interaction in the light of conflicts between autonomousagents, have been
stated and formally represented. The remaining task is to examine these as an inferential basis for
reasoning about speechactions. Do they in fact offer the benefits over previous frameworks claimed in
earlier chapters, and which have motivated this researchprogramme? Are they sufficient to enable
agents to potentially resolve conflict situations? Can cooperation then emerge between autonomous
agents, without imposed benevolence,or assumptionsabout sincerity?
The aims of this chapter are firstly to demonstrateand test this theoretical framework for modelling
dialogue. and secondly to evaluate it in terms of the statedresearchobjectives. Some indication of the
hisOxical developmentof ideas,different methodologiesand apposches is also given.

7.2 The methodology

There are two means of testing the framework in order to provide answers to the questions posed
above. One way would be to create multi-agents with the requisite properties in the form of computer
programs, and analyse their interactions over test conflict situations. The alternative is to take existing
dialogues with elements of conflict and/or deception and so on, and analysethem retrospectively; does
the theory explain the phenomena which exist here? Is it therefore predictive with respect to such
dialogue phenomena? Linguists regularly use this latter approach for the testing their theories, and for
which thereare many standardconversationalexchangesusedasexamples:

A- "Do you want somecoffee?
B: "Coffee would keep me awake". is one such standardexampleof the useof implicaau+e.
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A "That wa$a lovely meal",is anotherof irony, and

A. "The audience snored throughout the film", is another of metaphor.

This research has also adopted the latter strategy, and detailed analyses of two dialogues are given in
sections 7.4 and 7.5. The reasonsfor taking this approach as opposed to the programming option are as
follows:

As explained in chapter 4, the focus of this research is the development of a computational theory in
Mart's terms, or a specification.

This means that it is the nature of the problem of modelling

cooperative dialogue and its solution which in of prime interest, and not the determination of specific
mechanisms for implementing such a solution. An analysis of examples which illustrate the problem in
terms of the proposed theoretical solution is therefore an appropriate meansof testing and evaluating the
theory.

Success in attempting to physically recreate the phenomena of which the examples are

comprised on the other hand, would inevitably be dependent upon particular features of the mechanisms
employed. These are of course an important research issue, but for a later stage once the content of the
theory itself has been established. Writing programs then can helpfully assist in the detection of
syntactic bugs. This chapter's use of examples is a much more appropriate methodology to the initial
determination of theoretical content, as opposed to correct theoretical syntax.
In addition and as described in chapter 4, building upon and extending existing research, requires the
employment of a similar methodology. This is inclusive of the same meansof testing and evaluation in
order that useful comparison can be made with that previous research. This researchbuilds on the work
of Cohen and Levesque (1987b), who tested and evaluated their theory via examples of requests,direct
and indirect, serious and non-serious, such as: "Wash the floor", "Get the hammer", or "Go jump in the
lake". Their theory explains/ predicts these dialogue phenomena in terms of mental states,their relation
to action, and properties of cooperative agents, and without computational implementation. In fact, the
implementation of interpreters for any of the extended logics such as epistemic and temporal logics, are
still research issues in their own right (Reichgelt, forthcoming book). Moore (1980) and Appelt (1982,
1985) usedreified approacheswhereby the modal theory is translatedinto first order predicatecalculus and
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consequently there were suitable automated theorem provers in existence,and more recently there have
been some attempts at building theorem
provers for the direct implementation of modal logics (Jackson
& Reichgelt. 1987). However, the option of testing a theoretical framework suchas this one by writing
programs to act as agents in a negotiation scenario still awaits either more developments in the
implementation of epistemic logics, or an alternative approachaltogetherto the modelling of agents.

7.3 Example dialogues

and historical

approaches

Primarily the examples examinedduring the course of the researchprogramme were all instancesof
situations involving conflict between agents. Two whose analysesare describedin detail in this thesis
in sections 7.4 and 7.5, are as follows: The first is a negotiation betweenrepresentativesof a union of
electricians and their management,in which dialogue is used to resolvean existing conflict. The second
is an extract from "Othello" which was selectedin order to examine more closely the use of deception
and strategicreasoning.
The examples needed to be such that they would offer insights into the complexities of "real life"
multi-agent conflicts and interaction. Theseinclude agentshaving multiple goals, reasoningwith beliefs
as opposed to knowledge, having control over the flow of information between them in terms of being
autonomous in belief and goal adoption, as well as having choices where truthfulness and opennessare
concerned. The electrician's union/ management negotiation is such an example of a "real life"
interaction. It is a complete and real negotiation, as opposed to being an experimentally generated
context.
At one stageearly in the researchprogramme, protocols of an experimental negotiation were used
for analysis. The context was that of the game the "Battle of the Sexes",in which the two players both
want to spend the evening together, but one wants to go to the ballet and the other to boxing. In this
case,the two players were studentswhose disputedchosenvenuesfor the evening'sentertainmentwere a
rock concert and a classical concert. Interesting strategiesand attemptedmanipulations of each other's
mental stateswere evident, but the fact of it being an experimentalsituation causedsomeproblems. The
players were actors role-playing, and therefore without true commitment to the goals of the interaction,
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and yet with commitment to their own goals. such as hoping to please the experimenter, or being
amusing. This context was used initially with a very different theory of dialogue than that of Cohen
and
Levesque (1987b), and consequently also that which is described by this thesis. Incorporating ideas
from Reichman (1981,1985), and Birnbaum (1982), Flowers (1982), McGuire, Birnbaum &
Flowers
(1981), the experimental conversation was analysed according to structural elementsknown
procedures".

Examples of these were: present-challenge, aclmowledge-challenge,

as "argument

be-defensive,

present-inducement, ..and many more. Each of these was subcategorised according to the goals of
a
particular interaction, associatedwith which were rules of inference, which were influenced by the work
of R. Cohen (Cohen, 1980). Another taxonomic approach briefly attempted was the characterisation of
the actions as types of "strategic moves", distinguished by factors such as the source of the conflict, the
directness of the move, the type of deception employed, and so on. These investigations
and this
experimental context were abandonedas understandingswere gained of the constraints of taxonomiesand
structural approachesas argued in Chapter 1, and correspondingly, the benefits of considering action as
determined according to elementary principles of agenthood. The electrician's union negotiation finally
also provided a solid "real life" context and useful set of example dialogue actions, for such an analysis.
The second example dialogue in section 7.5, is an extract from the
play "Othello". This is not a
"real life" interaction. It is a play, but one which represents a "real-life" situation, and this being of
great interactive complexity.

This does not make the theoretical insights gleaned from its analysis

potentially any less valid in the real world. In fact, the analysis of a play is advantagedby focussing on
the significant aspectsof interactions, without extraneous deviations. Other such instances of the use of
literarature are provided firstly by Howard (1971) who used "The Caretaker" by H. Pinter, to analysehis
ideas concerning metarationality. He offers a metagame analysis of the relationships between the three
central characters. Contexts from Shakesperianplays such as "Measure for Measure" have previously
been used in analysis of game-theoretic issues (Schelling, 1960, Colman, 1982). Perrault (1987) also
refers to an element contained within the plot of "Othello" to illustrate one aspect of his analysis. I
found that the issues of love, death, jealousy, and treachery in plays such as "Othello", contrast well
with the relatively "flat" issues which concern what are regularly thought of as computable applications.
They provide an extremity and concentration of the issues. The analysis of lago's relationship with
Othello, and the dialogue in the play within which he uses lies and concealment of both beliefs and
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go"

resulted in a much greater undemanding of stratzgfc reasoningthan I might ever have appreciated

if rd restictedmyselfto moreorthodoxexamples.
This philosophy behind the use of plays as appropriate contexts for theoretical testing and
evaluation, has some sinulaziti

to that behind the Al methodology of using microworlds. Theseare a

different meansof similarly focussing
on particular issues. However, microworlds are contexts such as
"blocks world", in
which the focussing occurs as a result of drastically constraining and limiting the
context in the hope that the resulting insights will be applicable in more realistic domains. This has
been found to often not be the case. SHRDLU (Wnograd, 1972) for example, is a program which
simulates the operation of a robot arm manipulating toy blocks on a table and which maintains an
interactive dialogue with the
user. According to Wi ks, SHRLDU's power in problem-solving comes
from its employment in such a limited and simple domain. It is unlikely that its methods would be
appropriate if extended to a larger domain (WiiIks, 1974). Plays such as "Othello" should not suffer
similarly as tools for analysis. The complexities of the context are not removed in order to focus on
particular issues All the elementsare there; it is their extreme quality and/or relative emphasiswhich is
different from "real life"" and which assetsfocussedanalysis.

7.4 The electricians' negotiation

Appendix 1 comprises a complete unedited transcript of a real trade union versus management
negotiation (Morley & Stephenson, 1977). It is analysed here as an example of a context in which
cooperation and stability emergesfrom agents interacting with some goals in common, and others in
opposition. The agentsuse dialogue as a meansof actually resolving or removing the conflicts between
them. T ey are autonomous;there is no imposedbenevolenceor sincerity.
The negotiation is analysedby tracing the courseof the dialogue, and examining individual utterances
and exchanges. The aim is to investigate whether the theoretical principles concerning cooperative
multi-agent interaction proposed in this thesis as the basis upon which rational agents generate and
interpret speechactions, offer explanations for the speechactions which exist

Those principles which

are of primary interest to this research, are summarised in the next section, 7.4.1. The analysis in
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section 7.4.2focuseson these. In 7.43 therelevanceof this theoreticalframeworkto the evolutionof
cooperationin theexample.is discussed.

7.4.1 A summary

of the principles

of cooperative

multi-

agency under scrutiny

1. Agents believe themselves and others to be able to effect postural changesin the multi-agent
system,
by effecting changes to the beliefs and goals of other agents. The postures of conflict, cooperation
and
indifference are defined according to configurations of mental states. Representations of these
allow
agents to recognise existing postures and determine the means of achieving desired postures,according to
the model of agenthood .

2. Agents believe themselves and others to be able to potentially manipulate desired changes to
other's
mental states, and therefore the posture of the system, using dialogue actions. This is conditional upon
either evidence in the world or the preferences of the receiving agent. The conditions for adopting a
mental state on recognition of it as the goal according to which another agent has generated a dialogue
action, are represented as a property of agenthood. Included is the possibility of adopting another's
mental state which is contradictory to one in existence. The notion of agent autonomy over the
acquisition of information in dialogue is therefore embodied in this property.

3. Negotiation is a type of dialogue whereby multi-agents act on the basis of committed goals to secure
agreementon a matter of common concern, and over which disagreement currently exists. Negotiation is
a form of

strategic interaction, for which agents require a strategic rationality.

This means that

autonomous, rational agents choose dialogue actions on the basis of firstly, the mental statesthey want
to induce in the hearer, secondly whether they believe this mental state will be achieved, and thirdly
subjective expectations of subsequentaction on the part of the hearer also being in their interestsin this
way.

4. Agents understand themselves and others to be able to interact strategically. Adoption of a mental
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stateonrecognitionof it as thegoalaccordingto whichanotheragenthasgenerated
a dialogueactionis
alsot ezeforedependent
uponthebearer'sassessment
of thespeaker's
consideration
of it asstrategically
rational.

5. Agentsdeterminestrategies
axording ooanunderstanding
of theprinciplesdescribedin 2. and3., and
thenatureof ink

as defined,

6. Agents believe themselvesand othersto have control over the information they reveal. They believe
themselves and others to be able to choose to perform dialogue actions which are mendacious and/or
concealing ea
eons

ions of a mental state. However, agentsace assumedto use revealing and veracious

unless the receiving agent has any beliefs which may suggestto the contrary. The nature of

veracious, mendacious, concealing and revealing expressionsare defined. Agents are assumedto have
beliefs concerning the implications of the use of these expressions, which play a role in the
determination of preferencesas to their use.

7.4.2 The electricians' informal negotiation " utterance analysis

The negotiationwasbetweenthreeelectriciansandtheir management
Thecomplete
representatives.
transcript from Morley & Stephenson(1977). can be found in Appendix 1. The causeof the disputewas
that the management of the factory required the electricians to be available for callout in case of
breakdowns, on bank holidays as well as other days of the year. The electricians did not want to be
committed to this; it meant they could never go out or away with their families. Initially they were
determined to refuse all offers of money or time off in lieu. The managementwere equally determined
that bank holidays had to be covered, and covered by their own electricians. The conflict was finally
resolved with an agreementthat two extra men be engaged,and each of the five cover only one bank
holiday a year which is rotated betweenthem.
The first two pagesof exchangesbetweenthe union, collectively representedas U, and management,
collectively representedas M, concern the gathering of information. The exact position of each with
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respect to the proposition c, is being established.

c=U to-be-available-for-callous-on-bank-holidays

The conflict situation which exists betweenthem by the end of this stagein the dialoguei.e. at the
bottom of page231 of the Wit,
( G-CONFL-M MU

can be xepresented
as:

c) and (G-CONFL-M UM

c).

For example

(G-CONFL-MMU

C) - (BMB MU ((GOAL M Oc)A (GOAL U 0-c)))

(P-R-GOAL M (GOAL U Oc)q) A (P-R-GOAL U (GOAL M 0-c) r)
This says that it is mutually believed between M and U that they have a difference in goal related to c.
Both of theta have a P-R-GOAL to eventually change the other's goal, only to be abandonedif this is
achieved, becomes impossible to achieve or the reason for this goal is no longer true. q is M's reason
for a commitment to the goal of U adopting Ms goal; r is U's reason for a commitment to the
goal of
M adopting U's goal. Both M and U have representations of this conflict. but although they may or
may not have beliefs as to what the other's reasons are, nothing in the conversation has as yet clarified
forU what q is, or for M what r

From an understandingof the natureof persistentgoals(C&L Def: 10), both understandthe bases
upon which such goals can be dropped. Both want the other to drop their current persistentgoals. Their
plan for future purposive actions should therefore be aimed at either making the other believe the current
goal has become impossible to achieve, or the reason for wanting it is no longer valid. M make the first
move in this direction. They go for the latter option, but need some clarification first as to the nature
of r. The subgoal which the following action is intended to satisfy is the forming of a belief on the part
of M, regarding r. Is ra belief of Vs that U should be earning more money?

1. MI:.. Is this merely an attempt on your part to negotiate some price for this external to the
agreement.
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TIlis action is a request for U to
respond by performing an action from which the subgoal mentioned
above can be satisfied. M's plan must be that if the subgoal is satisfied, and if satisfied such that M
then has a belief that r is U's belief that U should be earning more money, M has a potential meansof
malting U believe not r (i. e. offering more money), following which U's persistent goal should be
chopped
U mcognises M's goal in performing the
request as M wanting U to perform a speechaction from
which M can form a belief about r and its relation to money. U adopts this goal of M's, according to
Assumption 6:

(BEL U (GOALM O(DONEU a))) A (PREFERU (DONE U a) -(DONE U a))
(P-R-GOALU (DONE U a) (BEL U (Gd-STRATMU 0(DONEU a))))

2. Ul: No.

Wedon'twant to do it
wedonot.Wewonaccept.

in any case. We just want bank

holidaysas bankholidays. We simply want the timeoff. We don't, we won'tacceptit.
......We

don'twantmoney
forit. Wedon'twantmoney
foris .........
M responds
as follows:
3. Ml: How would you suggest then that we deal with this now, as a company? I mean,you're
part of the community in this respect.

Again. M is making a requestfor U to perform somespeechaction from which M can form a belief.
This time the required belief is what U might believe q to be. What will U offer from which M should
believe not q?

4.5. and 6. U2: I just wondered if you could have a certain person It seems ridiculous if
......
..
you've got, the plant has got to close down...Now you've got to have coverage....I just wondered if
you could have a certain person, say, on these holidays that you could say if there is something
happening one Saturday or on a bank holiday you get in touch with him. And try and get one of
the electricians, Instead of one electrician being on call, perhaps..
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In other words, U want M to form a belief that U are not the only ones who could do the work. There
could be some "certain person" to do it instead. U must believe q to be a belief on the part of M that U
are the only ones to do the required work.

M recognises Us goal that M believe not q. M currently

believes q. According to Assumption 4, M will only change his belief to that desired by U if in
the
cunt

circumstances. M prefers not q to q. M currently does not prefer not q to q. At first, he does not

concentrate an this sub-conflict. (B-CONFL-I UM

q). This is representedasr.

(BEL U -q) A (BEL U (BEL M q))
n

(P-R-GOAL U (BEL M -q) (G-CONFL-2UM C))

This saysthat U believesthereis a differencein belief with respectto q betweenM andU. and U hasa
persistentgoal to changeM's belief with respectto q, relative to theexistenceof thegoal conflict with
respectto c. In other words,if thereis no longerthe conflict betweenthemaboutU being availablefor
callouton bankholidays,the goalfor M to believenot q is dropped.

M could haverespondedto this by attemptingto malteU droptheir beliefnot q, and believeq. They
do this latex, but first M continues to attempt to establish and then alter U's belief r. Perhaps r is a

belief that U havea right to bankholidaysas five time. To persuadethemthat not r.

7.8. and 9. Ml: Yes, but let's, now let's get back to the case in point

We've got so far, Bill, to

the point where they've had this document from John, which was about three months after I got
here....I say bank holidays were never brought up by you...never brought up by you, nor was I
aware of them.

M's goal that U is to recognise, is that U forma belief that M believes U has no right to demand free
bank holidays. This is not stated directly. According to this theory of speech actions as described in
chapter 1, the inferences from which communicated goals can be recognised are based upon an
understanding of the various principles of national agenthood and cooperative multi-agent interaction.
The latter include properties concerning postures, and thus inference about M's goal in making the
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actions 7.8. and 9. are made within the context of the dispute, for which each side believes they and the
other have a representation i. e. the pattern of mental states described by (G-CONFL-M MU c) and
(G-CONFL-M UM c). M must also believe U to understandthe relation between this belief and their
goal that eventually not c. U does not respond to this challenge. Since M continues by saying that the
work needs to be covered, and what does U suggest,U takes the opportunity to continue pursuing the
conflict over q:

10. and 11. U2; Well. as rve just said, rm not disagreeing with you. You have one man that you

if ..wen youre boundto getsomebody.
cancontact,any,on management,

Now M respondsto thisdn11mgere

g q.

12 . Ml: No, no no. Leessat of be practicalaboutthis. Let'ssupposenow.

At this point U informs M of what in fact. r is:

13.14. and 15.Ul: The ideaof not wantingto work is so that we cango out. That'stheidea...
That's the one day you 8a er a holiday, then you've.- got to sit at home.

M now knows that r is a desire by U to be able to go out on bank holidays, as well as a belief that
this is inconsistent with c.

M also knows better now, how to try to make r false. He must either make

U believe that they don't want to be able to go out on bank holidays, or make this desire consistentwith
c. The following utterancesam an attemptat both:

for example. A variety of thingsare in
16.and 17. Ml: Now, in thepast We run sweepstakes,
fact going on-None of you have beencalled out over Christmas.

U still prefer to believe r than not r. They do not adopt M's recognised goal for them to change their

belief to not r
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18.U:wek notgoing
anywhere.
At this point, both sides have established what the others reasonsare for the conflict with respect to
c. In a straightforward way, each agentspreferences have been testedby the other in the current context.
For either side to now change the other's mind, the context needs altering. In other words, the agents
need to be assessing their preferences in the light of some new information. There is the following
exchanges

19. Ml: Now, this leaves us holding the baby in fact. We have in fact possibly to do something.
But how are we to do this? How in fact aye we to cover this? Can you suggest to me some way
out? Or, in fact, are we saying, "Well that's your bloody problem?" (Very long pause) And if you
feel that, then, let's say so...

20. Ul: Yes we. We can say it, bi we still comeback to thesameem.
_.

21.22. and 23. M1: No. No. No. Becauseit seemsto meI can'tmakeyou comein. But we have
a problem in Pactto cover certain eventualitim and it seems to me that we, we will not be able to

do so. For...the very reasonthat we can'tcall on you....for any reason.

Here M is introducing a new factor. M's strategic reasoning for the generation of the above actions
would be as follows:

M has the goal that U forma belief that M and the factory which M represents,is being put in a difficult
spot by U. M believes that U will recognise this goal. He believes that U forming such a belief is in
his interests. It is a Subgoal to the goal of U believing not r. It is based upon a belief that if U adopts
this belief, then in further exchanges, U will be assessinghis preferences about being free to go out on
bank holidays and the incompatibility of this with being on call to work, but in the context of this new
belief.

M's belief that U also believes there is a mutual belief between them that U and M have to
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continue to work together in future, is an important factor in M's considerations about whether this
strategy will work or not.
Secondly, M believes U will adopt the desired belief. The basis for this is that U should either
acknowledge its "troth", or prefer it. It is unlikely that U will simply prefer to believe that they are the
"guilty" party in jeopardising the fact y, but perhaps M and U have always dealt fairly and honestly
with each other before. From Assumption 8, U can believe that M believes what he's saying. If M
believes it, then this will affect their future interactions. U should also believe M to have performed the
action according to it being a good strategy for him. Finally, M expectsU's subsequentactions to be in
his favour. This is also the case. Any action is better than the current deadlock, and at least this
introduction of a "guilt" factor, moves the goal posts. U makes no indication at this stage,whether the
belief is adopted or not Later in the interaction at 34., 35., and 36. however, he does.
At this point, the negotiation continues with U performing actions whose strategiesare aimed at
either M believing not q, which is the belief that that there are other workers other than U to do the
work, or reassertingr. r is U's desire to be able to go out on bank holidays and the inconsistencyof this
with being available for wo&

Alternatively.

M should eventually believe that his goal is impossible:

24. U1: No. I don't wantanythingout of it. I just don't wantto do it. ..I don'twant moneyfor it.
I don't wanta dayoff in lieu for it. I just don'twantto do it, bankholidays.

M continues with his "guilt. strategy. At the same time he offers suggestions of taking on
additional woriters and different rotas which we unacceptableto U. These suggestionsbeing generated
according to a strategicrationality would mean that M believesU will recognisebut not adopt his goals.
Therefore. the subsequentactions on the part of U are in Ws favour, becausethey will be refusing his
apparentcompromises. For example:

25. Ml: Now supposewe recruit an electrician, and say, Well now, part of your job will be in fact

to coverdiesedays.'

26.UI: What,bankholidays?Oh, theguyswouldn'tthink that'sfair.
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27.M1: Well ask the recruit

28. Ul: No, no, no, no. For us to sit at house,
go, to go out there five days and leave Jo Soap in
for wait.

29. and 30. Ml: Well how can we do this dien? You don't
want to do it and you don't want
....
anyone else to do it!

31. Ul: No I think its totally unfair that anybodyshouldbe
askedto do the completefill at bank
holidays.

32. M2_ You don't want to shareand you don't
-.
want anybodyto do it at all.

If M does =

in fact, have a goal to recruit a new electrician, then these
actions from which U should

recognise the goal to recruit, are mendacious expressions of his mental state. They are strategic in that
they are according to his rgoal

which he also expects U to adopt and thereforeU's subsequentactions

to be negative to the apparent goal, but satisfying the real goal. Also, if U recognises this
and does not
believe the apparent goal to be M's good strategy, then since the
utterance must have been made
according to M's assessmentof it as a good strategy, then there is some other goal U is expected to
satisfy.
M's plan is that this in conjunction with the "guilt" strategy,
will eventually mean that U have no
choice but to back down:

33. MI:... just puts us back to square one, doesn't it?
Er by creating a situation in which you
...
couldn't resist the fairness of the situation to get involved again. I have no solution. You have
...
circumscribed me to such an extent that I can't find a solution, becausenot only are you going to
say I have a right to determine, but you will not have me create a set of circumstanceswhich in any
way makes me feel I ought to help.
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Exchangeslike thesecontinuefurther. M refers to "mutual concern"and
so on. U indicates
weakening by showing that he has in fact adopted the belief that he is responsiblefor putting M and the
ftctory in difficulty.

He apologises at 34., and expmssesregret at making a fuss at 35., and admits

having a conscience about the
problems at 36. Finally therefore, M makes the suggestion which was
eventually acceptedby U at 37.
U's acceptance,and abandonment their
of
goal for not c as well as the P-R-GOAL for M to adopt this
as M's gam. was the case becauseU eventually was persuaded by M that not r. The conditions were
created where U preferred to believe that U's desire to be able to go out on bank holidays and still be
available for cal out were in fact compatible. M then also abandonedtheir P-R-GOAL:
(P-R-GOAL

M

(GOAL

U

C) q) because (GOAL

U

C) had been achieved. Thus conflict

between M and U and U and M with respect to c, no longer existed. The conditions of the definition
were no longer satisfied.

7.4.3 The electricians' informal negotiation
- conclusions

Section7.42 comprised a retrospectiveanalysis of a dialogue where cooperationand stability emerged
in a multi-agent system
without imposedbenevolenceor sincerity conditions. Postureswere represented
according to the definitions provided in chapter 5. These were shown to provide the contexts within
which desired mental states were recognised and ascertained. Utterances were shown to have been
generated purposively and strategically, according to the conditions for belief and goal adoption in
dialogue as strategic interaction laid down in
chapter6.
In addition, cooperation was seento have
emergedfrom the conflict, whilst each side was operating
according to both individual and collective rationalities. New patterns of behaviour were established;
this flexibility allowed the system to survive and cooperative stability to evolve appropriately to the
existing conditions. If either side had cooperatedwith the other without such a negotiation however, but
merely becauseagreementwas imposedupon them, the conditions which createdthe conflict, suchas the
beliefs and desiresconcerning holiday working from either perspective,would not have beendissipated.
The rigidity of behaviour causedby
such subordination can simply result in the total breakdownof the
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collectivity of thesystemat somefutureoccasionrequiringinteractionfor theirjoint benefit.
The example supports the ideas proposed concerning the positive role
of the expression and
resolution of conflict in the form of negotiations, to the maintenance and evolution of cooperation
especially in contexts where the agents will interact again in the future.

Exptanatioas at the level of

individual utterancesand exchanges,for the behaviour of the agents during this
negotiation and by which
the cooperation was achieved, have been given in permsof the properties of cooperative
multi-agent
interaction proposed.

7. S

"Othello",

Act III,

Scene III.

lago's reasoning in the generation of certain utterances from Act III, Scene III
of "Othello" by

Shakespearehasbeen analysedaccordingto the proposedtheoreticalframework. This examplewas
selectedas a context in which the speakerusesdeceptionboth in theform of concealedintentions,and
misrepresentation
of the true natureof his mentalstates.
It was chosen in order to focus on this issue of deception in strategic interaction, especially in
a context
where the consequencesof discovery of the deception are potentially hazardous. Othello's inactions and
the probability of success in deception are therefore crucial components of Iago's reasoning prior to the
performance of both mendacious and concealing acts. The example is extreme in that in most "real-life"
and human contexts, agents do not believe themselvesor others to be quite as manipulative and devious
as lago! The consequencesof deception are also rarely quite so severe. However, in its extremity, this
example proved very influential in the development of the theory of strategic reasoning. It was also
crucial to understanding the role and nature of preference. Some insights into this developmentalprocess
are given in section 7.5.3.
This is also an example in which conflict is generated by the speaker as a meansof achieving his
goal. This is a reversal of the emphasis of this thesis, which concerns the use of dialogue in the
resolution of conflicts.

However, if the theory is correct, then agents should be able to use their

knowledge of postures and the power of dialogue, to createany posture.
The role of the postural representationsto the directing of change in the multi-agent system is quite
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vividly demonstrated by this example. In the previous section comprising the electrician's union
negotiation example, both the union and managementhad representationsof postural relations between
them which reflected a conflict with respect to the same proposition. On the basis of these, both were
g in the dialogue as a means of establishing certain of the other agent'sbeliefs and preferences

en

including the issuesthat commitment to their contradictory goals were relative to, as well as attempting
then to createthe conditions whereby the goals would be dropped. In contrast, this examplecomprisesa
context whereby only tago has a representation of the particular conflict between himself and Othello.
As a result of lago's skillful deception, Othello has no such representation. He can therefore neither
interpret Iago's actions as strategic auanpts to manipulate his mental states towards a particular goal,
nar has he any basisfor attempting to direct alterations in Iago's mental statesto his own advantage.

7.5.1 The context

The relevant section of Act DE, SceneIII4 can be found in Appendix 2. Othello' is an army general
and Ingo his close friend and confidante, as well as Othello's ancient. At the very beginning of the play,
Iago expresseshis anger at Othel3o'sdecision to appoint another man, Cassio,as Othello's lieutenant a
position lago feels should rightfugy have been his. In addition, he feels betrayed by Othello's recent
marriage to Desdemona.which usurpsthe exclusivity of their previous closeness.
In ACT I. Scene 1114Iago hatchesa plot for revenge on both Othello and Cassio. This involves

suggestions
of infidelity an thepartof Desdemcna:
"... 1 hate the Moor
..................
"Cassio's a proper man. let me see now,
To get this place and to make up my will,

A double knavery

bow, how?..
...
-let me see,

After some time, to abuse Othello's ear,
That he is too familiar with his wife. "
.......
1 The

analysis here is according to just one of several possible interpretations of the play. There is no

intention to get involved in literary debates.
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, ago's top level goalis revenge.The subgoalto this is to generateconflicts betweenOthello

and

Desdemooa,andbetweenOthello and Cassio. A meansof achieving
this, is for Othello to first believe
that DesdemonaandCasio we havinganaffair
.

(I - rasp,
0- anew,C- coo)
The desired conflicts am

(B-CONFL-1D0 affair) - (BEL D -affair) (BEL D (BEL 0
A
affair))A
(P-R-GOAL D (BEL 0 -affair) (GOAL D
remain-wife))

and
(B-CONFL-IC0 affair) - (BEL C -affair) (BEL C (BEL 0
A
affair))A
(P-R-GOAL C (BEL 0 -affair) (GOAL C remain-lieutenant) )

T

are c0nflim wherebybona

and Cassiobelieve they are not havingan affair, but believe

Othello to believethat they are. They eachhavepersistentgoalsto changeOthello's
mind, relative to
their goalsto retaintheir positionsas wife and lieutenantrespectively.

A component of Iago's plan is a belief about the power relations between Othello and both
Desdemonaand Cassio. Also beliefs regarding general attitudes towards affairs, and Othellos insecurities
and angers in particular. In other words, lago must believe that if he can generate theseconflicts, neither
Desdemona or Cassio are likely to dissuade Othello from banishing and/or punishing them; if this
subgoal is successful, then his goal of revenge is most likely to be achieved. The first stageof this plan
is to generate the belief in Othello that Desdemonaand Cassio are having an affair :
(GOAL I O(BEL 0 affair)).

Achieving this goal involves mendacious and concealing acts. The

concealment is firstly of the mendacity itself, whereby Iago believes that Desdemonaand Cassio are not
having an affair, whilst performing acts from which Othello should recognise Iago's goal for him to
believe the opposite. Secondly, there is also concealmentof Iago's top level goal of revenge.
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lago'sfirst problem,however,is that althoughIagomight havethegoal
(GOAL I O(BEL 0 affair)) he believes
that Othellos existing beliefs include (BEL 0 -affair).

He

also ]mows that Othello is passionately in love with Desdemona,and therefore he can presume that he
will not want to believe she is having an affair: (BEL I (GOAL 0

0-(BEL 0

affair))).

lago's

rVIeseatation of this conflict can be describedas follows:

(G-CONFL-t 10

affair) - (GOAL I O(BEL0 affair)) A
(BEL I (GOAL 0 0-(BEL 0 affair))) n
(P-R-GOAL I (GOAL 0 O(BEL0 affair)) (GOAL I revenge))

This says that Iago has a goal for Othello to believe that there is an affair going on, and believes that
Othello has a goal to not to believe this. Iago has a persistent goal for Othello to also have the goal to
believe it, relative to Iago's goal for revenge.

So, Iago's persistent goal is to induce a goal in Othello to believe that Desdemonaand Cassio are
having an affair. He understandsthe basis by which goals can be droppedand new goals generated.He
understandsthe relations betweengoals and preferences,and preferencesand context Currently, Othello's
Preferencesare such that he prefers to believe Desdemonafaithful than not; Iago's subgoal to getting
Othello to want to believe Desdemona unfaithful with Cassio, must therefore be to alter the context
within which Othello's preferencesare operating. Such a goal is attainable on the basisof predictions
regarding Othello's beliefs. For example, Iago has several existing beliefs about Othello which are
useful to this end:
(BEL I (PREFER 0 not-cuckolded have-Desdemona))
(BEI. I (PREFER 0 O-have certainty-and-control-over-events

))
- 0-havecertainty-and-control-over-events
(BEI- I (BEL 0 I-is-honest)), and others, such as believing Othello to be unsuspiciousand trusting.
Iago refers to Othello in relation to his plan: "as tenderly be led by the nose as Asses are." (Ridley
1958). These beliefs can be used to alter the context. For example. he can perform utteranceson the
basis of goals for Othello to believe he is possibly being cuckolded and that there is uncertainty over
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Desdemona. He knows that Othello is aware that she has already deceived her father in the short time he
has known her. He can reaffirm his own honesty and well known reputation as such. The strategic
actions

he performs

are based upon his expectations

are based upon

turn

predictions

concerning

of Othello's

Othello's

reactions,

which

assessments of himself

in
and

others. They concentrate on emphasising those aspectsof Otheüo's beliefs which he reasons make his
various goals achievable. He aims at affecting Othello's mental states so that he can no longer hold
beliefs as to lago's honesty and Desdemona'sfidelity as consistent beliefs. He must create the conditions
in Othello's mind whereby Othello can only believe one of these, and it should be the belief of Iago's
honesty which Othello will eventually hold most strongly, and therefore prefer.

Ingo will only st

fully alter the context for Othello to reassess
his preferencesconcerningthe

belief about Desdemona'sfidelity however, if lago simultaneously successfully conceals the true nature

of his own belief with respectto "affair": ( GOAL I 0-(BEL 0 (BEL I -affair)))
The following are a few key utterances and exchanges in the dialogue aimed at the alteration of

Othello'smentalstatesas suggested
above. Thesementalstateswhenachieved,form thecontextwithin
which

Othello

eventually

examines

his preferences

with respect

to the proposition

1. logo. Did Michael Cassio, when you wood my lady,
Know of your love?
2.0th.

He did, from first to last_. why dost thou ask?

3. lago. But for a satisfaction of my thought.
No further harm.

4. Oth. What dost thou think?

5. lago. Think my lord?
6.0th. Think, my lord? By heaven,he echoesme.
As if thereweresome hideousmonsterin his thought........

7. Iago. My lord, you know I love you.

"äf{ä1ä":
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8. Iago.

....Utter my thoughts?Why, saythey mevile and false:......

9. Iago. 0, bewarejealousy;
It is the gi+een-Wdmunsom

which dochmock

That meatit feedson.
_...

10. lago. Shedid deceive her Chor, marrying you;
And when she seem'dto shakeand fear your looks.

SheIov'd themprost

11.lago.

_1 humblydo beseechyouof yourpardon,

For too much loving you.

12.0th.

honest
._I do notthink but Desdemona's

13.lago. Long live sheso, andlong live you to think so!

7.5.2 Othello

- utterance

analysis

The strategicreasoningwherebyIagogenerates
intentionsto performactionssuchas thoseabovefor
the purpose outlined above,can be danonsaated with an example:
At the beginning of the conversation betweenIngo and Othello in Act III, SceneIII, Ingo says:

I. lago. Did Michael Cassio,when you wood my lady,

Know of your love?

The persistent goal for this action to happen
next, or in other words the intention to perform this act,
would have beengeneratedrelative to a persistentgoal for Othello to believe:
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(BEL 0 (GOAL I (BEL 0 there-is- possibly- some-relation-between- Cassio- and-Desdenona
-andOthello )))

.

This would be relative to it being a good strategy for lago; it is in his interests, in being a goal he
believes will be achieved. Any subsequent action of Othellos is also going to be in his interests. Is
this the case?
Firstly, in determining this as a potential goal, Iago must have considered the potential effects of
inducing a belief in another, which one does not believe oneself. For example, from Assumption 1:

(BEL I (O(DONE I lie) v 0-(DONE 1 lie))) A (PREFER I (DONE I lie) -(DONE I
lie))

(GOAL I (LATER (DONE I lie)))

lago is faced with two possibilities which are to lie or not to He about Desdemona and Cassio. Fis
preferencesare determined according to maximal consistency with other beliefs and goals at their varying
strength, in the current context

presumably Iago's beliefs about lying - the morality of it, the

consequencesof it - me not as strong as his goal for revenge.
Secondly he needs to reason as to whether Othello will adopt the belief or not.

According to

Assumption 6, a belief is adopted on recognition of anther's goal for it to be believed, if the agent
prefers to believe it than not, and believes it the goal was considered a good strategy by the speaker. In
this case, logo believes Othello is likely to prefer to believe it than not. and will have consideredIago to
have considered it a good strategy, simply becausehe believes Othello's beliefs regarding lago's honesty
and faithfulness to him, are very strong. These will easily affect preferences with regard to what Iago
wants Othello to believe, where there is no real challenge or resistanceas yet to adopting them.
The third condition for determining good strategy, is whether expected subsequentaction on the part
of Othello, relative to the successful achievement of the desired belief state, will also be in lago's
interests. Given the beliefs Iago holds about Othello, as suggested in the previous section, such as
Othello being trusting and unsuspicious, curious in the face of uncertainties, and believing lago to be an
honestand trustworthy friend, Iago may predict that the subsequentaction is likely to be a requestfor
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more information

.

What might ! ago know that Othello doesn't? This is obviously in lago's interests.

However. not enough has been
said for any real harm to be done.; whatever the response,it will be
favourable to lago continuing to "platt
seeds"in Othello's mind. Othello's reply is in fact

2. Oth. He did, from first to last

dostthouask?
.....why

Iago's subsequentfew actions we basedon similar reasoningwith the desiredeffect of confirming and
strengthening Othelo's belief that thm is possibly some won

betweenCassio, and Desdemonaand

Othello. For example, in reply to the question above:

3. lago. But for a satisfactionof my tlwugbL
No fiutha harm.

The persistentgoal for this action to happennext would havebeengeneratedrelativeto the persistent
goal for Othello to believethe fdlowing:

(BEL 0 (GOAL I (BEL 0 I--sane-thoughts
w xd-

bam'-is

aWlic

"

`N79

-and-Othello-and-relating-Cassio-and-Desdemona

7e))).

There is little to be gained from further detailed analysesof this and others of Iago'sutterancesin the
excerpt. They would look much the same as the example already provided. The reason is that in this
example, as opposed to the previous electrician's union example, the dialogue is devoted to the one goal
of altering Othello's mental states such that he is susceptible to taking on the goal of believing
Desdemona unfaithful. For this, lago already has several beliefs regardingrelevant beliefs of Othello.
Thesewere outlined in section 7.5.1. lago is not using the dialogue to attempt to establish these. There
are also no little sub-conflicts as them were in the previous example.
The P-R-GOAL for Othello to have a goal to believe the affair, is eventually successfully achieved
and made obvious to lago at the point in the scenewhere Othello says:
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14. Otk

Villain, be sure thou prove my love a whore,

Be sure of it, give me the ocular proof.

Or by the worth of man'seternalsoul,
Thou hadst been better have beenborn a dog.
Than answer my wak'd wrath.

The conflict (G-CONFL-1 10 affair) then no longer exists; Othello has adopted Iago's
goal. Othello
has therefore become receptive to actually adopting the belief that Desdernonahas been
unfaitful, and
Iago then concludes this element of his overall plan for
revenge by introducing evidencein the form of a
handkerchief.

However, the entire plan does in fact fail later in the
play when Othello kills both

Desdemona and himself, and the plot is disclosed. Cassio gets further promotion
and Iago faces trial and
oo:t ue.

7.53.

"Othello"

- an alternative

analysis

During the denlopment of this strategic framework for cooperative dialogue, analysis of Iago's
reasoning about the use of the deception described in the previous sections, was very influential. It gave
rise to the ideas related to the importance of the receiving agent's expected response. In the other
examples analysed, such as an experimental "Battle of the Sexes" context describedbriefly in section 73,
if another agent chose not to adopt the speaker'scommunicated belief or goal, then not too much harm
had been done. A plan had failed. Perhapsthe speaker tries again differently, or gives up. In just a few
instanceshowever, it can be crucially important that the speaker believes that a component of a plan will
be successful before implementing it. Some instances of deception come into this category, and this is
one of them. If Othello chose not to believe lago, then Othello would have to reason that Iago was not
a loyal, honest and trustworthy friend, and in fact his action was one of treason. This must be an
important element of lago's reasoning in the generation of his plan.
Metagarne analysis (Howard, 1971) was described in section 3.2.5.1. It concerns a choice of action
dependent upon predictions of the other agent's action. The evident connection with the ideas of
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Schelling (1960) and Gofhnan (1970) concerning strategicmoves and mutual assessments
prompted me
to do a metagame analysis on lago's choices of action plan early in the researchprogramme. This will
now be described:
The possible outcomes resulting from lago lying and thereby attempting to induce a belief in Othello
that Desdemona had been unfaithful to him are assigned a relative numerical preference, or utility
according to lago's goals and believed goals of Othello, as follows:

(i) Desdemona and Cassio may be punished by Othello for their supposed infidelities. Here Othello

suffers the loss of a wife and colleague,and lago becomesvery important as Othellos' only
trustworthy friend - all Lagos'goals are satisfied (lago 4. Othello 1)

00 No actionon thepart of lago,and thusalsoOthello,allowsIngoto retainhis positionwith Othello,
althoughachievingno morethanmaintainedlove and trust(Iago3. Othello4)
(iii) No action by Othello in responseto lago making the lie also achievesno revenge,but the
possibilityof mistrustmakestheoutcomelesspreferablefor bothparties(Iago2. Othello 3), and
(iv) the worstoutcomefor iago is wherelago is punishedasa liar andtraitor,and Othellolosesa friend
(Iago 1 Othello2).
.

Iago'srationalchoiceof strategyis arrivedat usingHoward'smetagame
analysis(1971):
(D = Desdemona,
C- Cassio,I= lago, x- implausibleoutcome)

Basic Game:

Iazo

L(Lie)

N(Noc Lie)
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First

level Metagame:

Given that Othello can only act after Iago, and that it is infeasiblethat Othello
would punish either
Desdemona and Cassio, or Ingo, if no lie was made, then Othello
only has three plausible metastrategies
(theoretically there are 32). Le.: AC (Punish D and C if lie is made,
else no action), 9. C (Punish Ingo if
lie is made, else no action), and 5:.C (No action regardlessof Lagos'
action).

ilga

4.1

11

Second level Metagame:

lago now has 23 metastrategiese& LLL (lie regardless Othellos
of
predicted action),

LNN(lie if Othello expectedto chooseA.C. otherwisechoosenot to lie.) and so on.......

LLL

4.1

12

23

NNN

34

3.4

34

LNN

4.1

3.4

3.4

LNL.

4.1

3.4

2.3

NLN

3.4

1.2

3.4

Iagos' dominating metasuategy is LNN This means he should lie if Othello is expected to
.
choose A. C. This is the move where Desdemonaand Cassio are punished if the lie is made and Othello
becomes more dependent on lago. but Iago should not make the He and abandon the current plan if
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Othello is expected to make any other his
of
possible moves. However, it can be seen on the matrix,
that this is only the dominating metastrategyif Othello does not know it is lagos'
choice. Otherwise
Othello could maximise his own payoff by
selecting the B.C or C.C options. Thus lago must adopt his
metastrategy of LNN, but at the sametime attempt to convince Othello that his chosen metastrategyis
NNN which is one where he does not he
regardless,within which Othellos' payoffs are maximal. This is
an example of the strategic use of misrepresentation of intentions (Richelson 1979, Howard 1971,
Colman 1982).

Choosingwhich action to actuallyexecutefrom the selectedmetastrategy
canonly be doneon a
prediction of the other agentsaction. Thus Lagos'beliefs aboutOthellos' attitudes,and principles
concerningtheinteractionof atti1Wdes
for reasoning:
arenow therequiredelements
Ingo believes that Othello wants Desdemonaas a wife, and Othello wants Cassio as a colleague.He

can

thus infer, that Othello wants to believe that Desdemona and Cassio love him, are honourable and
trustworthy, and therefore will do him no harm. Iago also believes that Othello believes that Iago is
honourable and trustworthy, and thus will not cause him harm. Therefore, once presented with the
proposition that Desdemonahasbeen unfaithful to Othello with Cassio,Othello can either.

(1)believe the lie and infer that his original beliefs about Desdemonaand Cassio areincorrect, or
Cu)not believe the lie and infer that his original beliefs about Iaggo
are incarect, or
(iii) not believe the lie, but assumelago to have beenmisguided, or mistaken, and thus allow all beliefs

aboutDesdemona,
C.assioandlago to remainthesame.

By examining the payoff matrices,assuming that Othello would have a similar ordering of preferred
outcomes in his own model, lago can assume that Othello would be aware that believing the lie and
punishing Desdemonaand Cassio implies inevitable personal suffering, and so a preferred outcomecan
be achieved by not believing the lie
which is option (ii) or (iii).

But, acting against Iago as a liar and

traitor also leads to a less than optimal outcome for Othello. Thus, on the basis of these outcomes
alone, (iii) is Othellos' most rational choice of action.

If lago reasoned that Othello's action would

really be (ce). then there is no point in him continuing with his plan. It is obvious from a deeper
analysis of the play, that lago knows he can in fact, manipulate Othello to the point of actually wanting
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to believe Desdemona'sinfidelity.

Iago must have beliefs about Othello which, in conjunction with an

understanding of the nature of beliefs and goals which this analysis has not captured, might lead him to
come to a different conclusion. For example, lago believes, he has a reputation for honesty; he is
frequently referred to as "honest Ingo". Othello has not known Desdemona for long; lago believes that
Othello passionately loves her, but has not had time to know to tsnst her. lago believes that Othello is
easily influenced, cannot cope well with uncertainties, and is very insecure about his deficiencies in the
world of society (related to his colour, and Desdemonaand Cassio both being high class) (Ridley M. R.
1958).

In other words, Ingo also knows that some of Othello's

beliefs are held much

more gtrpngIv than others. The payoff relations are therefore not as straightforward as indicated
above.

This understanding
leadto thework of Rokeach(Rokeach,1975)and Quin (1970),and to a greater
of the stratificationof beliefsandgoals,as describedin chapter2. This wascrucialto the
understanding
developmentof the notion of preference,and the theorygiven in chapter6 concerningthe control and
autonomyanagenthasover theadoptionof beliefsand goalsin dialogue.

7.5.4 "Othello"

- conclusions

A metagame analysis for determining best action whatever the other agent might do next, is
potentially useful as a means of examining the consequencesof all possible plans. In conjunction with
an understandingof dialogue as a manipulator of beliefs and goals and the basis upon which this occurs,
a sub-plan to increase the likelihood of the desired outcome could then be generated from predictions
concerning the other agent'sbeliefs, goals and preferences. However, as a model for choices of individual
dialogue action, metagames seem inappropriate in requiring foresight of all possible retorts and
calculating payoff relations for each one. The strategicrationality which is suggestedalternatively as the
basis for dialogue action in contexts involving conflict, operates according to expectations that apy
induced,
subsequentaction will be favourable to the speakeronce a particular mental state is successfully
In other
and this is determined according to assessmentsof the other's preferences, beliefs and goals.
words. theseassessmentslimit the alternatives to be considered.
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The role and interestof the metagameanalysisof the "Othello" example,is not so much in its
results per Sc, but as a causal influence to theoretical development. It helped to confirm various
intuitions, such as those concerning the power of dialogue as a manipulator of mental states,and the role
and nature of preference. The example also contrasts well in terms of the necessity for this level of
analysis with other conflict situations which do not involve deception.
The analysis in the earlier sections of 7.5.1. and 7.5.2, demonstratedthe role of existing and desired
postures, represented according to the definitions provided in chapter 5.

Iago's representation of a

conflict posture between himself and Othello provided the basis for his strategic use of dialogue actions
as a meansof altering Othellos mental states, in order to therefore alter the context in which Othello's
future actions were made, such that these would be in his favour. The orientation of these strategic
actions, and the expectations of successwere shown to be basedupon lago's assessmentsof Othello's
beliefs, goals,preferencesregarding himself, Iago, Desdemcnaand Cassio,in context Othello however,
was responding to lago on the basis of a different postural representation. This was as a result of lago's
deceptionregarding his true beliefs and goals,and Othello's existing but incorrect beliefs regarding lago's
honesty and love for him. Iago's actions were analysedand explained according to the properties of
strategic multi-agent interaction given in chapter 6, concerning autonomy over the acquisition of mental
statesand control over information revealed.

7.6

Conclusions

This research was described in the introduction as being a theoretical preliminary to future
implementations of multi-agent cooperative systemsfor use in DAI or HCI, which can use dialogue to
in an unpredictableand
negotiate and resolve differences. In this way such systemscan relate flexibly
This chapter has
changing world such that cooperative action can be maintained, or even evolve.
described the testing and evaluation of the theory developed towards this end. It was applied to two
dialogues comprising firstly a record of a real interaction, and secondlya literary scenario. Both of these
were selectedas particular exampleswhich demonstratecertain phenomena,andthe theory wasthen used
to explain those phenomena. The examples incorporate negotiation and deception, and are explained
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accordingto a theory of strategicreasoningin dialogueas a meansof manipulatingdifferent postures
betweenautonomousagents.
It is important to acknowledge that them are types and aspectsof multi-agent interaction which this
theory does not explain. The examples were selected as those which would test specifically the issues
for which the theory was intended. Even so, not all the elements of these issues have been tackled. As
mentioned at the end of section 3252

for example, a useful facility for a system modelling multi-agent

dialogue in many day-to-day situations, would be the ability to discern the situations that require the
computational effort of a full strategic analysis from the situations that don't. It is not as simple as
saying that as long as there is some conflict, reasoning strategically is always appropriate. This is
actually an example of a much more general issue which is relevant in many areas of artificial
intelligence. There are invariably a number of ways of approaching a problem, and some of these are
more computationally expensive than others. The more general the method, the more variation it can
handle, but at cost. Considering all dialogue as strategic interaction is a general approach,and the theory
presented in this thesis, but it requires a lengthy and expensive reasoning process. Recognition of those
specific instances where actions can be made with less processing and without necessarily detrimental
consequenceswould result in more efficient systems.
There are undoubtedly also other aspectsof the psychology of negotiation and cooperative dialogue
which this theory of strategic interaction does not cover, and for which further study is necessarybefore
practical application can be envisaged. However, this chapter has demonstrateda framework which even
as it stands, caters for contexts which previous frameworks were neither designed nor concerned with.
This as another step towards the future computational modelling of dialogue in cooperative systems,is
suggestedas one which offers greaterpotential for wide and flexible "real world" application.
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This thesis describes theoretical
research into the nature of cooperative multi-agent dialogue
interaction. Its relevance is
as a contextual basis within which future computational agents can reason
about dialogue action. Such agents would be components
of systemsdesigned according to linguistic
Principles whereby speechactions are interpreted
and generatedon the basisof an understandingof what
it is to rationally and cooperatively interact. The
specific aim has been to uncover principles of
cooperative, rational multi-agent interaction, which acknowledge the positive role
of conflict to
cooperation, and enable the negotiation of differenceswithout imposedbenevolence
or sincerity. These
principles have been explicitly and famially representedin this thesis, in terms of the mental states
of
interacting agents and the
relations between theseand action. They have been tested as a basis for
dialogue action and evaluated
as a meansof manipulatingposte al change.
The motivation for the researchis describedbriefly in the introduction,
and in more detail in chapter
3, as a concern that existing AI
research into cooperative systems takes an unrealistic view of
caopesation;one that does not allow the necessaryflexibility of action for survival in an unpredictable
and Mal world. The prevailing view whereby agents take on other's goals simply becausethey have
them, is considered benevolencerather than cooperation. Social psychology studies into the nature of
cooperation described in chapter S, indicate that human conflicts play a crucial and positive role in the
maintenance and evolution of cooperation in social systems. The expression of conflict demands a
reevaluation of norms of behaviour and conditions, for example. It enablesappropriate adaptation in
changing Wis.

It is suggestedthat mechanical agentsengaging in the kinds of cooperative tasks

for which they are currently being
envisaged,such as planning, construction, teaching, and advising for
example, will be subject to the samereal world conditions as their human counterparts. Attempts to
Program conflicts out of automated multi-agent systems by suggesting they need not exist, avoiding
them, or imposing solutions from supervisor processes,can only therefore be practicable in an entirely
predictable and controlled environment, but not the real world. The results of other research also
discussedin chapter 5, indicate that
cooperationevolves amongst self-interestedagents,and there is no
needfor imposedbenevolence(Axelrod, 1984).
The linguistic theory adopted from Cohen
and Levesque (1987b) whereby communication is
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considered as grounded in a theory of cooperative, rational interaction as outlined above, is described at
the end of chapter 1. Chapters 2 and 3 together describe the properties of single and Multi-agents which
make up this strategic theory of cooperative multi-agent interaction, the details and formal expression of
which unfold through chapters 4,5

and 6. The major points of the theory can be very briefly

summarised as follows:
Conflict, cooperation and indifference are defined as alternative postures which describe
a relation
between an agent with respect to another agent and a proposition.

They are characterised and

correspondingly recognisable as alternative patterns of mental states. Since dialogue is a means of
potentially altering agents' mental states, agents therefore have a means of potentially altering the
postmal relation between them. However, if agentsbelieve themselves and others to not be benevolent,
then there is no assurance that a dialogue action will result in the speakees desired posture. A hearer
recognising the speaker's goal that she adopt a particular mental state, may adopt this goal as her own
and the desired mental state result, or she may not. In other words, agents believe themselvesand others
to share control over the outcome of their dialogue actions. Agents are autonomous over what they
acquire in dialogue. In order to potentially achieve a desired mental state in another,agentstherefore need
to understand the conditions under which beliefs and goals are adopted in dialogue. In the absenceof
evidence of truth in the world, beliefs and also goals are adopted according to the agent's preferences.
Existing beliefs and goals can be dropped on the same basis. there is no requirement that new
information only be acquired in dialogue if it is not in contradiction with the mental states with exist.
This is crucial to agents' understanding that conflicts can be resolved, and differs from previous
frameworks unconcerned with conflict as an issue in cooperative interaction. Agents can therefore be
induced to "change their minds".

Beliefs and goals are adopted also relative to a belief about the basis

according to which the speaker became committed to them, this being a notion of good strategy.
Strategically rational agentsact according to goals which they believe will be attained, and to which they
believe any response on the part of the other agent will also be in their favour. Agents generate and
interpret dialogue actions on the basis of believing themselves and others to generate dialogue actions
according to a strategic rationality. Dialogue is strategic interaction. Finally, there is no assumption
that agents are truthful or sincere. Dialogue actions can be veracious or mendacious, concealing or
revealing expressionsof a mental state of the speaker.
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In chapter 7, selected dialogue actions from a real trade union negotiation between an electrician's
union and their management are explained according to the above theory. Also in chapter 7 is an
analysis of an extract from "Othello" which focusses on the use of deception in strategic interaction.
The latter example was very influential to theoretical development, but the prime motivation for
focussing on conflict in multi-agent
systemswas to generatea framework in which the positive aspects
of this could be realised. This thesis therefore presents a framework for negotiation; a framework for
dialogue as a meansof resolving conflicts.
The theory presented in this thesis offers a wider notion of cooperative multi-agent interaction than
Previous Al research. It incorporates insights gained from other related fields of study, such as social
psychology, philosophy and game theory.

The nature and role of conflict to the evolution and

maintenance of cooperative systems,the nature of dialogue as strategic interaction, the nature of agents'
control over the flow of information between them in dialogue - these, together with arguments as to
their relevance to computational applications, are the major contributions of this work. In addition, and
related to this, the research described here has pointed out how much work is still to be done.
Preferences,for example, emerged as an important property of agents, reflecting circumstantially-based
relationships between different beliefs and goals. These relate directly to the strengths with which the
different beliefs and goals are held which support the contending issues. It is not a trivial task to
represent beliefs and goals at varying relative strengths, and to account for constant changes in this
during the course of an interaction. This issue has consequentlybeenavoided in researchto date;agents
are modelled with one belief or goal as equally as important and henceretainable or rejectableas the next.
Other representationalproblems were discussedin chapter4 and also chapter 2, particularly with respect
to the formal approach which was adopted.

The problem of expressing relative probabilities for

example, and idealised rationalities. This thesis has not beenconcerned with representational issuesto
any greater extent than in selecting the most suitable currently available approach,in order to undertake
the research. Obviously however, continuing interest by other researchersinto theseissues is of great
relevanceto the potential for both practical and further theoretical developmentsof this work.
This researchhas built on the little researchthere is in AI with regard to the nature of agenthood,and
the particular context of agents interacting with each other and creating social or multi-agent systems.
As mentioned earlier, elements of the theory were borrowed from social psychology, philosophy and
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game theory, which are disciplines with more experience in these mangy- I hope this thesis points out
the value to Al firstly, of such an interdisciplinary approach, and secondly, the importance of the
continued gathering of more and more theoretical insights into the nature of rational agenthood and
multi-agency, before the development of HQ and DAI computational applications.
Cooperation was the issue primarily selected here as requiring some attention. Whilst investigating
the nature of multi-agent cooperation and the role of conflict in this, other issues became apparent, such
as the nature of agent autonomy and control over the flow of information in dialogue, for example.
Only the surface of this issue has been touched here however, particularly with respect to the nature and
varied usesof deception in dialogue. As pointed out by Goffman (1970) and referred to in chapters 3 and
6. deception is a part of everyday communication. There we many grades and types of dishonesty,
and I
believe this should not be considered as necessarily a sinister concern. Telling nothing but the whole
and complete truth in all circmnstaom is more than often inappropriate, if not time-wasting, or at worst
potentially destructive. Just as the view of conflict as distasteful prevented social psychologists in the
past from dealing with it and recognising its positive role in social systems, so similar attitudes to
issues of sincerity and opennesswill generate a blinkered approach to the computational modelling of
multi-agent dialogues. This thesis has only briefly raised this as an issue, but I believe it to be one
worthy of further discussion and study.
Another issue which has not been dealt with in full here is that of negotiation. In fact. the view
which this thesis implicitly

presents in its emphasis, of all conflicts being resolvable via dialogue,

suffers from the same lack of realism just used to criticise other researchin which all agentsare assumed
benevolent and sincere. Only a brief suggestion was made in section 3.2.3 of further researchtaking.into
account the necessity for agentsto be able to assesswhether and/or when a choice of "best action" in the
circumstances is more appropriate. There is a great wealth of research into bargaining and strategic
interaction from other disciplines such as social pychology, economics and trade union studies, for
example. All of this, and more, warrants further investigation.
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